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Donn fire caused by candle

JCUgrad
dies in
collision

James Aurlcchlo
Managing Editor
Keith D. Bestine, 24, of
Westfield , New York, died Sunday
afternoon when the motorcycle he
was riding collided head-on wi th
a car in nearby Dewitt ville, NY.
He was a member of the class
of 1993.
Bes tine
was
travelling
westbound when his motorcycle
crossed into an eastbound lane
and was s·truck by an on-coming
vehicle.
He was pronounced dead at the
scene when sheriff's deputies arrived.
The three passengers from the
on-coming vehicle were treated
and released from the WCA Hospital in jamestown.
"Keith was a great kid," Dean of
Students Joseph Farrell said. "He
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Sutowski resident awoke to flames
Chrlst~na
News Ed1tor

Keith Bestine, Class of '93
year.
He then moved on to play rugby.
Bill Breshnahan, a senior at Carroll, played rugby with Besti ne his
freshman year.
"He was one of the funnest
people l have ever met ,"
Breshnahan said. "He was quiet if
he didn't know you, but he took
care of his friends." Bestine was a
business major here at ]CU. He
was also a member of the University Club.
A van full of friends and ad-

Hynes

A room on the second floor of
Sutowski hall went up in fla mes
on ApnllO at approxi mately 3:30
p.m. T he cause of the fi re w~s an
u_na tte~ded ca nd le,_ s_aid Umversuy Heights fire o fficials.
.
The Umversity Heights F1re
Department was on the scene in
fi_ve minutes, ~aid Do~na Byrnes,
d1rector of res1dence hfe.
Sophomore Ann Colan fell
asleep with a litcandlein her room
and awoke to a room full of flames,
Byrnes said. UHFD officials believe thatthecandleigniteda table
clorh a nd spread to the rest of the
room.
"She woke up; saw the flames;
ran out of the room and knocked
on people's doors to get everyone
out," Byrnes said. "She tried to get
afire extinguisher burcouldn'tget
it out of the box."
Colan's roommate, Sophomore
was attending class at
Katie

"

Bestine was recruited to p ay
football for the Blue Streaks, but
he blew out his knee freshman

Akron to Nevv York
Communications professor to design
sets for National Actor's Theatre

ater is today. He's such a wealth of
Melissa Tllk
knowledge about what theater has
Editor-in-Chief
Big name stars will be appear- been," said Beck.
When it comes to today's stars,
ingattheAkronCivicTheaterthis
summer, but someone needs to set Kenley has contacts with them
too. In fact, Lonnie Anderson,
the scene.
james F. Beck, assistant profes- David Canary, Dom DeLuise, Barsor of communications and tech- bara Eden, Mitzi Gaynor, Robert
nical director for John Carroll Goulet and Tony Randall have
University theater, is just that per- agreed to perform in shows this
· summer. Kenley has already held
son.
Courtesy of famed theatrical auditions in the Cleveland area
producer, john Kenley, a and will hold New York auditions
summerstock program of six soon.
The season will run july
shows will appear at the renovated
Akron theater and Kenley has throughAugustwithaquickturn·
hiredBecktodesignsetsandserve over time for each production.
Beck will be adapting sets for four
as technical director.
Kenley was connected with shows and designing two from
Beck through]CU instructor, Bob scratch. He will design the set at
Noll who knew Kenley was look- the Akron Civic Theater for The
ing for a designer for the summer. Man Who Came to Dinner, starKenley carne to Beck's most recent ring Randall. Aftertheshow'srun
design and directorial feat, Larry in Akron, the show, set included;
Kramer's The DestinyofMewhich will move to The National Actor's
appeared on the Kulas stage in late Theater in New York City.
"I will be going to New York in
March.
"He saw the show, showed him the nearfuturetosee the National
the set, models, photos and decided Actor's Theater and also will be
taking a tour of Akron Civic Thehe was interested," said Noll.
ater soon," said Beck.
Kenley then contacted Beck.
Beck is reserved about his ex"l heard about Jim from Bob
citement
at the potential of his
Noll whowasmyassistanta number of years ago. He will be the set New York debut.
"Honestly, until I'm sitting in
designer and technical director for
the
theater - I'll be around others
the Akron shows. Heisajackof all
who
work and shape and move
trades," said Kenley.
Beck knew of Kenley from his the theater. I don't want to make
roo much of it, but it will be a big,
study of theater history.
"Kenley has contacts with big thing when it happens," he
see BECK, page 2
peoplewhohaveshaped what the-

said Foley. "!came homeafterclass
and found out."
A work study student alerted
Residence Life, and the UHFDwas
phoned.
"We called security saying the
fire was real," Byrnes said. "The
;~.larm had already sounded and
people were being cleared our of
the building."
Sophomorejason Dunneback,
who lives on the first floor of

Sutowsk i, was among the first at
the sce ne of the rire.
"My first thought was that a
garbage can is on ri re,"hesaid. "So,
I went up there a nd grabbed a fire
exti~guishe_r. I looked in the room
anduwaspltchblack. Thecandle
was an open_fla~e and it caught
ontosomerhmg
TherewerenoRAsinthebuilding at the rime of the fire.
. "There are no daytime d my
hours for staff," Byrnes said. "It
happened that there were no RAs
in the building. There were three
at class and three helping out in
Murphy."
Residence Hall Director Jeff
Orzalek, and other resident assisrants, were preparing the basement of Murphy Hall for victims
of the Ursuline College fire when
the Sutowski incident occurred.
iremembertheRAsresponded
justlikeclockwork,"Sutowskihall
RAJulie Cullen said. "Everybody
did what they had to do."
e

al r

by vaca ting t he building and attempting to contain the fire until
UHFD arrived.
"When I got to the scene,
[Orzalek] and the guards were in
the room getting the fire extinguished," Byrnes said. "He was
feeding people fire extinguishers;
we used about six."
Cullen said the room wascompletely enflam ed.
"It was rea 11 y smoky-you could
even see the flames from outside
when I went around to check that
people were out of the way for the
fi re department," Cullen said.
Murphy Hall Resident Assistant, Anne Flannery; was also assisting in vacating the building
"Being an RA in Murphy, we
didn't havekeystorhe building or
office so we went through open
doors to make sure everyone was
out," Flannery said.
They were nor able to extinguish the fire completely until the
UHFDarri ved . As the fire depart·
n u:.n

o\

\.he \Ht;. 1

side of
room.
Ursuline
'"Housekeeping cleaned the enstudents were expected to stay in
the basement of Murphy, but once tire floor with a wer-vac," said
Ursuline found out about the Cullen.
The building was evacuated
Sutowski fire, they decided to stay
and residents of Sutowski were
at Notre Dame College.
"The irony is that Ursuline had told to stay off the floor until 8
a fire and we were getting rooms p.m. All doors and windows on
ready," said Cullen. "That's why the floor were opened and an RA
was posted at each end of the floor
no one was in the building."
The RAs in Murphy were noti· to prevent theft. RAsalsodid room
see FIRE, page 3
fied, and immediately responded

Klus wins two top senior honors
Kevin Bachman
Assistant Managing Editor
Pat Klus is graduating in May,
but not before he bestows his
legacyonjohn Carroll by winning
two of the biggest awards the University can give a student.
Klus is the 1995 recipient of the
Danford Award, given byCampus
Ministry, and the Beaudry Award,
given by the Christian Life Community.
Klus is a religious studies major who will enter the jesuit Volunteer Corps in August. The]VC
is a group of people inspired by
jesuit ideas and values seeking a
long term commitment to service,
he said.
The Danford award is given to a
student who is active in campus
life and who participates in outsideservice to the communi ty;said
Director of Campus Ministry, Fr.
Peter]. Fennessey, SJ.
"The Danford Award is intended to honor a student outstandingin theseareas," Fennessey
said.
Klus will receive an engraved
bowl and a monetary award at the
May3CampusMinistryappreciation dinner.
The Beaudry Award is given in
honor of Robert Beaudry, a 1951

graduatewhodied ina plane crash.
It is an award voted upon by the
Senior class and it is based on leadership activities, academic
achievement, service to the university and the civic community
and a commitment to Catholic
values. He receives the Beaudry
Award during commencement
exercises May 21. ·
Klus has been active in Campus Ministry and a variety of stu·
dentorganizarionsas well. Besides
being an active participant in the

CLC, he has worked extensively in
Project Gold, Habitat for Humanity, Christmas in October, Christmas in April, and the Epiphany
Hunger Center.
WithinCampusMinisrry,Kius
is a Eucharistic Minister, a lector,
and a sacristan for weekend liturgies.
He is also a member of the Rite
of Christian Initiation of Adults
[RICA], which helps prepare
people for membership within the
see KLUS, page 3
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Changes could follow Marriott Town Meeting
Cherie Skoczen

its money.
As.Sistant News Editor
However, Yaeger said this isn't
Several changes can be ex- necessarily true.
(leered in the Marriottdiningser"We don't depend on students
Vices next fall. Healthier choices, to miss meals for a profit," he said.
rnore accurate nutritional inforThere is a daily price proposed
rna tion, and
to the univer·
the possibility
sity, and Marof additional
"We don't depend riott knows
fOOd plans are
that if a stuafewoftheexon students
dent
purp e c t e d
chases the 19
changes.
miss meals for a
mealplanopStudentsretion, the stucently were
dentwilluse
given the oponly about78
Portunity to
percentofhis
ex:press their
-Dan Yaeger meals, he
concerns to a
said. This adpanel of Marjustedpriceis
riort workers, students, and staff. what Marriott quotes the univerThe Marriott Town Meeting was sity.
sponsored by the Student Union
Students also expressed a need
and the Office of Student Affairs. for change in the Inn Between.
Doralice Tavolario, director of
Tavalariosaid it is hard for stuStudent Union internal affairs, dentstospendthe$100intheplus
organized the town meeting. She points that many have in addition
said many students have come to to their meal plans because of the
her with concerns about Marriot,t little varitey in the Inn Between.
food services.
Tavolario said that a lot of
'"In defense of Marriott, they lis- people also expressed concern for
ten very well,' Tavolario said. "As the nutritional value of the food.
head of the food committee, I've
"1 have committed to increasworked with them for a year and a ing the variety of healthy choices
half now,andwehaveneverasked in both the Inn Between and caffor something we haven't gotten." eteria next semester," said Yaeger.
Tim Pierce, food service manHowever, he said there is a probager,said he expected many nega- lem with this because the healthy
tive comments at the meeting. choices are not always the most
However,outoftheapproximately popular items. He said he gets
20 questions asked, Pierce said mixed reactions from customers
only three were complaints.
about the food selection.
Dan Yaeger, director of dining
"Students want healthy
services, said he also expected a choices, but they also want
lor of complaints.
chicken fingers, chicken nuggets,

to

profit."

The five-meal plan option was an extensive survey of their cusoriginally done away with when . tomers. Marriott workers manMarriortbeganpromotingMunch aged the survey centers at differMoney because prices for each ent places throughout the camplan were about the same, he said. pus.
"We had some input from stuYaeger said Marriorr may
implement a block meal plan in dents that change is needed," said
which students could buy a cer- MarkCunningham,servicesupertain amount of meals in advance. visor. "We conducted the surveys
Under the block plan, a srudem to find out exactly what our cuscould use two or three meals at tomers want in terms of hours,
one time if he were entertaining meal plans, and service. We want
to provide a better service ro our
guests.
However, the block plan would customers."
Cunningham said Marriott
be more expensive because most
students probably will use all of will be taking the results of the
their pre-purchased meals, he said. survey seriously, and they will use
In addition to gathering new them ro make decisions on how to
ideasforimprovementatthemeet- improve services for the upcoming, Marriott recently conducted ing school year.

"The surveys could produce a
dramatic change as far as dining
services in the next year or two,"
Cunningharq said.
Yaeger expects a detailed report
with an interpretation of the data
in the next four weeks.
"There was a uemendous response to the survey," Yaeger said.
"We got many more responses
than we expected." They have already started making some
changes in their agendas by taking things off the serving line and
cooking them to order in the diningroom.
"I see us doing things differently in the way of specials and
menus in general next year," Yaeger said.

BECK: Set de-

signs COuld be
used NYC
m·

continued from page 1
said.Originally,Beckdidnotset
out to become a set designer for
theatrical productions.
"Myinterestindesignstarted
as an undergraduate at Hiram. I
wasamusicmajorandgotwork
study in the theater building
sets. Both in class, on stage and
through building, I understood
the whole process. 1 ended up
changing my major to design,
butkeptamusicminor,"hesaid.
Beck went oii to earn a masters of fine arts in production
design and technology from
Ohio University.
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KWS: 'One of a Kird"
Continued from page 1
Catholic Church
Klus said he is honored to be
the recipient of the Danford
Award, because of what it means
both personally, and spiritually.
"For me, th is is what I think
God has planned for me, and what
I should be doing in the world ,"
Klus said.
Sr. Mary Noel, of Cam pus Ministry, said that Kl us has been mvol ved in retreats, prayer services
and almost every other aspect of
student life since he came to john
Carroll.
"A student like Pat, who is involved in so many various activities, does not come around very
of ten," Noel said.
Phil Kangas, a former Student
Union President who had also
been nominated for the Beaudry
Award, said it wasonly fitting that
Klus win both the Beaudry and
the Danford Awards as well.
"Pat is definitely deserving of
the awards," Kangas said. "Everybody knows Pat to be committed
to others."
Klusgivesa great deal of credit
to his family.
"My parents taught me a lot of
values, as well as my brothers and
sisters, along with my Jesuit education at St. Xavier's [in CincinnatW
Noel said she sometimes wondered how Pat managed to do everything, from the day he arrived
atjohn Carroll, while consistently
maintaining a good grade point
average.

FIRE: Damages could total over $4,000

"Since his freshman year, Pat
has gone out of his way to become
involved in almosteveryaspectof
campus minis try," Noel said. "He
extended himself above and beyond the call of duty while at the
same time keeping good grades."
Outside of the john Carroll
corn m unity, KIus is the vice-chairperson of the Ohio Youth Action
Council, which is an advisory
committee
to
Governor
Voinovich's Community Service
Commission.
Lisa Heckman, director of student activities, has worked with
Pat extensively throughout his
four years at john Carroll, and sees
in htm a kind person genuinely
interested in others.
"Pat is one of the most humble
students I have met in the eight
years I've been at john Carroll,"
Heckman said. "The Beaudry is
voted on by his peers, and that says
to me what they think of him. He
serves without being recognized
for it."
Klus said he is proud to have
been recognized by his classmates.
"It's a great feeling to know that
my class thinks so much of me,"
Klus said. "I'm extremely flattered."
Pat's commitment to service
and the Catholic tradition is what
separates him from his peers, said
Bill Glunz, Student Union vice
president.
"His life, in my opinion, is dedicated to service," Glunz said. "He's
one of the most caring, generous
people I know. Pat's one of a kind."

~~~~;i~. .-~~~~~. .~~~~~--~~~~n~~e~n~o~n~o~!t~y,.~~sc~·~oo~.~u~t·t~aPtt~w~asP!o~r~u~n~c~-~e~n~ta~t..•on ycr~nngg~a·gWroluMn._p,ainiiMi~n~a~n~eiw~sp•~Wclei_U.~--~~~~~~. .~-;~~~~~~~~-.~
facing srudencs: Yaeger said. "But
1 vvas pleased with how it was
ha ndled. There were some good
questions."
Tavolario said one of the concernsthataroseauhemeetingwas
where the moneygoeswhenstudents do not use all of their meals
each week
According to Tavolario, Marriott panelists said they depend on
students to miss some meals because that is how Marriott makes

is turning into 'low fat' or 'no fat.'
They want low fat or no fat, and
that is what we're targeting."
There will be a new computer
to print out and post the amount
offat,calories,carbohydrates,and
other nuuitional information in
the food, he said.
Many also expressed the need
for additional meal plans, such as
a five-meal plan option.
"We're looking at some other
meal plan options," said Yaeger.

tion -stairs, number of doors,"
he said, "I realized that the design was expressive of the play's
qualities, mood, the theme in
visual terms."
However, the set for a play
isn't composed in one sitting.
When considering a design for
a show, Beck starts by reading
the script several times and
takes "copious notes on the action of the play."
After achieving spatial ori-

or three dimensional modeL Beck
starts working at the specifics of
the context of the play.
"I research when and where the
play takes place. You have to pull
yourseUoutofwhatyou'refamiliarwith.lftheplaytakesplacein
Mississippi, 1 want it to be uuly
Mississippian in terms of architecture," he said.
Beck designs shows according
to the space he has to work with
and said that it's exciting to work

•Any time you work in a differenttheater,youseehowothers work, that's how you learn."
While Beck is moving from
an educational to commercial
theater setting, he has no intentionsofleavingeducational
theater.
"I don't know what's going
to happen after this, but I'm
committed to educational theater and will not leave it," said
Beck.

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
/
On-Campus S lit
/

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
On-CamPuS Senator
Off-Campus ~tor

Jennifer Daugherty
Staff Reporter
Laura Beam,JCU sophomore, was completely unaware that she had won until her
teacher congratulated her in class.
Even then it was a week before she could
confirm that she was the only recipient,
inrernationall y, of the james L Fly Scholarship. Fly wasanearlycommissionerof the
FCC [Federal Communications CommissionerL
The prestigious broadcasting scholarship, sponsored by the james Lawrence Fly
lav.r firm in Washington, D.C., is given to a
student of communications interested in
studying broadcast media.
According to Beam, the scholarship is
distributed through the Broadcast Education Association (BEA).
lhe recipient must beasophomore,junior. or senior enrolled in a school that has a
BEA membership," Beam said.
The scholarship provides Beam with
$2.500 toward next year's tuition atJCU, the
announcement that Beam had won was
made at a BEA convention in Las Vegas on
April 9 which was attended by communication professors from across the nation,
including Carroll. Beam had to wait for the
professors to return from the trip toconfirm
rttat she had been chosen for the scholar-

ship.
"The main requirement [for this award] is
that the individual has to have a career goal
of going into the broadcaotfield,"said David
Reese,JCU instructor and general manager
forWUJC.
According to Reese, Beam was competing with applicants from over 300 schools
throughout the world.
1Beam has] really accomplished somethinggoodfortheschoolandcertainlygood
for herself," said Reese. "My assessment of
Laura is that she is very positive about the
broadcast business and has a clear goal of
what she wants to do."
Beam first became interested in broadcast media during her senior year of high
school when she was participating in a
mentorship program at Brush High School.
The program allowed students to observe
different professions and learn what was
involved in each. Beam was assigned to
observe the functioning of the Carroll radio
station, where her interest in radio then began.
"lloved it so much that now I'm com mitted to radio," she said.
Reese explained Beam's enthusiasm in
radio.
1Beaml was so into [WUJC radio] that

conltnued from page 1
checks and confiscated many
candles from other rooms in the
building
Standard procedure for a fire is
explained at the beginning of the
year to all who would be involved
in a possible fire.
"As soon as the alarm goes off,
it is indicated in the guardhouse
and security goes to the scene,"
Byrnes said. "If it's real, we call
secunty toea\\ the UHFD because
!Residence Life] would be on the
scene before security. We don't
usually announce it's a fire so
people won't panic." Residence
halls are required to have two fire
drills throughout the year, said
Byrnes.
"We won't have fire drills if a
building has at least two false
alarms during the year," she said.
"We usually use those as drills."
Thefireanddamageswerecontai ned in the room and the total
amount of damages was between
$3500 and $8000, said Byrnes.
"There was no damage outside
of the room," she said. "She left the
room and closed the door. It was
only opened a few times."

President
Vice-President·
Secretary
Treasurer
On-Campus Senator
Off-Campus Senator

cess went very smoot y:
"We had no problems with the
candidates," Latek said. "It was a
pretty clean election."
Plans are already in progress to
make next year an even better college experience for students, said
Aaron Marinelli, newly-elected
sophomore class president. Officers are concerned with the problems of students and are finding
ways to increase student involvement in campus activities, especially off-campus students.
As an incumbent, Genesis
Brown, newly-elected senior class
president, said he felt he had a responsibility to continue the work
he was doing this year as junior
class president. He wants to continue Project H.O.P.E. and views
Senior Happy Hour as a good social event to bring seniors together.

Genesis Brown
Paul Palul')1bo
Daniel Pro~n~~oo
Marc c. Robmsor
Davjd E!ITSon
- Marty oopPell
~yra B..trSOI,J!l
Mattewfico
Joe Gladstooe

Monroe France

Matt Hagqn
Valerie B. Williams
Michelle Pesce
Daria Dreboty
liz Ghoubrial
Mary-Michel le Coleman
Angel Kornuc
Anthony Mahfood
Aaron Marinelli
Jason Hetterscheidt
Kate Robinson
Ryan Lynch
Drew Horansky, Karen Kovacic
Joseph Kury II, Sherrie Mikhail

.

she had her own show before she was even
"It's a fun show if you like that music,"
said Beam.
a freshman," he said.
Beam continued her involvement in the
Her second show, "Wake Up and Smell
radio station once she entered the Carroll the Moon" airs Friday nights at midnight
community and currently serves as opera- and is a talk format that explores caller
tions manager.
reactions todifferent local and national'top10perations Manager] coordinates with ics. She manages this show along with Ed
the station manager and the general man- Rusch,a Carrollgraduate,and Ryan Huston,
ager to organize the day-to-day running of a Carroll freshman.Reese said he is confithe station," she said.
dent in Beam's future.
"Her enthusiasm and interest in the inIn addition to those responsibilities,
Beam is involved in two radio shows. The . dustry is what was recognized[on her apfirst, titled "Oxymoronic Paradox," is a clas- plicationl" he said. "Her future success will
be part scholarship and part desire."
sic pop format that plays mostly 80's hits.
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Pot1't let the t1attte fool you.
Come and check out our new line of hard to find
DomeStic & Imported Live CO's.
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conveniently located at the southwest
corner of Green and Mayfield Roads.
Plenty of parking at our rear entrance.
(off of Green Road)
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HOURS:
Mon., Wed., Sat.
11-6

Tues., Thurs., Fri.
11-8

Sunday ll-5

she said. "Disciplinary actions
will be taken."
As for preventing this type of
inctdent from happening in the
future, Byrnes said the present
policies and procedures will continue to be enforced.
"I think the policies and procedures are fine the way they are,~
Byrnes said. "Maybe you should
ask students what they are going
to do [to prevent fires]"
Orzalek stressed that the rules
are en forced.
"You can't always find every
cand le in every room," he said.
"You confiscate one and they buy
another. Maybe people will see
this and learn from it."
Cullen said that people need to
be responsible.
"This never has to happen
again," she said. "While they were
letting people back into the build·
ing, I did room checks."
Farrell also said he hopes that
i! will be an example for the student body.
"Candles are lethal," he said.
"There are a lot of people who like
them but they are really playing
Russian Roulette."
·

Student Union officers named

Angela Stubbs
Staff RePQrter
Student Union class elections
for the 1995-96 school year took
place on April 10 and ll. Voter
turn out was the biggest ever as
freshmen, sophomores, and juniors at JCU cast their ballots to
elect Student Union officers for
1995-96, said Joe Latek, elections
committee chairperson. Latek

J

SoJix>more Laura Beam's radio show airs weekly on WU.JC.

The room and its contents,
though, were destroyed.
"We 1ost clothes, personal iterns,
basicallyalmosteverythingin the
room," Foley said. "For the last
three days before Easter break, we
moved out. They gave usa room in
Dolan tO stay in."
According to Byrnes, the remainder of the women's things
were moved to a storage area for
the break. "They actually started
work ing on the room on Wednesday before break," she said. "Now,
they are back in their room "
Candles and incensearearnong
some of the items prohibited in a
dorm room, states JCU housing
contracts.
"Candles are not permitted in
residence halls," said joe Farrell,
dean of students. "This is a perfect
example of why that rule was instituted."
Both the uni versityand the two
sophomores have been in touch
with their insurance companies
to discuss who will be held responsible for paying the damages,
Byrnes said. "The insurance agents
are talking to each other and
they'll work it out on that level,"

He also has plans for a Senior newsletter for off-campus seniors, he
said.
"It's not an easy job, • said Brown.
"But with help, it can be done."
Newly-elected Junior Class
President Monroe France said he
thinks of his position as one that
gives him power to implement

0

H

"ln the future, ! dream of being
Dean of Students at a major universitywherelcancontinuetogive
encouragement to college students," France said.
Last year, Marinelli was vice
presidentofhisfreshmanclass. It
was in this position that he said he
realized a lot of students have
problems atjCU.
As new] y elected
~\':

sa\d h e \s pleased w\th the good

Senior Class

WUJC deejay wins broadcasting scholarship

3

ho\.,,n'" .... C\':'•-""-.\"'vc-r,\

know you have a

solve these problems
and to help students
move forward.
voice
be able to
"I want students to
have a good time," said
make things happen
Marinelli . "I want
sophomore year to be a
fun place to be atJCU."
Together
with
-Monroe France
Sophomore Class Vice
President
Jason
Hetterscheidt, Marinelli
said he has plans to address the
change.
"It feels good to know you have mandatory attendance policy to
a voice to be able to make things the Student Union.
They said they hope to imple- .
happen at]CU," France said.
ment
on-campus mailboxes for
France said he would like to
see students involved in, commu- off-campus students. In addition
nityservice year-round. He wants to keeping off-campus students
to see more events held for the jun- moreinformed,mailboxesoncamior class and encourages students pus will save JCU money, said
Marinelli.
to take an active part in ]CU.
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Changes could follow Malriott Town Meeting
Cherie Skoczen

its money.
~istant News Editor
However, Yaeger said this isn't
Several changes can be ex- necessarily true.
peered in the Marriott dining ser"We don't depend on students
vices nextfall. Healthier choices, to miss meals for a profit," he said.
more accurate nutritional inforThere is a daily price proposed
mation, and
to the univerthe possibility
sity, and Marof additional
"We don't depend riott knows
food plans are
that if a stua few of theexstudents to
dent
purpected
chases the 19
changes.
meal plan opmiss meals for a
Studentsretion, the stucently were
dent will use
given the oponly about78
portunity to
percent of his
-Dan Yaeger meals, he
ex press their
concerns to a
said. Thisadpanel of Marjusted price is
riott workers, students, and staff. what Marriott quotes the univerThe Marriott Town Meeting was sity.
sponsored by the Student Union
Students also expressed a need
and the Office of Student Affairs. for change in the Inn Between.
Doralice Tavolario, director of
Tavalariosaid it is hard for stuStudent Union internal affairs, dents to spend the$100 in the plus
organized the town meeting. She points that many have in addition
said many students have come to to their meal plans because of the
her with concerns about Marriou little varitey in the lnn Between.
food services.
Tavolario said that a lot of
.. In defense of Marriott, they lis- people also expressed concern for
ten very well," Tavolario said. "As the nutritional value of the food.
head of the food committee, I've
"I have committed to increasworked with them fora year and a ing the variety of healthy choices
hall now, and we have never asked in both the Inn Between and caffor something we haven't gotten." eteria next semester," said Yaeger.
Tim Pierce, food service manHowever, he said there is a probager, said he expected many nega- lem with this because the healthy
tive comments at the meeting. choices are not always the most
However,out of theapproximately popular items. He said he gets
20 questions asked, Pierce said mixed reactions from customers
only three were complaints.
about the food selection.
Dan Yaeger, director of dining
"Students want healthy
services, said he also expected a choices, but they also want
lot of complaints.
chicken fingers, chicken nuggets,

on

profit."

s e m ono ea

>

facing students, · Yaeger said. "Bur
I was pleased with how it was
handled. There were some good
questions."
Tavolario said one of the concernsthataroseatthemeetingwas
where the money goes when students do not use all of their meals
each week.
According to Tavolario, Marriott: panelists said they depend on
students to miss some meals because that is how Marriott makes

y

is turning into 'low far' or 'no fat.'
They want low fat or no fat, and
€hat is what we're targeting."
There will be a new computer
to print out and post the amount
of fat,calories,carbohydrates,and
other nutritional information in
the food, he said.
Many also expressed the need
for additional meal plans, such as
a five-meal plan option.
"We're looking at some other
meal plan options," said Yaeger.

The five-meal plan option was an extensive survey of their cusoriginally done away with when . tomers. Marriott workers manMarriott began promoting Munch aged the survey centers at differMoney because prices for each ent places throughout the camplan were about the same, he said. pus.
"We had some input from stuYaeger said Marriott may
implement a block meal plan in dents that change is needed," said
which students could buy a cer- MarkCunningham,servicesupertain amount of meals in advance. visor. "We conducted the surveys
Under the block plan, a student to find out exactly what our cuscould use two or three meals at tomers want in terms of hours,
one time if he were entertaining meal plans, and service. We want
to provide a better service to our
guests.
However, the block plan would customers."
Cunningham said MarrioH
be more expensive because most
students probably will use all of will be raking the results of the
their pre-purchased meals, he said. survey serious!y, and they will use
In addition to gathering new them tomakedecisionsonhowto
ideas for improvementat the meet- improve services for the upcoming, Marriott recently conducted ing school year.

"The surveys could produce a
dramatic change as far as dining
services in the next year or two,"
Cunningham said.
Yaeger expects a detailed report
with an interpretation of the data
in the next four weeks.
"There was a tremendous response to the survey," Yaeger said.
"We got many more responses
than we expected." They have already started mak ing some
changes in their agendas by taking things off the serving line and
cooking them to order in the dining room.
"I see us doing things differently in the way of specials and
menus in general next year," Yaeger said.

BECK: Set de-

signs could be

used in NYC
continued from page 1
said. Originally, Beck did not set
out to become a set designer for
theatrical productions.
"My interest in design started
as an undergraduate at Hiram. I
was am usic major and got work
study in the theater building
sets. Both in class, on stage and
through building, I understood
the whole process. I ended up
changing my major to design,
but kept a music minor,&hesaid.
Beck went oii to earn a masters of fine arts in production
design and technology from
Ohio University.

KWS: 'One of a Kird"
Continued from page 1
Catholic Church.
Klus said he is honored to be
the recipient of the Danford
Award, because of what it means
both personally; and spirituall y.
"For me, this is what I think
God has planned for me, and what
I should be doing in rhe world ,"
Klus said.
Sr. Mary Noel, of Campus Ministry, said that Klus has been involved in retreats, prayer services
and almost every other aspect of
student life since he came to John
Carroll.
"A student like Pat, who is involved in so many var ious activities, does not come around very
often," Noel said.
Phil Kangas, a former Student
Union President who had also
been nominated for the Beaudry
Award,said it was only fitting that
Klus win both the Beaudry and
the Danford Awards as well.
"Pat is definitely deserving of
the awards," Kangas said. "Everybody knows Pat to be committed
to others."
Klusgivesagreatdealof credit
to his family.
"My parents taught me a lot of
values, as well as my brothers and
sisters, along with my Jesuit education at St. Xavier's [in Cincinnati]."
Noel said she sometimes wondered how Pat managed to do everything, from the day he arrived
atJohn Carroll, while consistently
maintaining a good grade point
average.

ship.
"The main requirement [for this award] is
tha tthe individual has to have a career goal
of going in to the broadcast field," said David
Reese,JCU instructor and general manager
forWUJC
According to Reese, Beam was competing with applicants from over 300 schools
throughout the world.
1Beam has] really accomplished somethinggoodfortheschoolandcertainlygood
for herself," said Reese. "My assessment of
laura is that she is very positive about the
broadcast business and has a clear goal of
what she wants to do."
Beam first became interested in broadcast media during her senior year of high
school when she was participating in a
mentorship program at Brush High School.
The program allowed students to observe
different professions and learn what was
involved in each. Beam was assigned to
observe the functioning of the Carroll radio
station, where her interest in radio then began.
"!loved it so much that now I'm committed to radio," she said.
Reese explained Beam's enthusiasm in
radio.
1Beaml was so into (WUJC radio] that

3

FIRE: Damages could total over $4,000

"Since his freshman year, Pat
has gone out of his way to become
mvolved in almost every aspect of
campus ministry;" Noel said. "He
extended himself above and beyond the call of duty while at the
same time keeping good grades."
Outside of the John Carroll
community, K Ius is the vice-chairperson of the Ohio Youth Action
Co uncil , which is an advisory
committee
to
Governor
Voinovich's Community Service
Commission.
Lisa Heckman, director of student activities, has worked with
Pat extensively throughout his
four years at john Carroll, and sees
in him a kind person genuinely
interested in others.
"Pat is one of the most humble
students I have met in the eight
years I've been at John Carroll,"
Heckman said. "The Beaudry is
voted on by his peers, and that says
to me what they think of him. He
serves without being recognized
for it."
Klus said he is proud to have
been recognized by his classmates.
"It's a great feeling to know that
my class thinks so much of me,"
Kl us said. "I'm extreme! y flattered."
Pat's commitment to service
and the Catholic tradition is what
separates him from his peers,said
Bill Glunz, Student Union vice
president.
"His life, in my opinion, is dedicated to service," Glunz sai.d. "He's
one of the most caring, generous
people I know. Pat's one of a kind."

.

The room and its contents,
conltnued from page 1
checks and confiscated many though, were destroyed.
candles from other rooms m the
"We lost clothes, personal items,
butlding.
basicallyalmosteverythingin the
Standard procedure for a fire is room," Foley said. "For the last
explained at the beginning of the three days before Eas ter break, we
year to all who would be involved moved out. They gave usa room in
Dolan to stay in."
in a possible fire.
According to Byrnes, the re"As soon as the alarm goes off,
it is indicated in the guardhouse mainder of the women's things
and security goes to the scene," were moved to a storage area for
Byrnes said. "If it's real, we call the break. "They actually started
security to call the UHFDbecause working on the room on Wednes!Resid ence Life] would be on the day before break," she said. "Now,
scene before sec ur ity We don 't they are back in their room"
usually announce it's a fire so
Candles and incenseareamong
people won't panic." Residence some of the items prohibited in a
ha lis are required to have two fire dorm room, states JCU housing
drills throughout the year, said contracts.
"Candles are not permitted in
Byrnes.
"We won't have fire drills if a residence halls," said Joe Farrell,
building has at least two false dean of students. "This is a perfect
alarms during the year," she said. example of why that rule was instituted."
"We usually use those as drills."
Both the university and the two
Thefireanddamageswerecontained in the room and the total sophomores have been in touch
amount of damages was between with their insurance companies
to discuss who will be held re$3500 and $8000, said Byrnes.
"There was no damage outside sponsible for paying the damages,
of the room," she said. "She left the Byrnes said. "The insurance agents
room and closed the door. It was are talking to each other and
only opened a few times.•
they'll work it out on that level,"

entatiOn ycreatmgagroun pan

or three dimensional model, Beck
starts working at the specifics of
the context of the play.
"I research when and where the
play takes place. You have to pull
yourself out of what you're familiar with. If the play takes place in
Mississippi, I want it to be truly
Mississippian in terms of architecture," he said.
Beck designs shows according
to the space he has to work with
and said that it's exciting to work

in a new splice.
"Anytime you work ina different theater, you see how others work, that's how you learn."
While Beck is moving from
an educational to commercial
theater setting, he has no intentions of leaving ed uca tiona I
theater.
"I don't know what's going
to happen after this, but I'm
committed to educational theater and will not leave it," said
Beck.

Staff Reporter

Student Union class elections
for the 1995-96 school year took
place on April 10 and 11. Voter
turn out was the biggest ever as
freshmen, sophomores, and juniors at JCU cast their ballots to
elect Student Union officers for
I995-96, said Joe Latek, elections
committee chairperson. latek

cess went very smoot y.
"We had no problems with the
candidates," Latek said. "It was a
pretty clean election."
Plans are already in progress to
make next year an even better college experience for students, said
Aaron Marinelli, newly-elected
sophomore class president. Officers are concerned with the problems of students and are finding
ways to increase student involvement in campus activities, especially off-campus students.
As an incumbent, Genesis
Brown, newly-elected senior class
president, said he felt he had aresponsibility to continue the work
he was doing this year as junior
class president. He wants to continue Project H.O.P.E. and views
Senior Happy Hour as a good social event to bringseniors together.

Senior Class
President
Vice-President
Secretary
~
Treasurer
On-Campus ,S{!I'lat

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
On-Carrfpus senator

MOnroe Frai)Ce
Matt HagQn

Valerie B. Williams
Michelle Pesce
Daria Dreboty
liz Ghoubrial
Mary-Michelle Coleman
Angel Kornuc
Anthony Mahfood
Aaron Marinelli
Jason Hetterscheidt
Kate Robinson
Ryan Lynch
Drew Horansky, Karen Kovacic
Joseph Kury II, Sherrie Mikhail

J
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Sophomore Laura Beam's radio show airs weekly on WU.JC.
"It's a fun show if you like that music,"
she had her own show before she was even
said Beam.
a freshman," he said.
Beam continued her involvement in the
Her second show, "Wake Up and Smell
radio station once she entered the Carroll the Moon~ airs Friday nights at midnight
community and currently serves as opera- and is a talk format that explores caller
tions manager.
reactions tod ifferent local and na tiona I'top"!Operations Manager] coordinates with ics. She manages this show along with Ed
the station manager and the general man- Rusch,aCarrollgraduate,and Ryan Huston,
ager to organize the day-to-day running of a Carroll freshman.Reese said he is confident in Beam's future.
the station," she said.
"Her enthusiasm and interest in the inIn addition to those responsibilities,
Beam is involved in two radio shows. The . dustry is what was recognized (on her apfirst, tit led "Oxymoronic Paradox," is a clas- plication]," he said. "Her future success will
be part scholarship and pan desire."
sic pop format that plays mostly SO's hits.
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Ponlt let the natMe fool you.
Come and check out our new line of hard to find
Domestic & Imported Live CO's.

. <~<
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conveniently located at the southwest
corner of Green and Mayfield Roads.
Plenty of parking at our rear entrance.
(off of Green Road)

HOURS:

Mon., Wed., Sat.
11-6
Tues., Thurs., Fri .
11·8
Sunday 12-5

she said. "Disciplinary actions
will be taken."
As for preventing this type of
incident from happening in the
future, Byrnes said the present
policies and procedures will continue to be enforced
"I think the policies and procedures are fine the way they are,"
Byrnes said. "Maybe you should
ask students what they are going
to do [to prevent firesL"
Orzalek stressed that the rules
are enforced.
"You can't always find every
candle in every room," he said.
"You confiscate one and they buy
another. Maybe people will see
this and learn from it"
Cullen said that people need to
be responsible.
"This never has to happen
again," she said. "W hile they were
letting people back into the building, I did room checks. &
Farrell also said he hopes that
it will be an example for the student body
"Candles are lethal," he said.
"There area lot of people who like
them but they are really playing
Russian Roulette."
·

Student Union officers named

Angela Stubbs

He also has plans for a Senior news"In the future, I dream of being
letter for off -campus seniors, he Dean of Students at a major university where I can continue to give
said.
"It'snoraneasyjob,"saidBrown. encouragement to college students, • France said.
"But with help, it can be done."
Last year, Marinelli .was vice
Newly-elected Junior Class
President Monroe France said he presidentofhisfreshmanclass.lt
thinks of his position as one that was in this position that he said he
gives him power to implement realized a lot of students have
problems atjCV.
As newly elected
~\"'\"'t'\"'' t'\ \".-. ("'\-~ •. r ,\"'''t"r-• \

said h e is p leased with th e good

sc oo , ut t ar was or unction- stairs, number of doors,"
he said, "1 realized that the design was expressive of the play's
qualities, mood, the theme in
visual terms."
However, the set for a play
isn't composed in one sitting.
When considering a design for
a show, Beck starts by reading
the script several times and
takes "copious notes on the action of the play."
After achieving spatial ori-

WUJC deejay wins broadcasting scholarship
Jennffer Daugherty
Staff Reporter
Laura Beam,JCU sophomore, was completely unaware that she had won until her
teacher congratulated her in class.
Even then it was a week before she could
confirm that she was the only recipiem,
internationally, of the james L. Fly Scholarship. Fly was an early commissioner ofthe
FCC [Federal Communications Commissioned
The prestigious broadcasting scholarship, sponsored by the james Lawrence Fly
law firm in Washington, D.C, is given to a
student of communications interested in
studying broadcast media.
According to Beam, the scholarship is
distributed through the Broadcast Education Association (BEA).
"The recipient must beasophomore,junior, or senior enrolled in a school that has a
SEA membership," Beam said.
The scholarship provides Beam with
$2,.500 toward next year's tuition atJCU, the
announcement that Beam had won was
xnade at a BEA convention in Las Vegas on
April9 which was attended by communicat.ion professors from across the nation,
including CarrolL Beam had rowaitforrhe
professors to return from the trip to confirm
th.at she had been chosen for the scholar-
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know you have a

solve these problems
and to help students
move forward .
voice to
able to
"I want students to
have a good time," said
make things happen
Marinelli . "I want
sophomore year to be a
at JCU••• "
fun place to be atjCU."
Together
with
-Monroe France
Sophomore Class Vice
President
Jason
Hetterscheidt, Marinelli
said he has plans to address the
change.
"It feels good to know you have mandatory attendance policy to
a voice to be able to make things the Student Union.
They said they hope to imple- .
happen atJCU," France said.
ment
on-campus mailboxes for
France said he would like to
see students involved in, commu- off-campus students. In addition
nity service year-round. He wants to keeping off-campus students
to see more events held for the jun- moreinformed,mailboxesoncamior class and encourages students pus will save JCU money; said
Marinelli.
to take an active part inJCU.
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Christmas-in-April: Students rewarded by helping others
tried to improve the appearance has participated in Christmas in
of the house and yard."
April in previous years. He said he
judy Hurless, house captain at feels it is a very worthwhile project
Several families and members
"lt promotes a lot of the things
of an area church received some the Beachview site, was pleased
Christmas cheer last Saturday as with the accomplishments made that we have in our jesuit education," DeCarlo said. "l think it's
approximately 120 John Carroll on the house in one day.
"It went really well ," she said. good to get [the football players!
students spent the day painting,
landscaping,and doing other vari- ·we had the Lake Erie girl scouts, into the mode of helping one anoushousingimprovernentsaspart john Ca rroll students, and three other. We try to teach more than
of Chr istmas-in-April. This was professiona1 carpen the fifth year JCU students have ters all who dona ted
participated in the national hous- their time. Usually we
ing rehabilitation program that don 't have this many
provides various housing im- volunteers which is
many
provements for the elderly, the why we ran out of
unemployed, and for non-profit thingstodohere. Usuallywe're not done this
organizations.
early.
There's a 100 perStudent volunteers went to
threedifferentChristmas-in-April cent difference in the
locations
in
Cleveland ,
ho~~ut28members
Willoughby, and Wickliffe. The
work they prov ided at each site of the football team
J•
varied according to the needs of joined other volunteers
at the Alton Drive site
the location.
The majority of JCU students in Wickliffe that bejudy Hurless
went to St. Philip Neri. parish lo- longed to an elderly
cated on East 82nd Street in Cleve- couple living on social
land. Volunteers repainted the security. The man was a crippled just winning and losing. We try
and prepare them for their assignwallsandstairwellof thechurch's veteran of war.
Hurless said the couple, like ment after they finish here a tJohn
basement which is a community
many people, did not like asking Carroll."
center used for service projects.
Marti DiVito, house captain at
Those who went to the for help. She said they only asked
Beachview site in Willoughby to have one side of their house the Alton Drive site, said the day
worked on a house belonging to painted, but Christmas-in-April went well .
"They had a paint figh t," DiVito
an unemployed 50 year-old man repainted the entire house.
"We did everything," said Head said. "But they were very well beon disability. He has had several
operations and was in the hospi- Football Coach Tony DeCarlo. "We haved, and the coaches who were
tal for further surgery when the pa inted the house. We did all of there with the football team were
the landscaping, edged the walks, very helpful."
students renovated his home.
Volunteers also found the day
"We cleaned up the ya rd," said andcutthegrass. Wealsoremoved
Sophomore Genevieve Volpe. "We awnings from the house and to be very rewarding. "I think it
raked leaves into a compound pile painted them. We just did what- puts things into perspecti >e in
and scraped and painted the house ever we could do to get it in shape." your life," said junior Tracy Potts.
DeCarlo said the football team "lf you were in these people's posiand part of the garage. We just

Cherie Skoczen

Assistant News Editor

"Usually we don't have
this
volunteers,
which Is why we ran out
of things to do. Usually
we're not done this
earl". ,
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Shucking Bubba

Carried ·Away
Food. Music. Happy Hour. T -Shirts and CO's on sale
18 and over
$7.00 with Carroll I.D.
$12.00 without I.D.
Don Shula Sports Center
4 p.m. to Midnight
For Ticlcets call:

397-3066
Prasanlad by

John Can-aD Studant Unian anct The Carroll News

-
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-
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tions, you'd want someone to help
you. Plus, I think in general the
john Carroll community is more
well-off than others, so it's good to
give back something like this because a lot of times we take things
for granted."
The cold weather was one of
the few complaints some students
had.
"Ten degrees warmer wouldn't
have hurt," said Potts who worked
at the Beach view site, located on
the shores of Lake Erie.
Mike Hoge, president of Christmas -in -Aprii -Northcoast, said
John Carroll students play a large
role m the service project.
"John Carroll was a very significant portion of our volunteer
base," Hogesaid. "I wouldsaythey
equated close to 60 percent of our
total volunteers. I've spoken with
all threeof the housecaptainsthat
ran the sites that were manned by
John Car roll studems. AII of them
just had glowing reviews for the
John Carroll students and said
how eager they were to work and
how diligent they were in getting
the project done during that day."
Hurless said Chris tmas-in Apri l-North coast accepts a ppl ications throughout t he year from
people seek ing ass1stance wnh
their homes.
Before making a decision on an
application,a committee previews
the potential site and tries 10 distinguish if it's a legitimate claim.
A credit check is performed on the
applicant, and the individual is
interviewed several times. This
year, ten applications were re-

~

.

----

ceived ,and six sites were serviced.
Mark C Falbo,director for community service, said that those
who receive assistance are notalways the poorest of the poor. Many
are members of the working poor
who are either elderly or physically handicapped and cannot
maintain their home&
"Sui ld ingsuppliesare provided
throughChristmas-in-April,"said
Falbo. "The logistics,suchas meals
and tra nsportation [for the workers.\, are provided by the university.•
Christmas-in-April is a good
entry-level community service
opportunity, Falbo said
"It's a no-brainer,• he said. "You
show up and do some work. lt
doesn't involve long-term commitment,and it provides immediate results."
He added that such a service
project is good for those without a
lot of time; it also provides a good
opportunity for group service.
Along with the football team, the
sorority of Theta Kappa was one
of the groups participating m the
project.
l n rega rds to communi ty service in general at j ohn Ca r roll,
Falbo sa id, "We have a good core
group of kids w ho are involved [in
community service]. If it wasn't
almost finals week, I bet we'd have
some of them wanting to go and
help in Oklahoma City"

Correction: Frank Feola's
name was misspelled i 11 the
Afih 16,1995 issue of the CN.
-

-

-

----

~~---

We want to see everybody
there on Friday, Apri l 28th
on Wasmer Field
at 10:30 a.m.

Co~tte at1d joit1 it1 ot1 the fut1!
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Christmas-in-April: Students rewarded by helping others
Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor

FBatuPing

Shucking Bubba

Carried ·Away
Food. Music. Happy Hour. T -Shirts and CO's on sale
18 and over
$7.00 with Carron I.D.
$12.00 without I.D.
Don Shu'a Sports Center
4 p.m. to Midnight
For Tictcets call:

Several families and members
of an area church received some
Christmas cheer last Saturday as
approximately 120 john Carroll
students spent the day painting,
landscaping, and doing other various housing im provemems as part
of Christmas-in-April This was
the fifth year jCU students have
participated in the national housing rehabilitation program that
provides various housing improvements for the elderly, the
unemployed, and for non-profit
organizations.
Student volunteers went to
three different Christmas-in-April
locations
in
Cleveland,
Willoughby, and Wickliffe. The
work they provided at each site
varied according to the needs of
the location.
The majority of JCU students
went to St. Philip Neri parish located on East82nd Street in Cleveland. Volunteers repainted the
wallsandstairwellof the church's
basement which is a community
center used for service projects.
Those who went to the
Beachview site in Willoughby
worked on a house belonging to
an unemployed 50 year-old man
on disability. He has had several
operations and was in the hospital for further surgery when the
students renovated his home.
"We cleaned up the yard," said
Sophomore Genevieve Volpe. "We
raked leavesintoacompound pile
and scraped and painted the house
and part of the garage. We just

tried to improve the appearance has participated in Christmas in
of the house and yard."
April in previous years. He said he
Judy Hurless, house captain at feels it is a very worthwhile project
"It promotes a lot of the things
the Beachview site, was pleased
with the accomplishments made that we have in our jesuit educaon rhe house in one day.
tion," DeCarlo said. "! think it's
"lt went really well," she said. good to get !the football players!
"We had the Lake Erie girl scouts, into the mode of helping one anJohn Carroll students, and three other. We try to teach more than
professional carpe nters all who donated
their time. Usually we
don't have this many
volunteers which is
why we ran out of
thingstodohere. Usuallywe're not done this
early. There'sa 100 percent difference in the
house."
About 28 members
of the football team
joined other volunteers
at the Alton Drive site
in Wickliffe that bejudy Hurless
lon ged to an elderly
couple living on social
security. The man was a crippled just winning and losing. We try
veteran of war.
and prepare them for their assignHurless said the couple, like ment after they finish hereatjohn
many people, did not like asking Ca rrolL"
Marti DiVito, house captain at
for help. She said they only asked
to have one side of their house the Alton Drive site, said the day
painted, but Christmas-in-April went well.
"T hey had a paint fight," DiVito
repainted the entire house.
"Wedideverything,"said Head said. "But they were very well beFootball Coach Tony DeCarlo. "We haved , and the coaches who were
painted the house. We did all of there with the football team were
the landscaping, edged the walks, very helpful."
Volunteers also found the day
and cut the grass. Wealsoremoved
awnings from the house and to be very rewarding. "! think it
painted them. We just did what- puts things into perspective in
ever we could do to get it in shape." your life," said junior Tracy Potts.
DeCarlo said the football team "If you were in these people's posi-

"Usually we don't have
this many volunteers,
which is why we ran out
of things to do. Usually
we're not done this
early. ,

tions, you'd want someone to help
you. Plus, I think in general the
John Carroll community is more
well-off than others, so it's good to
give back something like this because a lot of times we take things
for granted."
The cold weather was one of
the few com plaints some students
had.
"Ten degrees warmer wouldn't
have hurt," said Potts who worked
at the Beachv1ew site, located on
the shores of Lake Erie.
Mike Hoge, president of Christmas -in-April -Nonhcoas t, said
john Carroll students play a large
role in the service project.
"john Carroll was a very significant portion of our volunteer
base,"Hogesaid. "lwouldsaythey
equated close to 60 percent of our
total volunteers. l've spoken with
all three of the housecaptains that
ran the sites that were manned by
john Carroll students. All of them
just had glowing reviews for the
john Carroll students and said
how eager they were to work and
how diligent they were in getting
the project done during that day."
Hurless said Christmas-in April-Nort hcoast accepts a ppl ications throughout the year from
people seeking ass1stance w1th
their homes.
Before making a decision on an
a pplicat ion,a com mi nee previews
the potentia 1site and tries w distinguish if it's a legitimate claim.
Acreditcheck is performed on the
applicant, and the individual is
interviewed several times. This
year, ten a pplications were re-

ceived,and six sites were serviced.
Mark C. Falbo,director for community service, said that those
who receive assistance are notal·
ways the poorest of the poor. Many
are members of the working poor
who are either elderly or physically handicapped and cannot
maintain their homes.
"Build ingsuppliesare provided
through Christmas-in-April," said
Falbo. "The logist ics,such as meals
and transportation !for the workers!, are provided by the university."
Christmas-m-April is a good
entry-level community service
opportunity, Falbo said.
"It's a no-brainer," he satd. "You
show up and do some work. It
doesn't involve long-term commitment,and it provides immediate results.'
He added that such a service
project is good for those without a
lot of time; it also provides a good
opportunity for group service.
Along with the football team, the
sorority of Theta Kappa was one
of the groups participating, m the
project.
ln regards to community service in general at john CarroU,
Falbo said, "We have a good core
groupo[ kids who are involved lin
community service]. If it wasn't
almost finals week, I bet we'd have
some of them wanting to go and
help in Oklahoma Ciry.•

Correction: Frank Feola's
name was misspe:lled 111 the
A_pri/6,1995 issue of the CN.

We want to see everybody
there on Friday, April 28th
on Wasmer Field
at 10:30 a.m.

397-3066
Prasanlad hy

John CarroU Studanl Union anct The Carroll Ne\Vs

Cottte at1d joit1 it1 ot1 the fut1!
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McVeigh main suspect in Oklahoma City tragedy
FBI continues week-long search for accomplice responsible for Federal Building Bombing
Chrlstlne A. Dresch
Assistant World View Editor

"There is no place to hide,"
President Clinton assured the
American people the afternoon
of the Oklahoma City bombing.
"Nobody can hide anyplace in
this world from the terrible consequencesof what has been done.'
The next day, while rescue
workers sifted through grisly

rubble, Weldon Kennedy, FBI
agent in charge of investigating
the bombing, the worst terrorist
attack on American soil in history, announced the Bureau's first
substantial lead.
Two suspects were associated
with a rental truck believed to
·have carried the half-ton bomb
that exploded on a curb in front
of the Alferd P. Murrah Federal

Building the morning of Aprill9.
The bombwasconstructedof ammonium nitrate fertilizer, doused
in fuel and equipped with a detonator.
The explosion, which killed
78 people, seriously injured 450
others,and has left 150 peoples till
unaccounted for, could be felt
thirty miles away
The axle of the rental truck
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Federal Building bombing.
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when Federal agents raided his
500acre Decker, Michtgan far m in
search of evidence tied to the
bombing.
The two brothers were not officially charged with the bombing,
but the weapons charges in connection to illegal materials discovered on the Nichols farm was
enough to detain them . Meanwhile the investigation continued
for the second man described in
the FBI warrants.
The only official arrest for the
bombing was Timothy McVeigh,
who refused to cooperate with FBI
investigation. All three men were
known to have attended meetings
of right-wing, ami-government
paramilitary groups.
McVeigh reportedlywassodistraught by the federal raid and
eventual mass suicide of the
Branch Davidians in Waco, Texas
in 1993 that he later made a pilgrimage there.
The manhunt for the second
suspect has continued without
success through at least five states.
McVeigh had once served as a
gunner in Fort Riley, Kansas. A
background check of his years
there led the FBI to hold for questioning David Iniquez, a gunner
who deserted from Fort Riley in
August of last year, and was
known for extreme right-wing
views. Buthewasnotidentifiedas
the second bombing suspect.
The movement of vehicles and
the scope of the operation has led
investigators to believe that four
to six people were directly involved with the
The FBI

Brits open to Sinn Fein

• easy repayment,

rently bank, you can count

was recovered by investigators
two blocks from the federal building.
About an hour after the blast,
an ex-soldier named Timothy
McVeigh was pulled over by an
Oklahoma state trooper for driving without a license plate. While
speak ing with McVeigh, the
trooper discovered a fully-loaded
Glock .45semiautomatic beneath
McVeigh's jacket. McVeigh was
then arrested and detained in a
local jail on weapons charges.
While McVeigh was beingprocessedonweaponscharges,investigators at the federal building
managed to read an engraved vehicle identification n urn ber upon
the twisted axle they had recovered several blocks away. The
identification number was traced
through Miami and finally to
Elliot's Body Shop, a Ryder rental
company, injunction City, Kansas.
Clerks there confirmed that
two white males had rented the
truck with falsified !D's. The FBI
was unsure whether these two
men had actually packed the
bomb into the Ryder truck or had
delivered the truck to somebody
that did, but arrest warrants were
soon issued . In addition to the
warrants, U.S. Attorney General
janet Reno offered two million
dollars for information that would
lead to their arrests.
Oklahoma state troopers recognized one of the suspects as
their prisoner, Timothy McVeigh.
After McVeigh's arrest was
·
announced, a man

I

- .J

LONDON -Britain agreed to
high-level talks with Sino Fein,
the political arm of the Irish Republican Army, breaking a stalemate that was slowing the Northern Ireland peace process.
The meeting of ministeriallevel officials of the government
and Sinn Fein party leaders will
be the first in than two decades.
Lower-levelcivilservamshave
been meeting with the Sinn Fein
leadership off and on since December. The government refused
to elevate the discussions to a
higher level as it had with Sinn
Fein's Protestant counterparts in
Northern Ireland because of a dispute over the agenda of the disposal of IRA arms and explosives.
Sinn Fein had insisted it would
discuss the disarming of the IRA
in the context of a broader discussion on the withdrawal of British
troops and their weapons from
Northern Ireland.
Prime Minister john Major refused to link thetwosubjects,sayingthat he would not equate legal
weapons in the hands of security
forces with bombs and guns in
the hands of terrorists.
British officials said they are
now satisfied that Sinn Fein has
agreedto"de-linking"thetwosubjects and that talks will begin"as
soon as possible."
The
disagreement had
prompted Sinn Fein to accuse the
British of causing a "crisis" in the
talks by treating it inequitably.
There also were com plaints from
political leaders in the Republic

of Ireland about British "stalling."
The meeting is another landmark since the cessation of hastil itiesdeclared last fall by the IRA
and its enemies, the Protestant
paramilitary organizations in
Northern Ireland.
Progress is coming in small
steps, and agreement on the actual disposal of the tools of terror,
could be months or even years
away.
On the table are proposals for
involving a third party neutral
representatives of other governments in the arms disposal issue.
Thegoalof the British and Irish
governments which have jointly
led the peace process is a political
settlement that will bring a permanent end to the sectarian violence that has claimed more than
3,000 lives during the past 25
years.
Catholics encompass 40 percent of Northern Ireland's population. Protestants are the majority:
The ultimate goal of Sinn Fein
and other Catholic nationalists is
an end to British rule in Northern
Ireland and reunification with the
overwhelminglyCatholic Republic of Ireland to the south.
The main Protestant political
parties, the Ulster Unionists and
the
Ulster
Democratic
U nionists,wam Northern Ireland
to remain part of Britain.
The twc extremes , Sinn Fein
and the Unionists,have never sat
down with each other for political talks. Progress on the arms
question is considered essential
to get them to do so some day.
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Clinton proposes tough crackdown on terrorist groups
Doyle McManus
@Los Angeles Times

OKLAHOMA CITY- President
Clinton attacked anti-government extremists for helping create a climate of violence that en gendered last week's bombing of
the federal building and pledged
to"shu t down"organized political
violence before itspreads.
"One thing we owe those who
have sacrificed is the duty to purge
ourselves of the dark forces which
gave rise to this evil," Clinton said
somberly at a memorial prayer
service.
"T hey are forces that threaten
our common peace.• our freedom,

our way of life. Let us teach our
children that the God of comfort
is also the God of righteousness.
Those who trouble their own
house will inherit the wind."
Later in a television interview,
the president said that the bombing was a kmd of "organized, systematic political violence," that the
natio n has rarely known
before,"and I'm going to do everythinginmypowertoshutitdown."
In his first direct verbal attack
on the rightist anti-government
militias whicharesuspected in the
bombing, Clinton denounced
groups that make a cause of the
1993 raid on the Branch Davidian

What punishment would you
hand down for the individuals
responsible for the Oklahoma
City bombing?

WQrld
View

compound in Waco, Texas.
"Before the raid was carried out,
those people murdered a bunch
of innocent lawenforcementofficials,"hesaid, his voice rising with
passion. "To make people heroes
for what they did; killing our innocent federal officials and then
killing their own c hildren is evidence of what is wrong.'
"They have a right tosaywhatever they want. They have a right
to bear arms...(buthhey don't have
a right to kill innocent Americans.
They don'thave the right to violate the law, "he said of the rightest
paramilitary militias.
It was Clinton's first extended

comment on the phenomenon of
the militias. Hisaideshaveavoided
directattackon the groups, which
have not been linked directly to
the bombing. Some terrorism ex pertsoutside the government have
warned that an increase of rhetoric against the groups could
heighten paranoia and even push
some toward more confrontations.
But Clinton, who noted that an
antigovernment extremist (tax
protestor Gordan Kahl, who later
died in a confrontatton with enforce ment officers) had "killed a
sheriff who was a friend of mine"
in Arkansas, appeared eager to
take on the groups and to portray

Patrick Berzal

Christine Castro

Erol Gurel

Pittsburgh

Cleveland

"It's a touchy subject
because emotion is
involved. Extraordinary
recourse should be taken
if it was part of a national
group or revenge tactic.'

"I think they should be
prosecuted under the
fullest extent of the law."

Istanbul, Turkey
"I would give them a fair

e

s

Tent of tboulaDds of people fled the roads near Gilroogora.
Rwanda tna.nattemptto fkearefugeecampwhereat least2,000
people were killed eitP-er by Rwa.Ddan soldiers, or trampled by a
a stampede. The line of fleeing J:efugees, lll&inly ethnic Hurus,
encompassed a span of 10 miles as they streamed toward the
border. This massacre is a duplication of the Tutsi ovenhrow of

the Hutu rungovernmentlastyeaz:J:'~~co~!~'~~J~y~~·~~:i~~~=~·t
victims werewcmenandchildren \II
of Tutsi soldiers and the refugees seeking shelter from the rain.
Susan Smith, the woman who claimed that a carjacker had

taken her two sons when in reality she had drown them by
driving her car into a lake in South Caroli~ admitted to. having
consensual sex with her step(athei Admtt~ng the affatr was a

sUipriseslnceSmithsaidthatshewasmolutedasa~nagerand
used it as a justification for her depressed state and, m turn, the
crime against her children.
Uadcrcovcr law mfon:ement officers and retailers are making it more difficult {or underage persons to buy alcohol in O~io
under a new plan called •eops in Shops.• The new prqgram JS a
collaboration with The Ohio ))epart~Mnt o( UqoorConttol aDd
The Ohio Department of Public Sa( tey The g?il is to stop u~~
age persons from purchasing alcohol and usmg false idennflcation. Thisprogramwillallowlawenforcementoffic!alsto~as
employees in retail establishments. A warning outside estabbshmentswillread:'Under2l?Warning:CopsinShops.Officersmay
be posing as an Employee!· The fine for an underag~ person
purchasing alcohol is as much as $1,000, Wlth the posstbllity of
driver license suspension and/or six months in jalL

The Supreme Court refused the appeal of Jack Kevork~n.
Kevorkian, a Michigan doctor who challenged the prosecuoon
for helping terminally ill people commit suicide. The Sup~
Court upheld the Michigan State Supreme Court's ruling tbaut is
not a constitutional right to help others kill themselves.
The japanese Govcnuneot gave $1.5 millton to help build ~
George Bush Presidential Ubrary at Texas A&M UnivetSity to
honor Bush's promotion o( peace, security, and f~ in thoworld throughout his administration. The project is estnnated tD
cost $82 million, and is planned to open in 1997.

trial, and if convicted, I'd
advocate the death penalty, or I'd put them in a
room where they are facing pictures of what they
did and who they killed"

them as a danger to soc1ety.
"It's spouting violence," he complained. "People should examine
theconsequencesof what they say
and the emotions they're trying
to inflame."
In an outline released toreportersaccompanyinghim on hisoneday visit to Oklahoma City,
Clinton announced five acuons
tostepupthefederalgovernment's
counterterrorism efforts.
Clinton advisor George
Stephanopoulos said that the
measures are not aimed domestic
paramilitary groups. "This is supposed to go toward both domesti.c
and foreign terrorism ," he sa td.

Jamie Barbour
Cleveland
· A public execution on TV
in the gas chamber so people can see it, or a public
hanging. •

RUBY
TUESDAY
GREAT JOBS!
GOOD TIMES!
We are looking for fun outgoing people to join
our team. We offer a great work atmosphere,
steady employment, flexible schedules and day
one benefits. We are now accepting
applications for the following positions:
EOE/M/F/HN
*Host* *Waitstaff* *Cooks* *Dishwashers*
Come in and apply between 2 p.m. - 4 p.m. at the
Beachwood Ruby Tuesday at 24325 Chagrin
WE HAVE A NEW MANAGEMENT TEAM

*****************
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McVeigh main suspect ·n Oklahoma City tragedy
FBI continues week-long search for accomplice responsible for Federal Building Bombing
Christine A. Dresch
Assistant World View Editor

"There is no place to hide,"
President Clinton assured the
American people the afternoon
of the Oklahoma City bombing.
"Nobody can hide anyplace in
this world from the terrible consequencesof what has been done.'
The next day, while rescue
workers sifted through grisly

rubble, Weldon Kennedy, FBI
agent in charge of investigating
the bombing, the worst terrorist
attack on American soil in his·
LOry, announced the Bureau's first
substantial lead.
Two suspects were associated
with a rental truck believed to
·have carried the half ·ton bomb
that exploded on a curb in front
of the Alferd P. Murrah Federal

Building the morning of Aprill9.
Thebombwasconstructedofammonium nitrate fertilizer, doused
in fuel and equipped with a detonator.
The explosion, which killed
78 people, seriously injured 450
others, and has left 150 people still
unaccounted for, could be felt
thirty miles away.
The axle of the rental truck
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was recovered by investigators
two blocks from the federal building.
About an hour alter the blast,
an ex-soldier named Timothy
McVeigh was pulled over by an
Oklahoma state trooper for drivingwithouta license plate. While
speaking with McVeigh , the
trooper discovered a fully-loaded
Glock .45semiautomaticbeneath
McVeigh's jacket McVeigh was
then arrested and detained in a
loca I jai I on weapons charges.
While Me Veigh was being processed on weaponscharges,investigators at the federal building
managed lO read an engraved vehicle identification number upon
the twisted axle they had recovered several blocks away. The
identification number was traced
through Miami and finally to
Elliot's Body Shop, a Ryder rental
company, in Junction City, Kansas.
Clerks there confirmed that
two white males had rented the
truck with falsified ID's. The FBI
was unsure whether these two
men had actually packed the
bomb into the Ryder truck or had
delivered the truck to somebody
that did, but arrest warrants were
soon issued. In addition to the
warrants, U.S. Auorney General
janet Reno offered two million
dollarsforinformation that would
lead to their arrests.
Oklahoma state troopers recognized one of the suspects as
their prisoner, Timothy McVeigh.
After McVeigh's arrest was
announced, a man

when Federal agenrs raided his
500acre Decker,Michigan farm in
search of evidence tied to the
bombing.
The two brothers were not officially charged with the bombing,
but the weapons charges in connection to illegal materials discovered on the Nichols farm was
enough to deta in them. Meanwhiletheinvestigationcominued
for the second man described in
the FBI warranrs.
The only official arrest for the
bombing was Timothy McVeigh,
who refused to cooperatewith FBI
investigation. All three men were
known to have attended meetings
of right-wing, ami-government
paramilitary groups.
McVeigh reportedlywassodistraught by the federal raid and
eventual mass suicide of the
Branch Davidians in Waco, Texas
in 1993 that he later made a pilgrimage there.
The manhunt for the second
suspect has conti nued without
success through at least five states.
McVeigh had once served as a
gunner in Fort Riley, Kansas. A
background check of his years
there led the FBI to hold for questioning David Iniquez, a gunner
who deserted from Fort Riley in
August of last year, and was
known for extreme right-wing
views. Buthewasnotidemifiedas
the second bombing suspect.
The movement of vehicles and
the scope of the operation has led
investigators to believe that four
to six people were directly involved with the
· The FBI

ro authori
in Hern igton, Kansas. His brother, james Nichols,
also surre ndered to authorities

tion will reveal th.at th.ere are
many more connections to the
Federal Building bombing.

Brits open to Sinn Fein
Fred Barbash
CThe Washington Post

LONDON -Britain agreed to
high-level talks with Sinn Fein,
the political arm of the Irish Republican Army, breaking a stalemate that was slowing the Northern Ireland peace process.
The meeting of ministeriallevel officials of the government
and Sinn Fein party leaders will
be the first in than two decades.
Lower-levelci vilservants have
been meeting with the Sinn Fein
leadership off and on since December. The government refused
to elevate the discussions to a
higher level as it had with Sinn
Fein's Protestant counterparts in
Northern Ireland because of a dispute over the agenda of the d isposal of IRA arms and explosives.
Sinn Fein had insisted itwould
discuss the disarming of the IRA
in the context of a broader discussion on the withdrawal of British
troops and their weapons from
Northern Ireland.
Prime Minister John Major refused to link thetwosubjects,sayingthathewould not equate legal
weapons in the hands of security
forces with bombs and guns in
the hands of terrorists.
British officials said they are
now satisfied that Sinn Fein has
agreed to"de-linking"thetwosubjects and that talks will begin"as
soon as possible.·
The disagreement had
prompted Sinn Fein to accuse the
British of causing a "crisis" in the
talks by treating it inequi tably.
There also were complaints from
political leaders in the Republic

oflreland about British "stalling."
The meeting is another landmark since the cessation of hostilities declared lastfall by the IRA
and irs enemies, the Protestant
paramilitary organizations in
Northern Ireland.
Progress is coming in small
steps, and agreement on the actual disposal of the tools of terror,
could be months or even years
away.
On the table are proposals for
involving a third party neutral
representatives of other governments in the arms disposal issue.
ThegoaloftheBritishandlrish
governments which have jointly
led the peace process is a political
settlement that will bring a permanent end to the sectarian violence that has claimed more than
3,000 lives during the past 25
years.
Catholics encompass 40 percent of Northern Ireland's population. Protestants are the majority.
The ultimate goal of Sinn Fein
and other Catholic nationalists is
an end to British rule in Northern
Ireland and reunification with the
overwhelming\ y Catholic Republic of Ireland to the south.
The main Protestant political
parties, the Ulster Unionists and
the
Ulster
Democratic
Unionists,want Northern Ireland
to remain part of Britain.
The two extremes , Sinn Fein
and the Unionists,have never sat
down with each other for political talks. Progress on the arms
question is considered essential
to get them to do so some day.
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Clinton proposes tough crackdown on terrorist groups
Doyle McManus
Olos Angeles Times

OKLAHOMA CITY- President
Clinton attacked ami-government extremists for helping create a climate of violence that engendered last week's bombing of
the federal building and pledged
to"shutdown"organized political
violence before itspreads.
"One thing we owe those who
have sacrificed is the duty to purge
ourselves of the dark forces which
gave rise to this evil," Clinton said
somberly at a memorial prayer
service.
"They are forces that threaten
our common peace, our freedom,

our way of life. Let us teach our
children that the God of comfort
is also the God of righteousness.
Those who trouble their own
house will inherit the wind."
Later in a television interview,
the president said that the bombing was a kind of "orgamzed, systematic political violence," that the
nation has rarely known
before,"and l'm going to do everything in my powertoshut it down."
In his first direct verbal attack
on the rightist anti-government
militiaswhicharesuspected in the
bombing, Clinton denounced
groups that make a cause of the
1993 raid on the Branch Davidian

What punishment would you
hand down for the individuals
responsible for the Oklahoma
City bombing?
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compound in Waco, Texas.
"Before the raid was carried out,
those people murdered a bunch
of innocent lawenforcementofficials,"hesaid, his voice rising with
passion. "To make people heroes
for what they did; killing our innocent federal officials and then
killing their own children is evidence of what is wrong.'
"They have a right to say whatever they want. They have a right
to bear arms... (but)they don't have
a right to kill innocent Americans
They don'thave the right to violate the law, "he said of the rightest
paramilitary mi.lirias.
It was Clinton's first extended

comment on the phenomenon of
the militias. His aides haveavoided
direct attack on the groups, which
have not been linked directly to
the bombing. Some terrorism expertsourside the government have
warned that an increase of rhetoric against the groups could
heighten paranoia and even push
some toward more confrontations.
But Clinton, who noted that an
antigovernment extremist (tax
protestor Gordan Kahl, who later
died in a confrontation with enforcement officers) had "killed a
sheriff who was a friend of mine"
in Arkansas, appeared eager to
take on the groups and to portray

them as a danger to society.
"lt'sspouting violence," hecomplained. "People should examine
theconsequencesof what they say
and the emotions they're trying
to inflame."
lnanoutlinereleased to reporters accompanying him on hisoneday visit to Oklahoma City,
Clinton announced five actions
to step up the federal government's
counterterrorism efforts.
Clinton advisor George
Stephanopoulos said that the
measures are not aimed domestic
paramilitary groups. "This is supposed togo toward both domestic
and foreign terrorism," he said.

Patrick Berzal

Christine Castro

Erol Gurel

Jamie Barbour

Pittsburgh

Clevelam

Istanbul, Turkey

Cleveland

"It's a touchy subject
because emotion is
involved. Extraordinary
recourse should be taken
if it was part of a national
group or revenge tactic.'

"I think they should be
prosecuted under the
fullest extent of the law."

·r would give them a fair

·A public execution on TV
in the gas chamber so people can see it, or a public
hanging. •

s

Teas~ thousmls of people fled the roads near Gikongota,
Rwanda in a,n attentpt to fleearefugeecampwhereat least 2,000
people were killed either by Rwandan soldiers, or trampled by a
a stampede. The line of fleeing ,;efugees, mainly ethnic Hurus,
encompassed a span of 10 miles as they streamed toward the

bordet This massacre is a duplication of the Tutsi overthrow of
theHutu run government~ year.Tragically, the~Jor!tt"~
victims werewomenandch1ldren who were caught mille
of Tutsi soldiers and the refugees seeking shelter from the rain.

Susan Smith, the woman who claimed that a carjacker had
taken her two sons when in reality she had drown them by
driving her car IntO a lake in South Carolina, admitted to having
consensual sex with her stepfathet: Admitting the affair was a
surprisesinceSmithsaidthatsbewasmolestedasateenagerand
used it as a justification for her depressed state and. in turn, the
crime against her children.

\JDdacoftr law emortement officers and retailers are making it more difficult for underage persons to buy alcohol in Ohio
under a new plan called "Cops in Shops." The new ~m is a
collaboration with The Ohio Department of LiquOr Control and
The Ohio Department of Public Saf tey. The goal is to ~op u~~r
age persons from purchasing alcohol and using false idennhcation. This program will allow lawenforcementoffic~alstopo5;Cas
employees in retail establishments. A warning outs1de ~bhsh.
mentswillread:'Under2l?Warning:CopslnShops.Offrcersmay
be posing as an Employee!' The fine for ~n underag~ ~n
purchasing alcohol is as much as $1,000, wtth the poss1b1lityof
driver license suspension and/or six months in jaiL
Tbe Supreme Court refused the appeal of Jack Kevark~n.
Kevorkian, a Michigan doctor who challenged the prosecunon
for helping terminally ill people commit suicide. The Supreme
Court upheld the Michigan State Supreme Court's ruling that itis
not a constitutional right to help otheiS kill themselves.
ThejapuaaeGcwumneDt gave Sl5 million to help build the
George Bush Presidential library at Texas A&M OniYeiSity tO
honor Bush's promotion of peace. security, and fm.dom 1n the-world throughout his administration. The project is estimated to
cost $82 million, and is planned to open in 1997.

trial and if convicted, I'd
advocate the death penalty, or I'd put them in a
room where they are facing pictures of what they
did and who they killed"

RUBY
TUESDAY
GREAT JOBS!
GOOD TIMES!
We are looking for fun outgoing people to join
our team. We offer a great work atmosphere,
steady employment, flexible schedules and day
one benefits. We are now accepting
applications for the following positions:
EOE/M/FIHIV
*Host* *Waitstaff* *Cooks* *Dishwashers*
Come in and apply between 2 p.m. - 4 p.m. at the

Beachwood Ruby Tuesday at 24325 Chagrin
WE HAVE A NEW MANAGEMENT TEAM

*****************
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Carroll's SIFE is Rookie of the Year

Students select Hall as favorite
School of Business professor

Students in Free Enterprise recognized at regional competition
Kevin Bachman

Mary

ers

real in her office may seem like a
Business Editor
strange decoration, but for Hall,
The School of Business favorite they are a teaching tool
teacher of the year award goes to a
Bob Castagnero, a senior mavisiting professor who will befin- joring in marketing and logistics,
ishing her tenure with John Car- said that Hall is a very approachroll University at the end of this able person, who is willing to help
semester.
students.
Patricia K. Hall of Carroll's
"Her expertise and approachmanagement,
ability commarketing,
binedarewhat
and logistics
make Dr. Hall
department ,
a great profeswas voted as
sor," he said.
the School's of
"Personally, I
Business favorthink that she
ite professor for
is a great perthe 1994-1995
son."
school year.
Castagnero
"I did not
said that Hall
expect to win
helped logisthis award,"
tics students
Hall
said.
design
a
"There are so
resume book,
many good
Bob Castagnero which helped
teachers here.
those students
Since it was a
seekingjobs in
student vote, I was honored that the area of logistics.
they chose me."
"She has clearly gone beyond
According to Frank Navratil, the call of duty," he said. "1 think
dean of the school of business, over that she works very hard at what
half of the undergraduates in the she does."
School of Business voted for their
Marian Extejt agrees that Hall
favorite teacher. This contest is has helped thestudentsatCarroll.
sponsored by the Student Business
"l think typicallysomeonewho
Advisory Council.
is a visiting professor does not do
In the classroom, Hall has are- very much advising, but Dr. Hall
laxed style of teaching, and tries spends more of her time advising
to relate the subject to the students' students than some full-time facexperiences.
ulty," Extejt said. "Students seek
For example, the boxes of ce- her out and ask her advice."

''Her expertise and

approachability
combined are

what make Dr. Hall

a great
profeSSOr."
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Extejt said that Hall is a team certified
player who contributed to the fac- public aculty when she could.
countant,
"She has helped out the faculty she almost
by being flexible and teaching a pursued a
variety of classes, in management, career
in
marketing, and logistics," she said. medical
Dan Zieglerisastudent enrolled technology
in Hall'~ Marketing Principles class. instead.
Before taking this class, Ziegler's
"All of
intended major was accountancy: my sisters
Now, he is majoring in marketing are nurses,
[and
I
and logistics.
"I enjoy her class, because she thought] I
makes marketing interesting," he should do
said. "She is very open to what the whatmysisstudents have to say, and very ac- ters
had
commodating."
done," Hall
Hall, whohasalwaysdonewell said. Howin school, began her education in a ever, after
small town in .Nebraska, which the first sehad a population of about 350 mester,
people.
when Hall
"My parents wanted me to do was "dying"
well [in school!, but !just like learn- in her bioi- Patricia Hall
ing," she said.
ogyclass,she
As the youngest in a family with found that accounting was easy
originally lO children, family was for her, and chose it as her major.
important.
Hall worked for a small re"Family was important, except gional CPA firm in Kansas upon
that I was the only one homefrom graduation in 1974. After that
first grade on," she said. There-are job, she worked for a larger CPA
eleven years between her and her · firm, Main hurd-man, in the tax
youngest brother. In fact, her old- department.
estsister haschildren that are older
Hall left Mainhurd-man to
than she is.
workforToklanOilCorp.,aclient
Hall'sdiverse list of degrees be- of Mainhurdman.
gins with an undergraduate degree
She began as a controller, and
in accounting from North West was promoted to vice president
Missouri State University. Al- of finance. In 1985; Ha11 decided
though Hall eventually became a to leave Toklan and go back to
Missouri at Colombia's MBA program, and this is when she became interested in academia.
As a research assistant in mar-

Assistant Managing Editor

their activities over the course of
the year," Welki said. "Anywhere
from 15-25 business people evaluate the presentation, grade them ,
and then determine the winners."
SlFE was founded in Septem·
ber 1994 by seniors Adele Fini,
Molly Zinkand, and sophomore
Mary Myers. The organization has
approximately 12 members. Because SIFE encourages non-business majors to join, part of the competition criteria looks at how well
the chapter includesnon-business
disciplines into
its activities.

The John Carroll Students In
Free Enterprise team took home
two top awards at April's Regional
Competition in Cleveland, including best new organization.
SIFE was named Second-Runner up in addition to the Rookie of
the Year, which is an annual award
given to the organization that best
incorporates the themes of SIFE
in its first year. SIFE aims to promote a better understanding of
business education and the free
J o h n
enterprise system
Carroll's chapthrough educater tries to intion of its own
corporate in to
members
and
its presentation
members of the
an understandcommunity.
ing of the two
Andrew Welki
fold purpose of
of the department
SIFE, said Adele
of economics and
Fini.
finance, SlFE's ad"SIFEisa navisor,said that the
tional, not-fororganization was
profit servicethrilled with its
Molly Zinkand based organizaperformance at
tion which is
the competition,
dedicated to
which is a formal
promoting economic education in
marketing presentation before a
a free enterprise system to stupanel of judges.
"Various colleges will make a, dents, especially at the elementary and secondary level," Fini
marketing presentation about

"...It was nice to
see that other

people

appreciated the

Mtli.ssalllk

keting, Hall became aquatinted
with Ph.D.'s and doctoral students.
"Through conversations and
observations I became interested
in academia," she said.
She was interested in logistics, .
thestudyof the movement of goods
from one place to another, because
she was interested in how things
got from place to place. Also, her
father at one time worked for the
railroad.
"I grew up with stories about
railroads," she said.
From 1987 to 1992, Hall was a
she
roll.
Hall said that the difference
see HALL, page 9
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services we
Provided."

Hall: Enjoys working with students
continued from page 8
she was interested in how things
got from place to place. Also, her
father at one time worked for the
railroad.
"I grew up with stories about
railroads," she said.
From 1987 to 1992, Hall was a
Ph.D. student at Missouri, and
taught classes. In August of 1992,
she began teaching at john Carroll.
Hall said that the difference
between Carroll and Missouri has
to do with the caliber of student
attending eachschool,and the size
of the classes she taught.
"At john Carroll I have a 12 hour
class load, but the largest class I
have is with 40students," said Hall,
whotypicall y taught classes of between 70 and 100 students at Missouri.
"The quality of the student [at
john Carroll! is excellent," she said.
Hall enjoys the interaction with
students as a professor at john
Carroll. Forstudents,Hallsubmits
that "learning has just begun."

"The learning process does not
end with a diploma," she said. It is
only the beginning of the learn-

said.
The organization receives
points based on
the number of
people its services reach, the
number
of
projects the organization
takes on, and
the financial
success of the
projects.
"[The SIFE
members! do
not necessarily
want to see a
profit; they
want to see a
good use of financial
resources," Fini
said.
SIFE organized three rnajor projects
throughoutthe
year, which
Annt Koue:inlk
they presented
to the panel. Andrew Welki, SIFE moderator, and Molly Zinkand, one of SIFE's founders, display
They
orga- their award.
nized
the
BookSwap, where students could ent industries. The presentations about the upcoming year as SIFE
buy and sell their books through varied from peopletalkingand us- looks to expand in membership
the computer system on campus. ing slides ·to groups giving full and the services it provides to the
They also showed the lion King in multimedia presentations," Fini john Carroll and Greater Cleveland Community.
Kulas Auditorium, and they ar- said.
"There'sa lot of rQC?m for growth
Zinkand said it was nice to see
ranged and sold cookie care packages during finals week of the fall the group's work recognized at a and if someone has an innovative
idea, he or she can always work
regional competition.
semester.
"Sometimes you don't realize withitand implementit,"Zinkand
There are over 400 SIFE chaptersnationwide,andeachchapter how much work you put into said. "There is room for a lot of

andwillva uethe nen s pss e
made with both other faculty gional competition.
"The judges are corporate leadmembers and students.
"W hat I'm taking with me ers and business people in differ[from Carroll] is more self confidence, and a greater understanding of who I am and what I want
from life," she said.
Because of her diverse business
background,Hallwilltakeananalytic position with Roadway Express Inc. beginning May 15.
"One reason [Roadway was] interested in me was the diversity of
my background," she said.
At Roadway, Hall will work
with others on cross-functional
projects, requiring the skills of
peoplefrommanydisciplines The
president of the company said that
he likes employees with diverse
backgrounds, because it "enabled
them to better understand the big
·picture," Hall said . .

services we provided," Zinkand
said.
Zinkand and Pini are excited

CORPS

Resume Builder:
Work Experience:

The Carroll News
Business Editor
Write and edit stories for John Carroll's
award wiming newspaper. Develop strong
written and verbal comrrunication skills.
Practice decision making on a daily basis.
Manage a writing staff.

Think About lt.
See the Carroll News for more info.
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U you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training. ·

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. Youll also have
the self-confidence and discipline

it takes to succeed m college and
beyond.

ARMY ROTC
TIE Sllll1'ES1 COLLDiE C001S1 JOIJ Cll TilE.
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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Carroll's SIFE is Rookie of tl1e Year

Students select Hall as favorite
School of Business professor

Students in Free Enterprise recognized at regional competition
their activities over the course of said.
The organithe year," Welki said. "Anywhere
The John Carroll Students ln from 15-25 business people evalu- zation receives
Free Enterprise team took home ate the presentation, grade them, points based on
two top awards at April's Regional and then determine the winners." the number of
SlFE was founded in Septem· people its serCompetition in Cleveland, includher 1994 by seniors Adele Fini, vices reach, the
ing best new organization.
or
SIFE was named Second-Run- Molly Zinkand, and sophomore number
·ner up in addition tot he Rookie of Mary Myers. The organization has projects the orthe Year, which isanannualaward approximately 12 members. Be- ganization
given to the organization that best cause SIFE encourages non-busi- takes on, and
incorporates the themes of SlFE ness majors tojoin,partof the com- the financial
in its first year. SIFE aims to pro- petition criteria looks at how well success of the
mote a better understanding of the chapter inc! udes non-business projects.
"(The SIFE
disciplines into
business educamembers] do
its activities.
tion and the free
J o h n not necessarily
enterprise system
"...it was nice to
Carroll's chap- want to see a
through educater tries to in- profit; they
tion of its own
see that other
corporate into want to see a
members and
its presentation good use of fimembers of the people
an understand- nancial recommunity.
ing of the two sources," Fini
Andrew Welki appreciated the
fold purpose of said.
of the department
SIFE orgaSlFE, said Adele
of economics and
services we
nizedthreemaFini.
finance ,SIFE's ad"SIFE is ana- jor projects
visor, said that the
rovided."
tiona!, not-for- throughout the
organization was P
profit service- year, which
thrilled with its
AnrwKORC:Inlk
Molly Zinkand basedorganiza- they presented
performance at
Andrew
Welki,
SIFE
moderator,
and
Molly
Zinkand,
one
of
SIFE's
founders,
display
to
the
panel.
tion which is
the competition,
dedicated to They orga- their award.
which is a formal
the
marketing presentation before a promotingeconomiceducation in nized
a free enterprise system to stu- BookSwap, where students could ent industries. The presentations about the upcoming year as SIFE
panel of judges.
"Various colleges will make a dents, espeCially at the elemen- buy and sell their books through varied from peopletalkingand us- looks to expand in membership
marketing presentation about tary and secondary level," Fini the computer system on campus. ing slides to groups giving full and the services it provides to the
They also showed the Lion King in multimedia presentations," Fini John Carroll and Greater Cleve·
land Community.
Kulas Auditorium, and they ar- said.
"There's a lot of r~m for growth
Zinkand said it was nice to see
ranged and sold cookie care packcontinued from page 8
"The learning process does not ages during finals week of the fall the group's work recognized at a and if someone has an innovative
idea, he or she can always work
regional competition.
she was interested in how things end with a diploma," she said. It is semester.
with itand implementit,"Zinkand
"Sometimes
you
don't
realize
SIFE
chapThere
are
over
400
gotfrom place to place. Also, her only the beginning of the learnters nationwide,andeachchapter how much work you put into said. "There is room for a lot of
father at one time worked for the
railr011ci
"I grew up with stories about an willvauer e ren s pss e
services we provided," Zinkand
made with both other faculty gional competition.
railroads," she said.
are
corporateleadsaid.
"The
judges
From 1987 to 1992, Hall was a members and students.
Zinkand and Fini are excited
"What I'm taking with me ers and business people in differPh.D. student at Missouri, and
taught classes. In August of 1992, [from Carroll] is more self confishe began teaching at John Car- dence, and a greater understandCO BPS
ing of who I am and what I want
roll.
Hall said that the difference from life," she said.
Because of her diverse business
between Carroll and Missouri has
to do with the caliber of student background,Hall will takeananaattendingeachschool,and the size lytic position with Roadway Express Inc. beginning May 15.
of the classes she taught.
"One reason (Roadway was] in"Atjoh n Carroll I have a 12 hour
class load, but the largest class l terested in me was the diversity of
have is with 40students,"said Hall, my background," she said.
At Roadway, Hall will work
whotypicallytaughtclassesof between 70 and 100 students at Mis- with others on cross-functional
projects, requiring the skills of
souri.
"The quality of the student [at people from many disciplines. The
john Carrolll is excellent," she said. president of thecompanysaid that
Hall enjoys the interaction with he likes employees with diverse
students as a professor at john backgrounds, because it "enabled
Carroll. For students,Hallsubmits them to better understand the big
· picture," Hall said.
that "learning has just begun."
Kevin Bachman

Mary Myers

real in her office may seem like a
Business Editor
strange decoration, but for Hall,
The School of Business favorite they are a teaching tool
teacher of the year award goes to a
Bob Castagnero, a senior mavisiting professor who will be fin- joring in marketing and logistics,
ishing her tenure with John Car- said that Hall is a very approachroll University at the end of this able person, who is willing to help
semester.
students.
Patricia K. Hall of Carroll's
"Her expertise and approachmanagement,
ability commarketing,
binedarewhat
and logistics
make Dr. Hall
"Her
expertise
and
department ,
a great profeswas voted as
sor,"
he said.
approachability
the School's of
"Persona 11 y, 1
Business favorthink that she
combined are
ite professor for
is a great perthe 1994-1995
what make Dr. Hall son."Castagnero
school year.
"I did not
said that Hall
a great
expect to win
helped logisthis award,"
tics students
~-essor."
Hall
said . pro II
design
a
"There are so
resume book,
many good
which helped
Bob Castagnero
teachers here.
those students
Since it was a
seekingjobs in
student vote, I was honored that the area of logistics.
they chose me."
"She has clearly gone beyond
According to Frank Navrati~ the call of duty," he said. "I think
dean of the schoolofbusiness,over that she works very hard at what
half of the undergraduates in the she does."
School of Business voted for their
Marian Extejt agrees that Hall
favorite teacher. This contest is has helped the students at Carroll.
sponsored byrheStudent Business
"I think typical! ysomeonewho
Advisory Council.
is a visiting professor does not do
In the classroom, Hall has are- very much advising, but Dr. Hall
laxed style of teaching, and tries spends more of her time advising
to relate the subject to the students' students than some full-time facexperiences.
ulty," Extejt said. "Students seek
For example, the boxes of ce- her out and ask her advice."

Extejt said that Hall is a team certif"ied
player who contributed to the fac- p ubli c aculty when she could.
counta nt ,
"She has helped out the faculty she almost
by being flexible and teaching a pursued a
variety of classes, in management, career in
marketing, and logistics," she said. medical
Dan Ziegler is a student enrolled technology
in Hall's.MarketingPrinciplesclass. instead.
Before taking this class, Ziegler's
"All of
intended major was accountancy. my sisters
Now, he is majoring in marketing are nurses,
and logistics.
land
I
"[ enjoy her class, because she thought! I
makes marketing interesting," he should do
said. "She is very open to what the whatmysisstudents have to say, and very ac- rers
had
commodating."
done," Hall
Hall, who has always done well said. Howin school, began her education ina ever, after
small town in Nebraska, which the first sehad a population of about 350 mester,
people.
when Hall
"My parents wanted me to do was "dying"
well [inschool], but Ijust like learn- in her bioi- Patricia Hall
ing," she said.
ogyclass,she
As the youngest in a family with found that accounting was easy
originally 10 children, fam ily was for her, and chose· it as her major.
important.
Hall worked for a small re"Family was important, except gional CPA firm in Kansas upon
that! was theonlyone homefrom graduation in 197 4. After that
first grade on," she said. There' are job, she worked for a larger CPA
eleven years between her and her · firm , Mainhurd -ma n, in the tax
youngest brother. In fact, her old- department.
estsister has children that are older
Hall left Mainhurd -man to
than she is.
workforToklanOilCorp.,aclient
Hall's diverse list of degrees be- of Mainhurdman.
She began as a controller, and
gins with an undergraduate degree
in accounting from North West was promoted to vice president
Missouri State University. Al- of finance. In 1985; Hall decided
though Hall eventually became a to leave Toklan and go back to

Assistant Managing Editor

keting, Hall became aquatinted
with Ph.D.'s and doctoral students.
"Through con versations and
observations I became interested
in academia," she said.
She was interested in logistics, .
thestudyof the movement of goods
from one place to another, because
she was interested in how things
got from place to place. Also, her
father at one time worked for the
railroad.
"I grew up with stories about
railroads," she said.
From I987 to 1992, Hall was a

Missouri at Colombia's MBA program, and this is when she became interested in academia.
As a research assistant in mar-

Hall said that the difference
see HALL, page 9
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If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training. ·

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You1l also . h~ve
the self-confidence and diSCiplme
it takes to succeed m college and
beyond.
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Four years gives one a different outlook on life
Freshmen adjust to college life
Sam Sublty
Staff Reporter

The morning of August26,1994dawned
clear and bright. Across the campus of
john Carroll University crept the sun's
golden rays. The humidity in the air precluded a warmer-than-average summer
day. But with this was mixed a sense of
waiting. From the silent dorm rooms to the
empty classes, all stood in anticipation of
the wave of fresh faces that would break
upon JCU in just a few hqurs. So began
Freshman Weekend 1994.
So you came, you saw, you conquered.
Maybe not? I went around asking some
Frosh for their personal reactions to their
first year of life on the campus. They told
me about things they had brought bur did
not use. They told meaboutthingstheydid
not bring but wished they had . And they
shared anything else that they learned on
their wayro becoming the battle-hardened
veterans that they now are. What follows,
then, is a literary scrapbook of the Class of
1998.
The average freshman required somewhere around two minutes to figure our
that screens are a requirement if one wants
ro keep one's window open. Or else a huge
supply of bug spray. Also, it was found that
college rooms rend to retain heat. This and
the discovery that live sumo wrestling was
only a one-rime deal were the most frequently named frustrations for week one.
Reality slow! y set in over the first month
or so. Many preconceived notions about
college life were deflated. For example,
when some had gained the much talked
about ~freshman fifteen· in on! y about two
weeks, rhey realized that an all-you-caneat buffet might not beagiftofGod. Unless
God has a deranged sense of humor! Amidst
.

.

.

averagedaboutthesameastheSaharaknow
this rule well.
Second, snowball fights are a great way
to relieve stress when studying for exams.
john Carroll had its first real snow appropriately on Christmas Carroll Eve. The
night held its own magic as hundreds of
students gathered among the light-strung
trees on the quad for a pre-Mass snowball
fight. The semester had been a long one
and everyone was ready to go home.
Semester rvvo-what parents? By the
timeChristmasbreakwas
over, most freshmen who
had not quite felt entirely
comfortable away from
homewerereadyrorerurn
to campus life. The general consensus was that
the extra sleep would be
missed but parents would
not
So far the spring semester has passed
quickly. Now as I write
this with lessthantwofull
weeks of class left, it all
seems like a blur.
Looking back on it
all, what several freshmen agreed was the
best thing about the
year was friends. All
of those stories about
making some of the
best friends of our
lives here at college
turned out to be true.
It must be something
about seeing a person at his or her best and
worst thatforms the basis for lastingfriendships. Whether staying up late into the

Sherry Lucchetti
Assistant Features Editor
The countdown to the end of the year is
underway as the final week of classesdraws
near. It is at this time of year when the
wotds, "theend,""final," and "it'sover," come
to mind. But forthegraduatingseniorclass
these words signify something different.
They signify the beginning of a new life in
the 'real' world.
What challenges does life after college
present for the class of 1995?
Connie Moore will "hopefully" be getting a job teaching and plans on remaining
in the Cleveland area for a few
more years. Moore added, not
altogether jokingly, that the
worst part of her college experience will be the bills she
receives afterwards.
Tristan Minnell, a psychology major, said, "I'm going to beagraduate assistant
at Akron University and will
be earning
my masters
[in counseling]." Both
Moore and
Minnell
said that
some
of
their
best
memoriesof college would be the
"late night talks in
the dorms."
TimCoulehan,senior
class president, said that he has no specific
plans for after graduation but is currently
job hunting. A business manage~ent ~a-

Patete, also an accounting major, said that
he is still looking for a job and is hopeful to
find something soon.
Quebec, Canada, is where Gina
Riggen berg will be spending the summer
af ter"partyingfortheweekat Myrtle Beach
[for the senior class trip]. '
Riggen berg, who is waiting to hear from
Case Western and Wisconsin University
about pursuingherM.BA, will be studyi ng
French at Laval University in Quebec. Eventually, "I want to compare French and
American stylesof non-profit management
and be a director of an art museum."
Pat Klus, a religious studies major, is involved in the jesuit VolunteerCorpand will
be volunteering this coming year in Texas.
"l don't know specifically what I will be
doing there but the focus is on social justice.
I will be working through a social service
agency," he said.
Klus was recently voted by the senior
class as the Beaudry Award recipient, an
award given to a graduating senior who has
shown outstanding leadership and service
on-campus and within the community.
About his years atJCU, Klus said, "It has
given me the tools I need for working in the
real world [by] making me aware of social
issues."
Marketing major Michelle Cantamessa
said that she has been interviewing with
companies on and off campus and hopes to
find a job in sales with a large company.
Cantamessa said that the best part of
coUege for her was, "learning how to get
along with all types of people. It helped me
to grow as a person and understand different viewpoints." Cantamessa commented
that not only did she learn things in the
classroom but also out of the classroom.
Fred D'Onofrio is going to be returning
1
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For every scudent there seems w be tha t
one experience that demonstrates what I
call the "Wizard of Oz effect." All of a sudden there dawns the sense that"Idon't think
we're in Kansas anymore, Toto." For some
reason, it seems that this experience is almost inevitably connected with beer.
Almost too soon, fall was over and winter had set in. With it came a whole new set
of lessons. First, do not mess with the heaters. You will lose. Several students who
had to puton a coat togointotheirrooms or
were inundated with snow from the open
window because their room temperature

Future looms ahead of seniors
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stand outside in your pajamas because
someone pulled the fire alarm, or retaliating with The Village People on endless play
CD against the people upstairs who like to
play basketball on your ceiling at all hours,
these times form lasting bonds.
Now john Carroll's latest freshman class
can look back and reminisce. For some, the
year has been long. For others it has ended
too soon. Whatever each person'sown feeling, at least now everone has one year of
campus experience under the belt. We've
had the best of times. We've had the worst
of times. What a ride!
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Business Administration (M.B.A.).
Coulehan spoke fondly of his years at
john Carroll but said, "Senior year has been
the best time for me. Being involved with
class activities and the Student Union has
been a great experience.Accounting major Eric jones said, "1 am
going to work for Arthur Anderson as a
staff accountant." He recalled his best time
atjCU when, "1 was pledging my fraternity,
Phi Kappa Psi.'
jones said that meeting tlie guys and all
the pledge activities that he did will always
stick out in his mind. Jones' friend Dan

jesuit Volunteer Corps: a successful endeavor for grads
EJ lzabeth McDonald

Mary Ame Soltis
The Carroll News

They come from all over the country:
Individuals, many of whom are graduating
seniors, who decide they don't want a normal job, but something a little more challenging. They are members of the jesuit
Volunteer Corps
(JVC).
Some seniors at
john Carroll look
to this organization as an option
for after graduation.
Every year,
students commit a year or two serving in
the U.S.orabroad.Annie Mulcahey, of campus ministry. says it is encouraging to see
how many students express interest.
"This year, there is a particularly strong
interest. The recruiter who came here was
impressed with how many people knew
about thejVC and were thinking about doing it." Mulcahey said she knew of eight
students who have applied to various regions for the 1995-1996 year, seven who are
graduatingseniors,andonewhograduated
in 1994.
"The JVC is a year long volunteer commitment people make which is dedicated

to four main principles: spirituality, social
justice,community and simple living," said
Mulcahey. She said the volunteers live in
community with three to seven others,
where they work in a full time capacity
serving needy people in society. "The work
varies from soup kitchens and shelters to
advocacy work for immigrants or community organizing," said Mulcahey.
AudreyDelValle,a 1994graduateofjCU,
opted to join the JVC because she has always been interested in doing community
service. Volunteering in Harlingen, Texas at
Proyecto liberrad,DelVallecurrently works
with immigrants through the court system
helping them gain political asyl!J.m in the
US She wanted to help in the Spanish
community in the United States, especially
since her parents were immigrants themselves, h.er mother coming from Guatemala
and her father from Puerto Rico.
"The whole issue of immigration has interested me because my parents are from
different countries. Although my father
was already a US. citizen, my mother went
through the whole process (of immigration]," said DelValle.
DelValle has gotten a lotoutof the experience on individual and global levels.
She has found the opponunity to live in
a community a very positive, supportive
experience. "I was attracted to theJVC be-

Klmyette Finley
Staff Reporter

Linda Seward, assistant professor of communications, and
Verghese Chirayath, director of
International Studies and a member of the Sociology Department, Linda Seward in the traditional
recently returned from a study abbaya of Saudi Arabia.
The purpose of the study tour
trip in Saudi Arabia and Oman.
As Malone Faculty Fellows, the was to help Americans undertwo had the opportunity to learn standanddispelmythsaboutArab
about the culture of both coun- countries through word of mouth
and writing articles. For example,
tries.
Sponsored by the National Americans might think Saudi
Council on US Arab Relations, the women have no freedom. In
study tour included 13 partici- Jiddah, a seaport town on the Red
pants and two group leaders. Be- Sea, over half the property is
fore leaving for the trip, which owned by women. "When a
lasted from March 6th to March woman gets married, her money
30th, Seward had to attend a two and property is hers,- said Seward.
The myth that people in Arab
day orientation in Washington
D.C. All of the Malone Fellows countries are backwards or uneduhad to fill out an application, sub- cated, probably comes from old
mit a vita (resume) and write an television shows said Seward.
essay. Chirayath, since he had al- "They'rereallyawareof the United
ready visited the Middle East, did States. They can make references
not have to to things in our culture,"she said.
go through This is because many of the people
Islam
thisprocess. have traveled and been educated
Accord- in the U.S. and Great Britain.
Seward also said that the group
ing
to
more
Seward , went to a large mall in Saudi
there are Arabia, where she saw the latest
flexible
many dif- fashions. The stores even had
ferences be- brand name abbayas.
than
"We went to five briefings a day
tween the

I$

I

.

and took extensive notes n sa<d

cause of the whole community aspect," she about the two year commitment, but I was
said, "I've learned a lot from living in com- in Spain over the summer and I realized
jllunity; how to voice my needs and opin- how much I really enjoyed being ina differions.•
ent culture,' she said.
On a larger scale, Del Valle said that the
TheJV C has existed since 1956, and presexperience has made her more aware of ently, volunteers have the choice of workwhat is going on in the world, "You're expe- ing in five different regions in the United
riencing history as it's being made, whether States: east, mid west, south, south west and
it be through seeing persecution orthose in nonhwesr. Since 1984, individuals have
search of a better life. It makes you aware of had the opportunity to go overseas as well.
what's going on in the world. You interact
According to Cecelia Aguilar, an area
with people from CentralA:merica, the Car- coordinator in the South region, the number of volunteers in each region vary from
ibbean, the Eastern Bloc and Africa."
Senior jacki Liautaud was recently ac- approximately 170 in the Northwest and
cepted intoth!!JVI, the organization's inter- 110 in the Southwest to60-80volunteers in
national chapter. The JVI is just like the each of the other regions. "There are over
JVC, except it requires a two year commit- 500currentjVC volunteers throughout the
ment and some fund raising on the part of world. They are actively supported by the
the volunteer.
many former volunteers living nearby."
Liautaud will spend the next t'M> years There are also five to twelve staff members
in Orange Walk, Belize as a World Civiliza- working in each of the regional offices.
tion teacher. 'Even though I'm not a history
Aguilar feels thejVC offers a unique exmajor, they seemed to think that some his- perience to its volunteers because of the
tory must have come with my English and values it espouses. "The values are thefounSociology majors, and that I will pick up the dation of the program with a hope of movrest as I go along,' said Liautaud. 'It'll be a ing toward a more just society," said Aguilar.
challenge. But l hope that I can learn a lot "For many men and women theJVC is the
about the culture and the people.'
beginning of their awareness of social jusLiautaud said she knew she wanted to tice in society." She points out that the
volunteer and she chose this organization "spiri tuafity is all-encompassing," integratbecause she believes it offers more support ing the other service aspects under its relithan others she has looked at. 'I wasn't sure gious organization.

led to
believe

Arabia is
more formal, while
from
Oman is
more relaxed . In
media
Saudi a
coverage. Arabia,
women are
Linda Seward supposed to
be modestly
dressed in
public. The women wear an
abbaya (black robe) over their
clothing. Seward and other
women in the study group showed
respect for this Saudi Arabian custom.
"We wore the abbayas when we
were in the country," she said.
Saudi men wear a thawb(it looks
like a long white shirt) over their
clothes. "Themanalwayshaslong
sleeves," said Seward The man's
headdress is either white, or red
and white in Saudi Arabia.
In contrast, people wear a multitude of colors in Oman. "It was
like going from black and white
[photos! to color," Seward said.
Women wear black abbayas with
different colored scarves,and men
wear turbans in different colors in
Oman.
In Saudi Arabia, women and
men sit in different sections of
buses, restaurants and schools.
Universities are separated with
professors of the same sex.
Although people in the United
States might think the separatism
"betweenmenandwomeninSaudi
Arabia is unequal, it is accepted as
a sign of respect that 'M:>men be
treated with more traditional values. "It is just culture that separates them (the two countries), "
said Seward.
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Quarterly showcases JCU writers

Seward,
Chirayath
visit Saudi
Arabia

classes. H e hopes that the extra classes will

help him to either get his teaching certificate or reapply to medical school.
D'Onofrio said that one of his most
memorable times atjCUwasthe1994 Dance
Marathon. "It was one of those crazy college things. It makes no sense to be awake
for26hours plus, but Idid it for a good cause
and l had a blast."
The class of 1995 is very diverse and each
one will face a new beginning after graduation.
Whatever future awaits the seniors,
hopefully they will be confident that john
Carroll has prepared them well.
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Margaret Znldarslc
discontinue it, but they always purposeandoperation. Thememfound a way to keep it going, even bersvoteon the anonymous pieces
Assistant Features Editor
The john Carroll University if it meant using a cheap mimeo- on a scale of 1-5, and the editors
community is stocked full of tal- graph machine once."
then have the final decision.
The staff of the CQ is now able
AnnaMarieStrzyz,a junior Enented writers. And many are about
to enter into the public spotlight to do most of the work at JCU glish major, worked on the poetry
The Carroll Quarterly, JCU's thanks to new computers and selectioncommiueethatmeronce
semiannual literary magazine, desktop publishing. The CQ has a week throughout the semester.
"I am currently taking Dr.
will be unveiled to the public on also· had funds available to sponMay 2 at 8 p.m. in a contributor's sor readings on campus, such as Bilgere's Poetry Workshop, and it
reading at Booksellers on Chagrin the Writer's Harvest last Decem- has really helped in the reading
Blvd. Mark Winegardener and ber.
and critiquing of the poetry we
"We want to make The Carroll received."
George Bilgere, both accomplished
writers and professors at] CU. will Quarterly part of what happens
In order to be published in the
headline the reading with selec- on campus," said Winegardener, CQ, one does not have to be a stuLions from their own works.
thepresentadvisorof theCQ. "We dent or alumni o[ JCU, but those
Contributors will follow, read- want it to become the centerpiece involved with the magazine usuing selections published in this for literary activity on this cam - ally have some type of affiliation
semester's issue of the CQ. This pusratherthanjusta publication." with the university:
issuecontainsselectionsof
"This semester we repoetry and fiction as well
ceived an enormous
as drama from several sru- The Carrol/ Quarterly
amount of contributions
from students as well as
dents and alumni of JCU.
Jeff Zagst, a senior En- SerVeS aS a CreatiVe OUtlet alumni,"saidGrossner. "It
glish major. has .been conshould be encouraging to
undergraduates
that
tributing regularly to the for a lot of talented closet
CQduring his four years at
former students are continuing to be published in
JCU and will be reading WriterS ·on campus.
some of his original poetry
a quality magazine."
Grossner has been in on May 2.
David LaGuardia volved with the CQ smce
"lt's one of the few outletsforarristiccreativityon - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - herfreshmanyearandhas
campus," said Zagst. "It's a great
Winegardener is not involved a special interest in poetry. She
accomplishment to have such a on an editorial basis, rather he will return to JCU in the fall as a
magazine available at john Car- serves as a resource person for the teacher's assistant and will conroll."
staff to go to.
tinue as poetry editor of the CQ.
The CQ has been in existence
"It's a better experience for the
"I write a lot of poetry myself
since 1947, beginning as a maga- students to be involved with the and hope to one day hope tO have
zine for the alumni and commu- editorial
process,"
said my own literary magazine or go
nity of JCU, and was previously Winegardener. "It helps to pro- into editing," said Grossner.
called the Alumni Carroll News. duce better readers."
The staff of theCQwill soon be
Ithaschangedovertheyears,due
This year's staff consists of a busydistributingthemagazineat
to financial situations as well as poetry editor, senior English ma- various locations around campus,
creative decisions.
jor Tanya Grossner; a fiction edi- area coffee shops, libraries, and
David LaGuardia, chairper- tore English teacher's assistant book stores. The magazines are
son of the English department at Stephanie DeMichele, and a selec- free of charge.
CU w~s the advisor (or the C

"I have watched it grow over
had the opportunity to have fun.
"We rode a camel," Seward said. the years," said LaGuardia. "There
'We also attended a camel race in were times during financial
Saudi Arabia, which is a tradi- crunches that we almost had to
tional event. It was fascinating,"
said Seward.
The group also tried different
foods, like rice, lamb and chicken
which were cooked together in a
pit They ate ina tent while sitting
on Oriental rugs and pillows.
Saudi Arabia is considered the
/
.
~ -~
center of Islam. "Islam is more
..._......,..,..flexible than 1 have been led to
believe from media cov"rage,"
Seward said. LawsinSaudiArabia
Cedar Center
andOmanarebasedontheQur'an.
(next to Coconuts Music)
"It (Islam) is very much a part of
their life. They want to remember ·
321-6291
God," said Seward.
Saudi Arabia has transformed
GREAr CoffEE
its society since the discovery of
GREAT BEVERAqES
oil in the 1930's. "In the last 20
Good Food
years, they have built approxiIcE CREAM
mately two schools per day.
They've realized education is
ALL DAY EVERYDAY
irnportant,"said Seward. In 1970,
HALF-PRICED
REFILLS ON
there were only three schools in
Oman, and theywereonlyfor boys.
ALL COFFEE BEVERAGES!
They now have more schools and
a university and girls can attend
school
In addition to learning about
2 FOR 1
the cultures of the two-countries,
the
month
of May, show
the study group had the opportuyour student ID and get TWO
nity to find out the concerns of
Cappuccinos, Cafe Mochas,
the people. "Both countries want
or Lottes for the price of one.
todiversifytheireconomy,andare
concerned about future jobs," said
Seward. They want to make
Coupon
changes in their country without
Buy one of our delicious HOT
losing their values and traditions.
SUB Sandwiches ($4.35), and
Seward said respect is the unget a second FREE
derlying theme in the two countries. "I kept hearing the word re- Vclld for dine-In only. Expires 5-31 .
spect over and over again," said
Coupon
Seward.
FREE
Would Seward like to return
ONE MEDIUM COFFEE
and visit the two countries again?
"In a minute," she answered.
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mittee have taken at least one creative writing workshop in the past
or have been a part of the CQ for a
while and are familiar with its
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a lot of talented coset writers on
campus," said LaGuardia, "and it's
a real accomplishment for these
writers to see themselves in print."
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Join the real world with the right career.
We're Hewitt Associates LLC, a global benefitS consulting firm
based in suburban Chicago. You'll find us listed in The I 00 Best
Companies To Work For In Amerjca. And due to our unparalleled
growth, we're out to find the best candidates for career entry
analyst opportunities in our innovative client-server environment.
Formal training will be provided. If you have an outstanding
GPA. an analytical mind, and the desire to get into exciting
project work right away, len find out more about each other.
send your resume including GPA (transcript preferred) to:
Dave Quinn, Hewitt Associates LLC, P.O. Box 221, Uncolnshire, IL
60069. Or. fax to 708•883•0076. Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Four years gives one a different outlook on life
Freshmen adjust to college life
Sam Sublty
Staff Reporter

The morning of August26,l994dawned
clear and bright Across the campus of
john Carroll University crept the sun's
golden rays. The humidity in the air precluded a warmer-than-average summer
day. But with this was mixed a sense of
waiting. From the silent dorm rooms to the
empty classes, all stood in anticipation of
the wave of fresh faces that would break
upon ]CU in just a few hQurs. So began
Fresh man Weekend 1994.
So you came, you saw, you conquered.
Maybe not? I went around asking some
Frosh for their personal reactions to their
first year of life on the campus. They told
me about things they had brought but did
not use. They told me about things they did
not bring but wished they had. And they
shared anything else that they learned on
their way to becoming the battle-hardened
veterans that they now are. What follows,
then, is a literary scrapbook of the Class of
199B.
The average freshman required somewhere around two minutes to figure out
that screens are a requirement if one wants
to keep one's window open. Or else a huge
supply of bug spray. Also,itwasfound that
college rooms tend to retain heat. This and
the discovery that live sumo wrestling was
only a one-time deal were the most frequently named frustrations for week one.
Reality slowly set in over the first month
or so. Many preconceived notions about
college life were deflated. For example,
when some had gained the much talked
about "freshman fifteen"in only about two
weeks, they realized that an all-you-caneat buifetmightnot beagiftofGod. Unless
God has a deranged sense of humor! Amidst

~===4--·
every student there seems to be that
For

one experience that demonstrates what I
call the "Wizard of Oz effect." AII of a sudden there dawns thesensethat"Idon'nhink
we're in Kansas anymore, Toto." For some
reason, it seems that this experience is almost inevitably connected with beer.
Almost too soon. fall was over and winter had set in. Withitcamea whole new set
of lessons. First, do not mess with the heaters. You will lose. Several students who
had to put on a coat togo into their rooms or
were inundated with snow from the open
window because their room temperature

averaged about thesameas the Sahara know
this rule welL
Second, snowball fights are a great way
to relieve stress when studying for exams.
John Carroll had its first real snow appropriately on Christmas Carroll Eve. The
night held its own magic as hundreds of
students gathered among the light-strung
trees on the quad for a pre-Mass snowball
fight. The semester had been a long one
and everyone was ready to go home.
Semester two-what parents? By the
time Christmas break was
over, most freshmen who
had not quite felt entirely
comfortable away from
homewerereadytoreturn
to campus life. The general consensus was that
the extra sleep would be
missed but parents would
not.
So far the spring semester has passed
quickly. Now as I write
this with less than two full
weeks of class left, it all
seems like a blur.
Looking back on it
all, what several£ reshmen agreed was the
best thing about the
year was friends. All
of those stories about
making some of the
best friends of our
lives here at college
turned out to be true.
It must be something
about seeing a person at his or her best and
\\/Orst that forms the basis for lasting friendships. Whether staying up late into the

Future looms ahead of seniors
Sherry Lucchetti
Assistant Features Editor
The countdown to the end of the year is
underwayasthefinalweek of classes draws
near. It is at this time of year when the
words, "theend,""final," and "it's over," come
to mind. Butforthegraduatingseniorclass
these words signify something different.
They signify the beginning of a new life in
the 'real' world.
What challenges does life after college
present for the class of 1995?
Connie Moore will "hopefully" be getting a job teaching and plans on remaining
in the Cleveland area for a few
more years. Moore added, not
altogether jokingly, that the
worst part of her college experience will be the bills she
receives afterwards.
Tristan Minnell, a psychology major, said, "I'm going to be a graduate assistant
at Akron University and will
be earning
my masters
[in counseling]." Both
Moore and
Minnell
said that
some
of
their
best
memories of college would be the
"late night talks in
the dorms."
TimCoulehan,senior
class president, said that he has no specific
plans for after graduation but is currently
job hunting. A business management rna-

Patete, also an accounting major. said that
he is still looking for a job and is hopeful to
find something soon.
Quebec, Canada, is where Gina
Riggen berg will be spending the summer
af ter"partying for theweekat Myrtle Beach
[for the senior class tripl. ·
Riggen berg, who is waiting to hear from
Case Western and Wisconsin University
about pursuing her M.B.A., will be studying
E'renchatLaval University in Quebec. Eventually, "l want to compare French and
American styles of non-profit management
and be a director of an art museum."
Pat Klus, a religious studies major, is involved in theJesuit VolumeerCorpand will
be volunteering this coming year in Texas.
"I don't know specifically what l will be
doing there but the focus is on social justice.
I will be working through a social service
agency," he said.
Klus was recently voted by the senior
class as the Beaudry Award recipient, an
award given toagraduatingseniorwho has
shown outstanding leadership and service
on-campus and within the community.
About his years at]CU, Klus said, "It has
given me the tools I need for working in the
real world lby] making me aware of social
issues."
Marketing major Michelle Cantamessa
said that she has been interviewing with
companies on and off campus and hopes to
find a job in sales with a large company.
Cantamessa said that the best part of
college for her was, "learning how to get
along with all types of people. It helped me
to grow as a person and understand different viewpoints." Cantamessa commented
that not only did she learn things in the
classroom but also out of the classroom.
Fred D'Onofrio is going to be returning
1
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stand outside in your pajamas because
someone pulled the fire alarm, or retaliating with The Village People on endless play
CD against the people upstairs who like to
play basketball on your ceiling at all hours,
these times form lasting bonds.
NowJohn Carroll's latest freshmanclass
can look back and reminisce. For some, the
year has been long. For others it has ended
too soon. Whatever each person'sown feeling, at least now everone has one year of
campus experience under the belt. We've
had the best of times. We've had the worst
of times. What a ride!
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Business Administration (M.B.A.).
Coulehan spoke fondly of his years at
John Carroll but said, "Senior year has been
the best time for me. Being involved with
class activities and the Student Union has
been a great experience."
Accounting major Eric Jones said, "I am
going to work for Arthur Anderson as a
staff accountant." He recalled his best time
atJCU when, "I was pledgingmyfraternity,
Phi Kappa Psi.'
Jones said that meeting tlie guys and all
the pledge activities that he did will always
stick out in his mind. Jones' friend Dan

Elizabeth McDonald
The Carroll News

. They come from all over the country.
Individuals, many of whom are graduating
seniors. who decide they don't want a normal job, but something a little more challenging. They are members of the jesuit
Volunteer Corps
QVC).
Some seniors at
john Carroll look
to this organization as an option
for after graduation.
Every year,
students commit a year or two serving in
the US.orabroad.AnnieMulcahey,of campus ministry, says it is encouraging to see
how many students express interest.
"This year, there is a particular! y strong
interest. The recruiter who came here was
impressed with how many people knew
about thejVCand were thinking about doing it.." Mulcahey said she knew of eight
students who have applied to various regions for the 1995-1996 year, seven who are
graduaringseniors,andonewhograduated
inl994.
"The JVC is a year long volunteer commitment people make which is dedicated

to four main principles: spirituality, social
justice, community and simple living," said
Mulcahey. She said the volunteers live in
community with three to seven others,
where they work in a full time capacity
serving needy people in society. "The work
varies from soup kitchens and shelters to
advocacy work for immigrants or community organizing," said Mulcahey.
Audrey DelValle, a 1994graduateofJCU,
opted to join the ]VC because she has always been interested in doing community
service. Volunteering in Harlingen, Texas at
~to Ubenad,DelVallecurrently\\/Orks
with immigrants through the court system
helping them gain political asylum in the
U.S. She wanted to help in the Spanish
community in the United States, especially
since her parents were immigrants themselves.h.ermothercomingfromGuatemala
and her father from Puerto Rico.
"The whole issue of immigration has interested me because my parents are from
different countries. Although my father
was already a US. citizen, my mother went
through the whole process [of immigration]; said DelValle.
Del Valle has gotten a lot out of the experience on individual and global levels.
She has found the opportunity to live in
a community a very positive, supportive
experience. "I was attracted to thejVC be-

Seward,
Chirayath
visit Saudi
Arabia
Klmyette Finley
Staff Reporter

Linda Seward, assistant professor of communications. and
Verghese Chirayath, director of
International Studies and a member of the Sociology Department,
recently returned from a study
trip in Saudi Arabia and Oman.
As Malone Faculty Fellows, the
two had the opportunity to learn
about the culture of both countries.
Sponsored by the National
Council on U.S. Arab Relations, the
study tour included 13 participants and two group leaders. Before leaving for the trip, which
lasted from March 6th to March
30th, Seward had to attend a two
day orientation in Washington
D.C. All of the Malone Fellows
had to fill out an application, submit a vita (resume) and write an
essay. Chirayath, since he had already visited the Middle East, did
not have to
go through
this process.
Islam
According
to
more
Seward,
there are
flexible
many differences between the

I$

than I

help him to either get his teaching certificate or reapply to medical school.
D'Onofrio said that one of his most
memorabletimesatJCUwasthe1994Dance
Marathon. "It was one of those crazy college things. It makes no sense to be awake
for 26 hours plus, but !did it for a good cause
and I had a blast."
The class of 1995 is very diverse and each
one will face a new beginning after graduation.
Whatever future awaits the seniors.
hopefully they will be confident that John
Carroll has prepared them well.

cause of the whole community aspect," she about the two year commitment, but I was
said, "I've learned a lot from living in com- in Spain over the summer and I realized
jllunity; how to voice my needs and opin- how much I really enjoyed being in a differions."
ent culture,' she said.
On a larger scale, DelValle said that the
TheJVC has existed since 1956, and presexperience has made her more aware of ently, volunteers have the choice of workwhat is going on in the world, "You're expe- ing in five different regions in the United
riencing history as it's being made, whether States: east, midwest, south, southwest and
it be through seeing persecution or those in northwest. Since 1984, individuals have
search of a better life. It makes you aware of had the opportunity to go overseas as well.
what's going on in the world. You interact
According to Cecelia Aguilar, an area
with peoplefrom Central America, the Car- coordinator in the South region, the numibbean, the Eastern Bloc and Africa."
ber of volunteers in each region vary from
Senior Jacki Liautaud was recently ac- approximately 170 in the Northwest and
cepted intothJ: JVl,the organization's inter- no in the Southwest to 60-80 volunteers in
national chapter. The JVI is just like the each of the other regions. "There are over
JVC, except it requires a two year commit- 500currentJVC volunteers throughout the
ment and some fund raising on the part of world. They are actively supported by the
the volunteer.
many former volunteers living nearby."
Liautaud will spend the next t\11.\:l years There are also five to twelve staff members
in Orange Walk. Belize as a World Civiliza- working in each of the regional offices.
tion teacher. 'Even though I'm nota history
Aguilar feels theJVC offers a unique exmajor, they seemed to think that some his- perience to its volunteers because of the
tory must have come with my English and values it espouses. "The values are the founSociology rnajors, and that I will pick up the dation of the program with a hope of movrest as I go along,' said- Liautaud. 'It'll be a ing toward a more just society," said Aguilar.
challenge. But I hope that I can learn a lot "For many men and women theJVC is the
beginning of their awareness of social jusabout the culture and the people.'
Liautaud said she knew she wanted to tice in society." She points out that the
volunteer and she chose this organization "spiritualityisall-encompassing,"integratbecause she believes it offers more support ing the other service aspects under its relithan others she has looked at. 'I wasn't sure gious organization.

Arabia is
more formal, while
Oman is
from
more relaxed. In
media
Saudi a
coverage. Arabia,
women are
supposed
to
Linda Seward
be modestly
dressed in
public. The women wear an
abbaya (black robe) over their
clothing. Seward and other
women in the study group showed
respect for this Saudi Arabian custom.
"Weworetheabbayaswhenwe
were in the country," she said.
Saudi men wear a thaw b (it looks
like a long white shirt) over their
clothes. "The man always has long
sleeves," said Seward. The man's
headdress is either white, or red
and white in Saudi Arabia.
In contrast, people wear a multitude of colors in Oman. "It was
like going from black and white
[photos] to color," Seward said.
Women wear black abbayas with
different colored scarves,and men
wearturbansindifferentcolors in
Oman.
In Saudi Arabia, women and
men sit in different sections of
buses, restaurants and schools.
Universities are separated with
professors of the same sex.
Although people in the United
States might think the separatism
betweenmenandwomeninSaudi
Arabia is unequaL it is accepted as
a sign of respect that women be
treated with more traditional values. "It is just culture that separates them (the two countries), •
said Seward.

believe
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Quarterly showcases JCU writers
Margaret Znldarslc
discontinue it, but they always purposeandoperation. ThememAsslstant Features Editor
found a way to keep it going, even hers vote on the anonymous pieces
The john Carroll University if it meant using a cheap mimeo- on a scale of 1-5, and the editors
then have the final decision.
community is stocked full of tal- graph machine once.•
The staff of the CQ is now able
Anna MarieStrzyz,a junior Enen ted writers. And many are about
to enter into the public spotlight to do most of the work at JCU glish major, worked on the poetry
The Carroll Quarterly, ]CU's thanks to new computers and selectioncommitteethatmetonce
semiannual literary magazine, desktop publishing. The CQhas a week throughout the semester.
will be unveiled to the public on alsO had fu nds available to span"I am currently taking Dr.
May 2 at 8 p.m. in a contributor's sor readings on campus, such as Bilgere's Poetry Workshop, and it
reading at Booksellers on Chagrin the Writer's Harvest last Decem- has really helped in the reading
Blvd. Mark Winegardener and ber.
and critiquing of the poetry we
GeorgeBilgere, both accomplished
"We want to make The Carrotl received."
writers and professorsatJCU, will Quarterly part of what happens
In orderto be published in the
headline the reading with selec- on campus," said Winegardener, CQ, one does not have to be a stutions from their own works.
the present advisor of the CQ. "We dent or alumni of JCU, but those
Linda Seward in the traditional
Contributors will follow, read- want it to become the centerpiece involved with the magaz.ine usuabbaya of Saudi Arabia.
ing selections published in this for literary activity on this cam- ally have some type of affiliation
The purpose of the study tour semester's issue of the CQ. This pusratherthan justa publication." with the university.
"This semester we rewas to help Americans under- issuecontainsselectionsof
ceived an enormous
standanddispelmythsaboutArab poetry and fiction as well
amount of contributions
countries through word of mouth asdramafromseveralsru- The carroll Quarterly
from students as well as
and writing articles. For example, dents and alumni of ]CU.
alumni,"saidGrossner. "It
Jeff Zagst, a senior En- SerVeS aS a CreatiVe OUtlet
Americans might think Saudi
should be encouraging to
women have no freedom. In glish major. has been conJidda h. a seaport town on the Red tributing regularly to the for
lot of talented closet undergraduates that
former students are conSea, over half the property is CQduring his four years at
owned by women. "When a JCU and will be reading WriterS On campuS.
tinuingto be published in
a quality magazine."
woman gets married, her money some of his original poetry
Grossner has been in. and property is hers," said Seward. on May 2.
"lt's one of the few outDavid LaGuardia volved with the CQ since
The myth that people in Arab
countries are backwards or unedu- lets for artisticcreativityon - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - her freshman year and has
Winegardener is not involved a special interest in poetry. She
cated, probably comes from old campus," said Zagst. "It's a great
television shows said Seward. accomplishment to have such a on an editorial basis, rather he will return toJCU in the fall as a
"They'rereallyawareof the United magazine available at John Car- serves as a resource person for the teacher's assistant and will constaff to go to.
tinue as poetry editor of the CQ.
States. They can make references roll."
The CQ has been in existence
"It's a better experience for the
"l write a lot of poetry myself
to things in our culture,"she said .
This is becausemanyof the people since 1947, beginning as a maga- students to be involved with the and hope to one day hope to have
process,"
said my own literary magazine or go
have traveled and been educated zine for the alumni and commu- editorial
nity of ]CU, and was previously Winegardener. "It helps to pro- into editing," said Grossner.
in the U.S. and Great Britain.
The staff of theCQwill soon be
Seward also said that the group called the Alumni Carroll News. duce better readers."
This year's staff consists of a busy distributing themagazineat
went to a large mall in Saudi It has changed over the years. due
Arabia, where she saw the latest to financial situations as well as poetry editor, senior English rna- variouslocationsaroundcampus,
jor Tanya Grossner; a fiction edi- area coffee shops, libraries, and
fashions. The stores even had creative decisions.
David LaGuardia, chairper- tor, English teacher's assistant book stores. The magazines are
brand name abbayas.
"Wewenttofive briefings a day son of the English department at Stephanie DeMichele, and a selec- free of charge.

a

and Look ex.tcnsive notes" said

classes. He opes that the extra classes will

jesuit Volunteer Corps: a successful endeavor for grads
Mary Anne Soltis
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CU was the advisor for the C

had the opportun,ity to have fun.
"I have watched it grow over
"We rode a camel," Seward said. the years," said LaGuardia. "There
'We also attended a camel race in were times during financial
Saudi Arabia, which is a tradi- crunches that we almost had to
tional event. It was fascinating,"
said Seward.
The group also tried different
foods, like rice, lamb and chicken
which were cooked together in a
pit. They ate ina tentwhilesitting
on Oriental rugs and pillows.
Saudi Arabia is considered the
center of Islam. "Islam is more
flexible than I have been led to
believe from media covE;rage,"
Seward said. LawsinSaudiArabia
Cedar Center
and Oman are based on theQur'a n.
(next to Coconuts Music)
"It (Islam) is very much a part of
their life. They want to remember ·
321-6291
God," said Seward.
Saudi Arabia has transformed
GREAT CoffEE
its society since the discovery of
CREAT BEVERACjES
oil in the 1930's. "In the last 20
Good Food
years, they have built approxiIcE CREAM
mately two schools per day.
They've realized education is
ALL DAY EVERYDAY
important,"said Seward. In 1970,
HALF-PRICED
REFILLS ON
there were only three schools in
Oman,andtheywereonlyforboys.
ALL COFFEE BEVERAGES!
They now have more schools and
a university and girls can attend
school
In addition to learning about
2 FOR 1
the cultures of the two countries,
the
month
of May. show
the study group had the opportuyour student ID and get TWO
nity to find out the concerns of
the people. "Both countries want Cappuccinos. Cote Mochas,
or Lottes for the price of one.
todiversifytheireconomy,andare
concerned about future jobs," said
Seward. They want to make
Coupon
changes in their country without
Buy one of our delicious HOT
losing their values and traditions.
SUB Sandwiches ($4.35). and
Seward said respect is the unget a second FREE
derlying theme in the two countries. "I kept hearing the word re- Volld for dlne-ln only. Expires 5-31 .
spect over and over again." said
Coupon
Seward.
FREE
Would Seward like to return
ONE MEDIUM COFFEE
and visit the two countries again?
"In a minute," she answered.
5-31.
Volld for dine-in
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mittee hue taken at least one creative writing workshop in the past
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Join the real world with the right career.
we·re Hewitt Associates LLC, a global benefits consulting firm
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Unk,asecond teamAII-American last season, came through in
lf the Otterbein College golf the clutch Saturday shooting a 77,
teamdidn'tknowwhotheirnem- giving him a two-day tournament
esis, they do now.
score of 152. The rivalry between
AI ter breathing down the neck Otterbein and john Carroll was
of theJCUgolf team all
enhanced by
last year, the Cardinals
the fact tha t
Unk and the
were brea thing hard
, /jUSt
again last week, but
C a rd i nal ' s
leading player,
still fell short as they
dropped two matches
Matt Ehlinger,
to Carroll.
played
toThe first of the and played my gether on SatCarroll victories came
urday because
last weekend as the
they came out
Streaks success£ ully
of the first
defended their John
Brian Unk round with the
Carroll Invitational
highest scores.
U n k
title, winning at
Fowler's Mill Golf Course for the seemed unfazed by his presence.
second consecutive year. They
"Playing with Matt (Ehlinger)
edged out Otterbein and Albion didn't really bother me , !just conby one stroke to place first out of centrated and played my game,"
16 teams with a cumulative team Unksaid.
score of 639 strokes. Carroll then
Albion's Matt Lowman passed
defeated Otterbein at the Cardi- upEhlingeronSaturdaytotie Unk
nal Spring Golf Classic on Sun- for first place in the tournament
day and Monday.
alsofinishingwitha 152.However,
Head Coach Mike Moran was Unk defeated Lowman on the secsatisfied with the victories.
ond playoff hole for individual
"The nicest thing about it, is medalist honors.
that it was truly a team victory,"
Voinovich, a third team AllMoran said.
American last year, was close beThe weekend began with a hind Unk and the other leaders,
two-day
tournament
in shooting an 84 on Saturday and
Chesterland , Ohio, Friday in finishing the weekend with a towindy conditions. The wind tal score of !59, finishing in eighth
did n'taffectJCU junior Brian Unk, place.
Voinovich felt the first victory
however, who led the Streaks to
an early lead. Unk,and sophomore over Otterbein was an important
teammate Steve Voinovic h tied for one.
the low score on Friday, both
"We were very happy with the
weekend,andare looking forward
shooting 75.

Staff Reporter

concentrated
g.ame. ,

to the OACs," he said.
Senior Matt Glovna, also a second team All-American last year,
shot a 163 on the weekend and finished 15th.
The Streaks had a few rookies
contribute to their weekend victory as well, as freshmen Ben
Wilkins and jim Hauman shot a
165 and a 171. respectively, finishing 19th and 48th.
Then the Streaks kept the Cardinal-stoppingstreak alive as they
defeated Otterbein again at the
Cardinal Spring Golf Classic by
five strokes. Unk led the Streaks
again with a score of 150, placing
third overall; Voinovich came in
right behind him at fourth, shooting a 151. Other con tributers for
the Streaks were Wilkins and jim
Hauman with scores of 162.
Unk was happy with the weekends results.
"We are very confident coming
off of these two wins and we're
looking forward to the OAC Tournament," Unk stated.
Coach Moran felt that the victory at Otterbein was crucial for
the Streaks and he is optimistic
heading into the OAC's. He realizes Otterbein still has another
chance to wipe out Carroll.
"The OAC Tournament is going to be a two-team race," Moran
said. The upcoming conference
battle between Otterbein and john
Carroll will be on May 4 and May
.5 at a time to be announced.
Regardless of the outcome of
the OAC Tourmanent,JCU has already qualified for the NCAA
tourmanment, Moran said.
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Softball has cast of characters

Golf tops Otterbein, twice
Stephanie Fox
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Koss, Radice duo a hit for Carroll softball
Randy Loser
Staff Reporter
The john Carroll women 'ssoftball team is starting to look a little
like Walt Disney World. It has an
Angel in the Outfield and Goofy
on third base.
No,
Coach
Gretchen
Weitbrecht's team has not traded
in its softball hats for mouse ears,
but two of her players. sophomores
Angel Kossandjanine Radice, have
more in common then just their
love of Disney.
"We just click, I think we both
have the same personality," said
Koss, the team's right fielder. "We
both like the same things, so we
are just a natural fit."
"My dad started calling me
'Goofy' because l was so clumsy,
always falling down or getting hit
[with the balll" said Radice, who
plays third base. "Now, I wear my
Goofy boxer shorts to every game.
Just about everything I own has
Goofy on it."
Koss, on the other hand , has
received some good -natured kidding about her na,me in relation to

All-American golfer Steve Voinovich follows through on his
warm-up swing before tee-ing off on Saturday at the Jom
Carroll Invitational. He finished eighth for the Blue Streaks.

Sports Flashes
The women's softball team senior pitcher Charise Brigee is
and ded for fourth in victories (eight) .. senior
Angela Stazzone is tied for fourth in the OAC with 13 stolen basesperhaps one reason why the Streaks have been streaky this season is their fielding; they rank third to last (of the teams with
available statistics) in fielding percentage in the OAC with a .924
percentage _ The women's team had won four straight games as
of going into T~y.
The men's baseball team's senior pitcher, Kevin Furlong, ranks
in the top 10 in twoOAC statistical categories, ERA(tied for eight,
2.74) and stirkeouts per game (seventh, 8.58). Fellow pitchers
Tim Boyle, also a senior, and freshman Andy D'Onofrio, are also
ranked in ERA; D'Onofrio (fifth, 250) and Boyle (ninth, 2.88).
Boyle's +1 record gives him a .800 winning percentage for the
season,sevemh in the OAC.. First baseman Kevin Fischer continues to rip the ball, hitting at a .388 clip. That average is tops
among all Blue Streaks and is fifth best in the league. He is also
tied for first in the league in doubles with 11 ... Fischer isn't the
only Suuk on a tear. junior outfielder Brian Love is hitting .352,
placing him fifteenth in the OAC.l.ove has struck out only seven
times on the season in 91 at bats, or once every 13 at bats.
John Carroll's winter sports programs dished out their own
199+5 season awards recently. The following is a list of the
winter team, the awards given out from each sport, and those ,
who received the honors;

the Disney movie.
"Dan Provenzano [student assistant trainer] always stands and
makes th e arm motion like they
do in the movie," Sl! id Koss, who
sa id she has seen the movie twice.
"Anytime l do something good he
yells that there is an 'angel' in the
outfield."
Koss and Radice are also both
country music fans, so much so
thatthey have joined the group of
ladies who country line dance in
the gym during lunch.
"We were hitting on the gym
balcony one day when the ladies
came in and played them usic. We
knew the songs, so we started
dancingand tried following along.
The ladies asked us if we wanted
to join them," said Koss, "so we try
to dance whenever we have time."
But for now most of their time
is spent on the softball field, and
both have been steady performers
there all season long. Koss leads
the Blue Streaks in hitting (.395)
and home runs (2). Radice is batting .313 on the year.
"One thing that we have is the

same work ethic, whether its with
our workouts, in softball or with
our school work. We really push
each other: said Radice. "We have
a mutual respect, and we try to
help each other when possible."
Both Kossand Radice have different ideas of what they will do
when they are done atjohn Carroll.
In fact ,both are current! y involved
in their other passions.
"I would like to be an international accountant, and if I am
lucky enough, I would like to get
an internship next year with [an
accounting) firm," said Radice, a
na rive of Erie, PA.
Koss,on the other hand, would
like to teach and possibly coach.
"I am a tutor of hearing impaired children at Milridge," said
Koss. "I also was a coach for a 12year-old all-star[sof tball] team last
summer. I was able to work individually with some of the girls. I
learned a lot about myself from
coaching and seeing a lot of myself in these players. lt has definitely helped me to be a better
player this year."

joo>Holl<y

Janine Radice prepares herself at third base against Otterbein,
Saturday. The Streaks swept the doubleheader 8-3 and 9-7.

Blue Streak track team tries to earn r-e-s-p-e-c-t
Randy Loeser
Staff Reporter
If people are giving the members of the John Carroll University men's track team funny looks,
it's for good reason.
The glares are from the dis believers; those wlio thought that

aneasywinwhentheysawuson
the schedule," said junior sprinter
Mike Olsen. "Finishing in the top
five is impressive, which will
make other schools take notice."
"Plus, if you look at the top five
[schools from the meet!, all of the
schools are from our conference

competition," said junior Don
Spent hoff, who finished fifth in
the 100-meter dash in 11.14 seconds. "judging by how we did at
this meet, we should do well atthe·
OAC championships."
Although john Carroll did not
have an indiv idual champion,

tributeinoneevent.Theguys that
contribute in three or four deserve
the credit."
Multiple point scorers are not
just commonplace for the men.
junior Thea Consler continued to
show the form that made her John
Carroll's first female track All -

jump;itwasveryhumbling,"said
Consler,who has the longest jump
in Division Ill this season. "Right
now, though, wehavetojustdoour
best and keep trying."
Finishing in the middle of the
pack did not sit well with some of
the Streaks.

Now; they have a different look,

Wallace took first (146.5), while
Mount Union (137.5), Otterbein
(106.5), and Ohio Northern (79.6),
finished ahead of the Blue Streaks,
respectively. Regardless,JCU's finish was encouraging to this group.
"We did well againstsomegreat

third in the pole vault, skying 14 ish byflnishingsecond in the long
feet-1 and 1/4 inches, again gain- jump with a leap of 16 feet-9 and
ing valuable points for the Streaks. 3/ 4 inches and fourth in the triple
"It feels good that lean help this jump, hopping 34 feet-6 and a 1/2
team," said Lemieux, who holds inches.AsofMonday, Consler had
the school record in the pole vault. provisionally qualified tocompete
"I just do my part, but 1only con- at Nationals in these two events.
"Last week was the first time
this yearthat !got beat in the long

we cando better. This served more
as a meet to get us ready for the
conference championships.That's
what we're gearing for."
Sluga finished fifth in thel.SODmeter run in a time of 5:06.38.
TheStreakswillhosttheironly
home meet of the year tomorrow.
They travel to B-W Saturday.

John
~rgmfta!t~-·[O~A~C!]~,"~aftdMde~d!ONe1s'eijn.~~~~~~f~r~~~h~m~aNniM
iiajtt.Lieimliieiux~cjon·t-in·---~--~~~~aN~i.----~~~~~. .~~~~----------------~~~~~~~. . .
of tbeCarrilllwasst~il~lt
Ohio ittlilen th~e~d~oo
one of respect. This was evident
Saturday, after the Streaks took
fifth out of 17 teams at the AllOhio Track and Field Championship at Ohio Wesleyan University.
"People used to figure us to be

Streaks
of the
Week

just do it.
Write sports for the Carroll News.

Women's Basketball:
Most Valuable Player- senior guard, Darlene Sheehan.
Men's Basketball:
Most Valuable Player -senior forward Shannon Vickers. Most
Outstanding Defensive Player - sophomore guard David
Pfundstein. Most Ourstanding Offensive Player- junior center
jeffrey Sesplankis. HusEle Award- senior guard Steve Mehalik.
Most Outstanding Freshman- freshmanguard Ryan Eskridge.

14404 Cedar Road 691-1982

.

Wrestling:
Most Valuable Wrestler -junior JJ. Huszczo. Most Outstanding Wrestler-senior Aaron Sheets. Most Outstanding Freshman
- freshman Javier Reveron. Most lm proved Wrestler -junior
John McGuire Coaches Award- senior Chad Connelly.

Swimming:
Most Valuable Swimmer - senior Jim Petkunas. MOSl Improved Swimmer - sophomore Jay Donato. Coaches Award freshman jake Sgambati and senior Ashley Maurer.

The previous information has been provided by john Carroll's
Sports Information Department and tht: CN sports staff

Brian Unk
The sophomore catcher had a
stellar week during the softball
team's four g~e win streak. She
was 11 for 16 giving her a .688
batting average. She also had 3
RBfs and scored six runs during
that same span Rochowiak current!y leads the team with a .476
batting average.

The junior All-American lived up
to his title by winning individual
medalist honors at the second
annual John Carroll Invitational.
He won by taking the second hole
of a playoff round after tying for
first during regular play. He also
finished third at Otterbein
College's Cardinal Spring Gol£
Classic.
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Unk,asecondteamAll-American last season, came through in
If the Otterbein College golf the dutch Saturday shooting a 77,
teamdidn'tknowwhotheirnem- giving him a two-day tournament
esis, they do now.
score of 152. The rivalry between
Aiterbreathingdowntheneck Otterbein and John Carroll was
of thejCUgolf team all
enhanced by
last year, the Cardinals
the fact that
Unk and the
were breathing hard
"/just
again last week, but
Cardinal's
still fell short as they
leading player,
dropped two matches concentrated
Matt Ehlinger,
to CarrolL
toplayed
The first of the and played my
gether on SatCarroll victories came
urday because
last weekend as the
they came out
Streaks success£ u II y
of the first
defended their John
Brian Unk round with the
highest scores.
Carroll Invitational
U n k
title, winning at
Fowler's Mill Golf Course for the seemed unfazed by his presence.
second consecutive year. They
"Playing with Matt (Ehlinger)
edged out Otterbein and Albion didn't really bother me, 1just conby one stroke to place first out of centrated and played my game,"
16 teams with a cumulative team Unksaid.
scote of 639 strokes. Carroll then
AIbion's Matt Lowman passed
defeated Otterbein at the Cardi- upEhlingeronSaturdaycotie Unk
nal Spring Golf Classic on Sun- for first place in the tournament
day and Monday.
alsofinishingwitha 152. However,
Head Coach Mike Moran was Unk defeated Lowman on the secsatisfied with the victories.
ond playoff hole for individual
"The nicest thing about it, is medalist honors.
that it was truly a team victory,"
Voinovich, a third team AllMoran said.
American last year, was dose beThe weekend began with a hind Unk and the other leaders,
two-day
tournament
in shooting an 84 on Saturday and
Chesterland, Ohio, Friday in finishing the weekend with a cowindy conditions. The wind tal score of 159,finishing in eighth
didn'taffectjCU junior Brian Unk, place.
however, who led the Streaks to
Voinovich felt the first victory
an early lead.Unk,and sophomore over Otterbein was an important
teammate Steve Voinovich tied for one.
the low score on Friday, both
"We were very happy with the
weekend, and are looking forward
shooting 75.

Staff Reporter

g.ame. "

to the OACs," he said.
Senior Matt Glovna, also a second team All-American last year,
shot a l63on the weekend and finished 15th.
The Streaks had a few rookies
contribute to their weekend victory as well, as freshmen Ben
Wilkins and jim Hauman shot a
165 and a 171, respectively, finishing 19th and 48th.
Then the Streaks kept the Cardinal-scoppi ngstreak alive as they
defeated Otterbein again at the
Cardinal Spring Golf Classic by
five strokes. Unk led the Streaks
again with a score of 150, placing
third overall; Voinovich came in
right behind him at fourth ,shooting a 151. Other contributers for
the Streaks were Wilkins and jim
Hauman with scores of 162.
Unk was happy with the weekends results.
"We are very confident coming
off of these two wins and we're
looking forward to the OAC Tournament," Unk stated.
Coach Moran felt that the victory at Otterbein was crucial for
the Streaks and he is optimistic
heading into the OACs. He realizes Otterbein still has another
chance to wipe out Carroll.
"The OAC Tournament is going co be a two-team race, • Moran
said. The upcoming conference
battle between Otterbein and john
Carroll will be on May 4 and May
5 at a time to be announced.
Regardless of the outcome of
the OAC Tourmanent,JCU has already qualified for the NCAA
courmanment, Moran said.
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Softball has cast of characters

GoH tops Otterbein, twice
Stephanie Fox
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Koss, Radice duo a hit for Carroll softball
Randy Loser
Staff Reporter

ThejohnCarroll women 's softball team is starting to look a little
Like Walt Disney World. It has an
Angel in the Outfield and Goofy
on third base.
Coach
Gretchen
No,
Weitbrecht's team has not traded
in its softball hats for mouse ears,
but two of her players, sophomores
Angell<ossandjanine Radice, have
more in common then just their
love of Disney.
"We just click, l think we both
have the same personality," said
Koss, the team's right fielder. "We
both like the same things, so we
are just a natural fit."
"My dad started calling me
'Goofy' because I was so clumsy,
always falling down or getting hit
[with the ball]," said Radice, who
plays third base. "Now, I wear my
Goofy boxer shorts to every game.
just about everything I own has
Goofy on it."
Koss, on the other hand, has
received some good -natured kidding about her na,me in relation to
Mrlbs.\ Tllk

All-American golfer Steve Voinovich follows through on his
warm-up swing before tee-ing off on Saturday at the Jom
Carroll Invitational. He finished eighth for the Blue Streaks.

The women's softball team senior pitcher Charlse Brigee is
and tied for fourth in victories (eight) -· senior
Angela Stazzone is tied for fourth in the OAC with 13 stolen basesperhaps one reason why the Streaks have been streaky this season is their fielding, they rank third to last (of the teams with
availablestatistics)in fielding percentage in the OACwltha .924
percentage •. The women's team had won four straight games as
of going into Tu~y.
The men's baseball team'sseniorpitcher,Kevin Furlong.ranks
in the top lOin twoOAC statistical categories, ERA (tied for eight,
2.74) and stirkeouts per game (seventh, 858). Fellow pitchers
Tim Boyle, also a senior, and freshman Andy DOnofrio, are also
ranked in ERA; D'Onofrio (fifth, 250) and Boyle (ninth, 2.88).
Boyle's +1 record give$ him a .800 winning percentage for the
season, seventh in the OAC ·-First baseman Kevin Fischer continues to rip the ball, hitting at a .388 clip. That average is tops
among aU Blue Streaks and is fifth best in the league. He is also
tied for first in the league in doubles with 11 ... Fischer isn't the
only Streak on a tear. junior oudielder Brian Love is hitting .352,
placing him fifteenth in the OAC.l.ove has struck out only seven
times on the season in 91 at bats, or once every 13 at bats.
John Carroll's winter sports programs dished out their own
1994-5 season awards recently. The following is a list of the
winter team, the awards given out from each spon, and those .
who received the honors;

same work ethic,whether its with
our workouts, in softball or with
our school work. We really push
each other," said Radice. "We have
a mutual respect , and we try to
help each other when possible."
Both l<ossand Radice have different ideas of what they will do
whentheyaredoneatjohnCarroll.
ln fact ,both arecurrently involved
in their other passions.
"I would like to be an international accountant, and if I am
lucky enough, I would like to get
an internship next year with (an
accounting] firm," said Radice, a
native of Erie, PA.
Koss, on the other hand, would
like to teach and possibly coach.
"I am a tutor of hearing impaired children at Milridge," said
Koss. "I also was a coach for a 12year-old all-starlsof tball] team last
summer. l was able to work individually with some of the girls. I
learned a lot about myself from
coaching and seeing a lot of myself in these players. It has definitely helped me to be a better
player this year."

Jon tldky

Janine Radice prepares herself at third base against Otterbein,
Saturday. The Streaks swept the doubleheader 8-3 and 9-7.

Randy Loeser

lf people are giving the members of the john Carroll Universi ty men's track team funny looks,
it's for good reason.
The glares are from the disbelievers; those wlio thought that

an easy win when they saw us on
the schedule," said junior sprinter
Mike Olsen. "Finishing in the top
five is impressive, which will
make other schools take notice."
"Plus, if you look at the top five
(schools from the meet], all of the
schools are from our conference

competition," said junior Don
Spenthoff, who finished fifth in
the 100-meter dash in I Ll4 seconds. "judging by how we did at
this meet, we should do well at the·
OAC championships."
Although John Carroll did not
have an individual champion ,

tributeinoneevem. Theguysthat
contribute in three or four deserve
the credit."
Multiple point scorers are not
just commonplace for the men.
junior Thea Consler continued to
show the form rhat made her john
Carroll's first female track All-

jump; it was very humbling," said
Consler, who has the longest jump
in Division Ill this season. "Right
now,though,wehavetojustdoour
best and keep trying."
Finishing in the middle of the
pack did not sit well with some of
the Streaks.

Now, they have a different look,
one of respect. This was evident
Saturday, after the Streaks took
fifth out of 17 teams at the AllOhio Track and Field Championship at Ohio Wesleyan University.
"People used ro figure us to be

Wallace took first 046.5), while
Mount Union (137.5), Otterbein
(106.5), and Ohio Northern (79.6),
finishedaheadoftheBlueStreaks,
respectively. Regardless,JCU'sfinish wasencouragingtothisgroup.
"We did wellagainstsomegreat

third in the pole vault, skying 14
feet-! and l/4 inches, again gaining valuable points for the Streaks.
"Itfeelsgoodthatlcanhelpthis
team," said Lemieux, who holds
the school record in the pole vault.
"!just do my part, but I only con-

ish byfinishingsecond in the long
jump with a leap of 16 feet-9 and
3/ 4 inches and fourth in the triple
jump, hopping 34 feet-6 and a l/2
inches.AsofMonday, Consler had
provisionally qualified to com pete
at Nationals in these two events.
"Last week was the first time
this year that !got beat in the long

we can do better.This served more
as a meet co get us ready for the
conferencechamp10nships. That's
what we're gearing for."
Sluga finished fifth in the l,SOQmeter run in a time of 5:06.38.
The Streaks wi 11 host their only
home meet of the year tomorrow:
They travel to B-W Saturday.

JohnCarrmlwa
~s~s;ti~ll~thjeijdmoo~rmm!
a t~-~[O~A~Cftl,"~a~did~edeMO~ls,e~n~.~!ft!I"_.WrrjejshlmjainiiMRalttlijLelmli1ejuixlcjo·n·t1·n--~~~~~~~~~il~il~jl~ij~. .~~
--m.c·o·\·'"'·~-c~'·c~.\.~. . . . . .~........~
of the Ohio inn
.

Streaks
of the
Week

just do it.
Write sports for the Carroll News.

Women's Basketball:
Most Valuable Player- senior guard, Darlene Sheehan.
Men's Basketball:
Most Valuable Player -senior forward Shannon Vickers. Most
Outstanding Defensive Player - sophomore guard David
Ffundstein. Most Outstanding Offensive Player- junior center
Jeffrey Sesplankis. Husde Award- senior guard Steve Mehalik.
Most Outstanding Freshman-freshman guard Ryan Eskridge.

14404 Cedar Road 691-1982

.

Wrestling:
Most Valuable Wrestler- juniorJJ. Huszczo. Most Outstanding Wrestler -senior Aaron Sheets. Most Outstanding Freshman
- freshman Javier Reveron. Most Improved Wrestler -junior
John McGuire Coaches Award- senior Chad Connelly.
Swimming:
Most Valuable Swimmer - senior jim Petkunas. Most Improved Swimmer - sophomore Jay Donato. Coaches Award freshman Jake Sgambati and senior Ashley Maurer.

The previous information has been provided by john Carroll's
Sports I'!formation Department and tht CN sports staff.

j

Blue Streak track team tries to earn r-e-s-p-e-c-t
Staff Reporter

Sports Flashes

the Disney movie.
"Dan Provenzano [student assistant trainer] always stands and
makes the arm motion like they
do in the movie," said Koss, who
said she has seen the movie twice.
· Anytime I do something good he
yells that there is an 'angel' in the
outfield."
Koss and Radice are also both
country music fans , so much so
that they have joined the group of
ladies who country line dance in
the gym during lunch.
"We were hitting on the gym
balcony one day when the ladies
came in and played the music . We
knew the songs, so we started
dancing and tried following along.
The ladies asked us if we wanted
to join them," said l<oss, "so we try
to dance whenever we have time."
But for now most of their time
is spent on the softball field, and
both have been steady performers
there all season long. Koss leads
the Blue Streaks in hitting (.395)
and home runs (2). Radice is bat·
ting 313 on the year.
"One thing that we have is the

Brian lklk
The sophomore catcher had a
stellar week during the softball
ream's four g'\!lle win streak. She
was 11 for 16 giving her a .688
batting average. She also had 3
RBrs and scored six runs during
that same span. Rochowiak currently leads the team with a .476
batting average.

The junior All-American lived up
to his title by winning individual
medalist honors at the second
annual john Carroll Invitational.
He won by taking the second hole
of a playoff round after tymg for
first during regular play. He also
finished third at Otterbein
College's Cardinal Spring Golf
Classic.
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Baseball inconsistent, still a contender
John McGinty
Staff Reporter

The Streaks ran the gauntlet
last week, bombarding conference
foe Heidelberg, caving in to
Otterbein, and overpowering nonconference opponent Allegheny.
The Streaks played to potential
last week against conference rival
Heidelberg, dominating both
gamesof a doubleheader in nearly
every part of the game. Senior
Kevin Furlong pitched a three hitter in the first game for his third
complete game of the season raising his record to5-2on the season.
Senior pitcher Tim Boyle had a
strong outing for the hot hitting
Streaks in the second game of the
doubleheader lead ing the team to
a 17-2 shellacking of the Student
Princes.
"That shows how good we can
be,• senior Matt Buettner said of
the team's twenty-four hit performance in the second game.
Offensively, the Streaks were on

fire, pounding the ball all afternoon. junior Brian Mocny tied a
school record for the most hits in a
game with five in the second half
of the doubleheader, totaling seven
hits on the day.
"We came together as a team
and hit really well," Mocnystated.
junior Kevin Fischer, the team
batting leader,ch1pped in his share
of hits with six total between the
two games. Sophomore Joe
Panzarella rounded out the recordtying afternoon with two triples
in the nightcap, putting his name
alongside five others on the record
board.
"We played real! y good baseball, with strong hitting games,"
Furlong said of the Heidelberg series. "The pitchers did a great job
[for usl"
The Streaks went into
Otterbein hoping to ride their offensive high to a sweep of theseries, only to stall before stepping
omo the field. Otterbein swept

the ball club 3-0 and 6-1, holding
the Streaks to four hits on the day.
"Stuff like that happens in baseball, it's just one of those things,"
Furlong said of the extreme
change in results.
Pitching held in both games,
but the offense could not turn it
into high gear. Freshman Andy
D'Onofrio and Buettner pitched
complete games, both taking
losses on the day.
"One day we hammer the ball,
the next we can't hit a thing," said
Coach jerry Schweickert. "We're
going to need consistency to be in
the playoff race."
Next fort he Streaks wasNCAC
power Allegheny, who is ranked
thirteenth in the nation in Division III. With sophomore Brian
Emmerling throwing six strong
innings in his first start of the season, the pitching stopped Allegheny while the offense caught fire.
Down 4-2 after six innings, the
Sneaks found their sticks and ral-

lied for seven runs in the bottom
of the seventh.
"We started off slow, but we got
our bats going," said Mocny.
"Emmerling's pitching kept us in
the game, it was just a matter of
time before we started hitting."
Furlong shut down Allegheny
in the seventh and eighth to pick
up his sixth victory,justoneshyof
tying the school record for victories in a season. Boyle pitched the
ninth to close out the game.
"It was a hugewincoming back
from the two losses," said Buettner
of the Allegheny comeback. "It
was important for us as a team to
came back to beat a good team."
The Streaks also spilt a double
header with Hiram on a blustery
and wet Tuesday. The first game
was close, but Hiram pitching recorded a shutout as they slipped
by Carroll1-0. The second game
showed the hitting the team needs
as they handily defeated the Terriers, 10-6.

"We have six tough games left,"
said Schweickert. "Being in fourth
place, we'll need to fin ish strong to
be a contender."
The Blue Streaks need to use
the Allegheny victory as a springboard going into this week with
conference games coming up
against Marietta and Mount
Union.
With the conference playoffs
around the corner, the Streaks are
facing one of the toughest teams
in the nation in Marietta on Saturday at Schweickert Field.
"There's not one person who
doesn't think we can beat them
{Marietta)," Matt Buettner said of
the upcoming schedule for the
Streaks.
Marietta comes to Schweickert
field on Saturday at 1 p.m. for a
doubleheader. Then the Blue
Streaks travel to Allegheny for a
rematch on Sunday; and they close
the regular season at Mount Union
one week from today.

Softball wins four straight, gains second wind
Jill Patterson
Staff Reporter

In a refreshing change of pace,
the john Carroll softball team
broke an eight game losing streak
this past weekend to bring their
overall record to 12-15-1.
The Streaks used their home
field advantage to dominate
Otterbein on Saturday and then
Capital on Sunday, proving that
they could still work together for
victory.
On Saturday, the offense came

petitive again.b
On Sunday, the Streaks lit up
the field again, defeating Capital
in a make-up doubleheader, 7-5
and 16-2.
The highlight of the day came
in the second game versus Capital
when sophomore right fielder
Angela Kess hit the first over the
fence h9mer of the year. The
round-tripper brought in three ·
runs for the Streaks.
Sophomore catcher Angela
Rochowiakalsocontributed to the

8-3 and 9-7 in the doubleheader.

the weekend, going 11-16 or .68 .

"The defense wasn't as sharp as
usual,"
Coach
Gretchen
We it brech t conceded, "but offensively we produced the runs we
needed •
The strong offense also provided an opportunity for the pitchers to breath a little easier. Senior
pitcherCharise Brigee said she felt
that this past weekends victories
were uplifting for the team "For a
while we forgot how it felt to win,
"she said. "This made us feel com-

According to Weitbrecht, "she has
matured as a catcher," and has
taken over the infield defensively
as well as coming out strong in
hi.tting.
Although their record for the
season may not be what they had
hoped for, said Pavolino, the combined effort of the team is what
gave them thewinsthispastweekend, "Everyone that is outthere on
the field gives 110%, " the senior
sacker said. "When they're not out

Weak Mount Union team
stings men's tennis, 5-4
Mlo..el Zlccerdl
Staff Reporter

After being smacked in the

"Having Andrew Perry back
land) playing well Is a postitvc
note,"said freshman Ed Schmitt.

face by a sub .500 Mout Union ~eaddsthatmentaltoughness
team 5-4 last week, the john and work ethic to practice."
The Blue Streaks (6-8, 4·1
Carroll men's tennis team realized no opponent can be taken OAC) are beginning to see some
bright s(XIl:s In the lower porlightly.
-tt was a very disappointing tion or the line-up from freshloss for us,"saidjCUCoach Grq manMarkGcntile. DEbeljakfecls
Debeljak. ·Wearegoing tochalk that Gentile hu shown prom·
that match up as a learning ex• i&e, winnlngthrceol'hlslastfour
puience. but I hope that some matches. U he stays focused he
ol the}'OUnger guyssce that they candosomedamageinthcOAC
tournamentattheendofthesea, can not look past anyone.•
Maybe they did learn a lesson from it as they traveled to
Marietta and Otterbein in the
same aftcmOOn.]CU won both

matchesconvinctngly(8-1,8-l).
"It was extremely mentally
straining to compete in two

matches that far apart, but we
need to continue to be focused
to be successful," said Carroll
sophomore Andrew Perry. "AI·
though the victories were good
ones in order to succeed in the
Q\C tournament we need todisplay more mental toughness.•

son Debeljak added.
Heading the freshman class
ar the No.3 singles spot is
Schmitt "Ed has played remarkably well; said Debcljak. "To
watch him wann·up and tak·
lngEd'spersonalltyiruoaa:ount
)'OU would think hels laid back,

but ff:'lfTj match he just finds a
way to win." And win convincingly, by going 5-0 1n OAC
compctlon.
john Carroll University
hosted Malone )"eSterday after-

noon.

there they are just as supportive.' most victories in a season for john
Despite the fact that they are Carroll softball, which according
out of the running for the OAC to Weitbrecht is their goal for the
fi nalfour (and hence an OAC play- end of the season.
off bid), they still have the oppor'If Mother Nature is good to us
tunity to beat the record for the and we are good to ourselves, we

have the ability to get the most
wins this season,' said Weitbrecht.
There are four remaining
doubleheaders for the Streaks to
break this record The last home
game will be played Sunday at 1.

Women's tennis seeks second
OAC title, but falls off pace
.
sity women's tennis team 's loss
against Otterbein last weekend,
the remainder of the season poses
a sure challenge fort hem to repeat
as Ohio Athletic Conference
champions.
The Blue Streaks{+3,2-20AC)
were trying to rebound from a 5-4
loss to Hiram suffered nearly two
weeks ago. Instead, they ended up
with thesameresultSaturday,losingS-4 to the Cardinals.
Victories came from the No.2
doubles team of jen Pacek and
Kerryn Bell; No.2 singles Susan
Okuley; No.Ssinglesjen Schwartz;
and No.6 singles lisa Panella.
The match was played indoors
due to poor weather conditions.

Now, the question to be asked is
whether or not the team can stay

Perry. "It will be do~. but I don't
thinkanybodywillrunawaywith

are twoOAC games behind leagueleaders Hiram (9-1, 5-0 OAC) and
Otterbein (9-2, 4-0 OAC).
lronically, new Coach Toby
Perry was an assistant coach for
Hiram last year when JCU took
the OAC crown. Hopefully for the
Streaks and Perry, the conference
title will not elude hi.m again this
season.
"Hiram is our big rival" said
Pacek. "Coach Perry is a great
coach. We shouldn't have any
problems."
Whether Hiram is at the top or
not,JCU feels it is still close to netting another league title.
"We still have a good chance
this year [to win the league]," said

Senior captain Pacek feels the
championship is still within reach
as well.
"1 definitely think we are still
in it," she said. "Our loss was just
by one match. We just have to be
more aggressive as a team."
Even if the team is more aggressive, do the Streaks have
enough experience to win the title
again? After all, they have only
one senior.
Perry seems to think so.
"It'sallthe luck of thedraw,"he
said. "The girls are really coming
along."
The women will face BaldwinWallace tomorrow at 3 p.m. and
Heidelberg on Saturday at 1 p.m.

Looking for a challenge ~ the CN is looking for you!
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Connect with TempsPius for the be~ In summer office employment.
Whether you want to work a few weeke, two months or the whole summer,
we can make your office akilla work for you with some of the finest
companies In the areal

call now & find out what's going on around Cleveland this summer.
Contact TempaPtua today to register for work that will not only eem you
money, it wHI add greet experience to your resume!
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Toronto band hHeads for
success in the States
Karen Obrz:ut
Entertainment Editor

In their February newsletter,
the members of Toronto-based
trio, hHead,expressed their strong
desire to tour in the United States
"... but it ain't that easy," they ascerThe Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art is featuring a
tained.
selective history of the photographic work or Paris-native Sophie
Things seem to have gotten a
Calle this spring and summer. The opening is Wednesday, May 10
whole lot easier for hHead since
from5:30 to 8:30p.m. The exhibition runs through August 13. The
then - vocalist/guitarist Noah
Center is open for summer hours begmning May 11 -- Tuesday
Mintz, bassist Brendan Canning
through Friday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday from noon to 5
and drummer Mark Bartkiw are
p.m., and closed Sunday and Monday. Admission is $1 for students. Call42l-867l for more information.
now getting the chance to showcase their brand of gritty grunge/
hard pop in the States as openers
for the Goo Goo Dolls. The tour
stops in Cleveland at Peabody's
Down Under on Friday, May 5.
The Cleveland Museum of An presents It Runs in the Family, a
PhoningfromLosAngelesdurfilmshotinCleveland
in 1993,which will receiveitsfirstandonly
ing a busy "press day" before the
Cleveland
showing
on
Saturday, April 29 at 1:.30 p.m in the
tour,Mintz and Bartkiwdiscussed
Museum
's
Gartner
Auditorium.
A sequel to 1983's A Christmas
hHead's place in the Canadian
Story (also shot in Cleveland), It Runs in the Family is set in the
music scene, the band'sfirst major
1940's. The film stars Charles Grodin, Mary Steenburgen and
label release, jerk (LR.S.), how to
Kieran Culkin. The films runs85 minutesand is rated PG. Admisspend$100,000,andMintz's femision to the screening is $4, $3 for Museum members. Call 421nine side.
7340 for more information.
hHead (simply pronounced
"head"), formed in 1991. However,
Copy<jg}>ti.R5.Mintz explained that he and Can- hHead will perform at Peabody's Downl.klder on Friday, May 5.
ningactuallystartedasan acous- ltcameasquiteasurpriseto band
jerk consists of 13 tracks that
tic pair, "bur we weren't really sat- and media alike because another are lighten rage, heavy on candor
Local acoustic folk/rock quartet Third Wish will host areisfied with what we were doing," Canadian group, Lowest of the and saturated with intensity. And
lease
party for the band's latest CD titled Strings of Cu lture on
he said. "We were uying to put Low, was favored to win.
the hooks are there, too - these
Saturday, April 29 at the Phantasy Nite Club located at 11802
major energy into the acoustic
The trio then hired producer guyscouldgivePearljamarunfor
Detroit Ave. in Lakewood. The group has been performmg since
guitar, and it just wasn't happen- Dave Ogilvie (Babes in Toyland, its money. The disc's lyrical offerApril, 1994 and has appeared at venues such as Phantasy,
ing. So we decided to go electric.' The Doughboys), who took them ings, courtesy of Mintz, include
Annabelle's, The Grog Shop, the Gazette and Hennessy's. (Third
After a few changes in the to a studio in Northern California everything from scholastic apaWish will also perform at Undercurrents '95, which takes place
band's lineup,MintzandCanning to record jerk. The guys imagined thy ("Remedial") to heartbreak
the weekend of May 18.) Admission to the release parry 1s $4 at
r uired Bankiw from another whattheywoulddowith$100,000 ("Happy")toapregnancythatends
the
door. All ages are welcome.
group, and hHead went on to open if they won, bu t according to in tragedy ("Stillborn"). As in the
for major acts in the Toronto area. Bartkiw, it didn't occur to them Latter song. Mintz takes a female
Themoa~·~~~~~~---.~~~-.~~~~. .~~~--. .~---~~_.. ..__._.~._
dent CD, Fireman,which LR.S. re"Wewcreactuallygoingtobuy about a jilted lover.
Saturday, May 20 fora 6p.m.show. Faith No More gained popular.._....,..a<s>dasan EPa
"For those
ity with its 1990 platinum release, Epic. The band is touring in
litte~than
particular
support
of its third Slash/Reprise effort, King for a Day /Fool for
a year ago.
'We accepted that (grunge) label...lt's songs, 1 had no a Lifetime.
General admission tickets are $12.79and are available
As hHead
desire to make
at
all
Ticketmaster
locations. Call24i-5555 to charge.
gained popular- no big deal
be labeled something.
them male charity
through
acters," he extouring and on It's music, it doesn't
plained. "All of
coUege rad io("lt
the sudden, the
was
really
lyrics
were
Mark Bartkiw
The Dobama Theatre on Coventry presents David Ives' curgradual.. . we
there, and they
rent off-Broadway hit comedy, All in the Timing. now through
worked really
didn't sound
Sunday, May 14. Performances are given Thursdays through Sathard"), the Canadian press became other things.Then they told us that male at all. In 'Stillborn'that'scomurdays at 8 p.m.,Sunday,April30at 7:30p.m., and the remaining
impressed. However, many critics we had to make a CD. I was actu- pletely obvious. I'm not claiming
Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets range from $8 to $12, with student and
pegged the group as another ally going to buy myself a car," to be a woman_.maybe I'm getting
senior discounts. Call the Theatre at 932-6838 for more informagrungeact-onemusiccriticeven Bartkiw said as Mintz laughed.
in touch with my feminine side.
tion and reservations.
wrote that Mintz was "beginning
Mintz interjected that one day But I don't think I'm too far off in
to sound more and more like Eddie they were "sitting around a video saying that lean imagine what it's
Vedder each day."
camera, and we joked about what like to be pregnant_.or even to have
"l don't know, maybe there's we were going to buy if we won. I a menstrual cycle. I have had
~
emotion in my voice," Mintz of- remember I said, '300 Marshall people actually tell me to f- off
I~JMMy,
fered. "I don't think I sound like stacks' and Mark said, '15 drum for that last thing, though."
Eddie Vedder, but if !do, then that's sets.' All along we knew that we
"I wouldn't claim to be right,"
okay too.'
would do an album, but all along he added. "I can just imagine."
"We accepted that (grunge) la- we never thought we would win.'
Although hHead wanted to
bel" Bartkiw added. "That's what
When Jerk was completed, play the States someday, now that
we were, really. I mean, we're not hHead signed with LR.S., the same it has become a reality, Mintz said
like a jazz band or anything. It's no record company that signed R.EM. that he is enthusiastic, yet a little
big deal to be labeled something. in the early '80s. Mintz said that reluctant "It's a hit or miss (in the
It's music, it doesn't matter.'
the group went with I.R.S. because States} It's different in Canada. I
hHead got its big break when it was a smaller label, and he didn't don't know, talk to me in a month."
Free Checking Account with qualifying
Mintz,CanningandBartkiwwere want hHead to become a small
I just might do that.. and I'll be
Payroll Deduction or Direct Deposit.
awarded $100,000 from Toronto band in a bigcompan y, 'and there's sure to bring along some Midol,
radio station CNFY's New Music that whole R.E.M . connection, just in case Mintz's imagination
MAC ATM Cards with 5 free
Search/Discovery to Disk con test. which is cool' he added.
gets the better of him.
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Baseball inconsistent, still a contender
John McGinty

fire, pounding the ball all after- the ball club 3-0 and 6-l, holding
noon. junior Brian Mocny tied a the Streaks to four hits on the day.
The Streaks ran the gauntlet school record fort he most hits in a
"Stufflikc that happens in baselast week, bombarding conference game with five in the second half ball, it's just one of those things."
foe Heidelberg, caving in to of thedoubleheader,totalingseven Furlong said of the extreme
Otterbein, and overpowering non- hits on the day.
change in results.
conference opponent Allegheny.
Pitching held in both games,
"We came together as a team
The Streaks played co potentia I andhitreallywell," Mocnystated. but the offense could not turn it
last week against conference rival
junior Kevin Fischer, the team into high gear. Freshman Andy
Heidelberg, dominating both battingleader,chipped in hisshare D'Onofrio and Buettner pitched
games of a doubleheader in nearly of h1ts with six total between the complete games, both taking
every part of the game. Senior two games. Sophomore joe losses on the day.
Kevm Furlong pitched a three hit- Panzarella rounded out the record"One day we hammer the ball,
ter in the first game for his third tying afternoon with two triples the next we can't hit a thing; said
complete game of the season rais- in the nightcap, putting his name Coach jerry Schweickert. "We're
ing his record to 5-2 on the season. alongside fiveotherson the record going to need consistency to be in
Senior pitcher Tim Boyle had a board.
the playoff race."
strong outing for the hot hitting
NextfortheStreakswasNCAC
"We played really good baseStreaks in the second game of the ball, with strong hitting games," power Allegheny, who is ranked
doubleheader leading the team to Furlong said of the Heidelberg se- thirteenth in the nation in Divia 17-2 shellacking of the Student ries. "The pitchers did a great job sion lli. With sophomore Brian
Emmerling throwing six strong
Princes.
[for usl"
"That shows how good we can
The Streaks went into innings in his first start of the seabe," senior Matt Buettner said of Otterbein hoping to ride their of- son, the pitching stopped Alleghthe team's twenty-four hit perfor- fensive high to a sweep of the se- eny while the offense caught fire.
mance in the second game.
ries, only to stall before stepping Down 4-2 after six innings, the
Offensively. the Streaks were on onto the field. Otterbein swept Streaks found their sticks and ralStaff Reporter

lied for seven runs in the bottom
of the seventh.
"We started off slow, but we got
our bats going," said Mocny
'Emmerling's pitching kept us in
the game, it was just a matter of
time before we started hitting."
Furlong shut down Allegheny
in the seventh and eighth to pick
up his sixth victory;just onesh yof
tying the school record for victories in a season. Boyle pitched the
ninth to close out the game.
"It was a hugewincoming back
from the two losses," said Buettner
of the Allegheny comeback. "It
was important for us as a team to
came back co beat a good team."
The Streaks also spilt a double
header with Hiram on a blustery
and wet Tuesday. The first game
was close, but Hiram pitching recorded a shutout as they slipped
by Carrolll-0. The second game
showed the hitting the team needs
as they handily defeated the Terriers,lD-6.

"We have six tough games left,"
said Schweickert. "Bemg in fourth
place, we'll need to finish strong to
be a contender."
The Blue Streaks need to use
the Allegheny victory as a springboard going into this week with
conference games coming up
against Marierca and Mount
Union.
With the conference playoffs
around the corner, the Streaks are
facing one of the toughest teams
in the nation in Marietta on Saturday at Schweickert Field.
"There's not one person who
doesn't think we can beat them
(Marietta)," Matt Buettner said of
the upcoming schedule for the
Streaks.
Marietta comes to Schweickert
field on Saturday at 1 p.m. for a
doubleheader. Then the Blue
Streaks travel to Allegheny for a
rematch on Sunday, and they dose
the regular season at Mount Union
one week from today.

Softball wins four straight, gains second wind
Jill PaHerson
Staff Reporter

In a refreshing change of pace,
the john Carroll softball team
broke an eight game losing streak
this past weekend to bring their
overall record to 12-15-1.
The Streaks used their home
field advantage to dominate
Otterbein on Saturday and then
Capital on Sunday, proving that
they could still work together for
victory.
On Saturday, the offense came

petitive again.•
On Sunday, the Streaks lit up
the field again, defeating Capital
in a make-up doubleheader, 7-5
and 16-2.
The highlight of the day came
in thesecondgameversusCapital
when sophomore right fielder
Angela Koss hit the first over the
fence h9mer of the year. The
round-tripper brought in three .
runs for the Streaks.
Sophomore catcher Angela
Rochowiakalsocontributed to the

8-3 a nd 9-7 in the doubleheader.

the weekend, going 11-16 or .688.

•The defense wasn't as sharp as
usual,"
Coach
Gretchen
Weitbrecht conceded, "but offensively we produced the runs we
needed."
The strong offense also provided an opportunity for the pitchers to breath a little easier. Senior
pitcherCharise Brigeesaidshefelt
that this past weekend's victories
were uplifting for the team. "For a
while we forgot how it felt to win,
"she said. "This made us feel com-

According to We it brecht, "she has
matured as a catcher," and has
taken over the infield defensively
as well as coming out strong in
hitting.
Although their record for the
season may not be what they had
hoped for, said Pavolino, the combined effort of the team is what
gave them thewinsthispastweekend, "Everyone that is out thereon
the field gives 110%, " the senior
sacker said. "When they're not out

Weak Mount Union team
stings men's tennis, 5-4
l'tlolleeiZiocenll
Staff Reporter

After being smacked in the
face by a sub .500 Mout Union
team 5-4 last week, the John
Carroll men's tennis team realized no opponent can be taken
lightly.
"'twas a very disappointing
lossforus,••idJCUCoachGreg
Debeljak. "Wearegoingtochalk
that match up as a learning ex•
perience, but I hope that some
cithe}'OUIIgcrguysseethatthcy
, can not look past anyone.·
Maybe they did learn alesson £rom it as they traveled to
Marietta and Otterbein in the
SltDC afternoOn. jCU 'WOO both
matcbesconviocingly(8-l,8-l).
"It was extremely mentally
straining to compete in two
matcbes that far apart, but ~
need to continue to be focused
to be successful; Slid Carroll
sophomore Andrew Perry. "Although die victories were good
ones In order to succeed in the
G\Ctournamcnt~nced todisplay more mental toughness.•

"Having Andrew Perry back
(and) playing well Is a postitve
note," Slid freshman Ed Schmitt.
"He adds that mental toughness
and work ethic to practice."
The Blue Streaks (6-8. +1
OAC) are beginning to see some
bright sp&s In the lower portion die line-up from freshman Mark Gentile. Debeljakfccls
that Gentile has shown promise. winningthreeol'blslastbur
matches. If he stays focused be
candosomedamageiothcOAC
tournament at the end of the season Debeljak added.
Heading the freshman class
at the No.3 singles spot is
Schmitt. "Ed has pla~ remarkably well," said Debeljak. "To
watch him warm-up and taklngEd'spcrsonalltyintoaccount
you 'UliOUld think he is laid bade.
but nuy match he just finds a
way to win." And win convincingly, by going 5-0 in OAC
competion.
john Carroll University

there they are just as supportive.'
Despite the fact that they are
out of the running for the OAC
final four(and hence an OAC playoff bid), they still have the opportunity to beat the record for the

most victories in a season for john
Carroll softball, which according
to Weitbrecht is their goal for the
end of the season.
'If Mother Nature is good to us
and we are good to ourselves, we

have the ability to get the most
wins this season,' said Weitbrecht.
There are four remaining
doubleheaders for the Streaks to
break this record The last horne
game will be played Sunday at l.

Women's tennis seeks second
OAC title, but falls off pace
.
sity women's tennis team's loss
against Otterbein last weekend,
the remainder of the season poses
a sure challenge for them to repeat
as Ohio Athletic Conference
champions.
The Blue Streaks(+ 3,2-20AC)
were trying to rebound from a 5-4
loss to Hiram suffered nearly two
weeks ago. Instead, they ended up
with the same resultSaturday,losingS-4 to the Cardinals.
Victories came from the No.2
doubles team of jen Pacek and
Kerryn Bell; No.2 singles Susan
Oku ley; No.5 singlesjen Schwartz;
and No.6 singles lisa Panella.
The match was played indoors
due to poor weather coqditions.

Now, the question to be asked is
whether or not the team can stay

Perry. "lt will be clos<;, but I don't
thinkanybodywillrunawaywith

are twoOACgames behind leagueleaders Hiram (9-l, 5-0 OAC) and
Otterbein (9-2, 4-0 OAC).
Ironically, new Coach Toby
Perry was an assistant coach for
Hitam last year when JCU took
the OAC crown. Hopefully for the
Streaks and Perry, the conference
title will not elude him again this
season.
"Hiram is our big rival," said
Pacek . "Coach Perry is a great
coach. We shouldn't have any
problems."
Whether Hiram is at the top or
not,JCU feels it is still close to netting another league title.
"We still have a good chance
this year [to win the leagueL" said

Senior captain Pacek feels the
championshipisstill within reach
as well.
"I definitely think we are still
in it," she said. "Our loss was just
by one match. We just have to be
more aggressive as a team."
Even if the team is more aggressive, do the Streaks have
enough experience to win the title
again? After all, they have only
one senior.
Perry seems to think so.
"lt'sall the luck of thedraw,"he
said. "The girls are really coming
along."
The women will face BaldwinWallace tomorrow at 3 p.m. and
Heidelberg on Saturday at 1 p.m.

Looking for a challenge - the CN is looking for you!
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Toronto band hHeads for
success in the States
Karen Obrzut
Entertainment Editor
In their February newsletter,
the members of Toronto-based
trio,h Head, expressed their strong
desire to tour in the United States
"... but it ain't that easy," they ascertained.
Things seem to have gotten a
whole lot easier for hHead since
then - vocalist/guitarist Noah
Mintz, bassist Brendan Canning
and drummer Mark Bartkiw are
now getting the chance to showcase their brand of gritty grunge/
hard pop in the States as openers
for the Goo Goo Dolls. The tour
stops in Cleveland at Peabody's
Down Under on Friday; May 5.
PhoningfromLosAngelesduring a busy "press day" before the
tour, Mintzand Bartkiwdiscussed
hHead's place in the Canadian
music scene, the band'sfirst major
label release, jerk (I.R.S.), how to
spend$100,000,andMintz's feminine side.
hHead (simply pronounced
"head"), formed in 1991. However,
Mintz explained that he and Canning actually started as an acoustic pair, "but we weren't really satisfied with what we were doing,"
he said. "We were trying to puc
major energy into the acoustic
guitar, and it just wasn't happening. So we decided to go electric."
After a few changes in the
band's lineup,MintzandCanning
r uiled Bartkiw from another
group, and hHeadwentontoopen
for major acts in the Toronto area.

Art
Th~ Cleveland Center for Conremporary An is featuring a
selecu ve htstory of the photograph i.e work of Paris-native Sophie
Calle thisspring and summer. The opening is Wednesday, May 10
from5:30 to8:30 p.m.The exhibition runs through August D. The
Center is open for summer hours beginnmg May 11 -- Tuesday
through Friday from ll a.m. to 5 p.m . Saturday from noon to 5
p.m., and closed Sunday and Monday. Admission is $1 for students. Call421-867l for more information.

Film
The Cleveland Museum of Art presentsltRunsintheFamily,a
film shot in Cleveland in 1993, which will receive its first and only
Cleveland showing on Saturday. April 29 at 1:30 p.m. in the
Museum's Gartner Auditorium. A sequel to 1983's A Christmas
Story (also shot in Cleveland), It Runs in the Family is set in the
1940's. The film stars Charles Grodin, Mary Steenburgen and
Kieran Culkin.The films runs85 minutesand is rated PG. Admission to the screening is $4, $3 for Museum members. Call 4217340 for more information.
(Dpy>13ho I.RS a..o..lo

Music

hHead will perform at Peabody's DownUnder on Friday, May 5.
It came as quite a surprise to band
jerk consists of 13 cracks that
and media alike because another are light on rage, heavy on candor
Local acousuc folk/ rock quartet Third Wish will host areCanadian group, Lowest of the and saturated with intensity. And
lease
party for the band's latest CD titled Strings of Culture on
Low, was favored to win.
the hooks are there, too - these
Saturday, April 29 at the Phantasy Nite Club located at 11802
The trio then hired producer guyscouldgivePearljamarunfor
Detroit Ave. in Lakewood. The group has been performmg since
Dave Ogilvie (Babes in Toyland, its money. The disc's lyrical offerApril,
1994 and has appeared at venues such as Phantasy,
The Doughboys), who took them ings, courtesy of Mintz, include
Annabelle's,
The Grog Shop. the Gazette and Hennessy's. (Third
toastudioinNorthernCalifornia everything from scholastic apaWish will also perform at Undercurrents '95 , which takes place
to record jerk. The guys imagined thy ("Remedial") to heartbreak
the weekend of May 18.) Admission to the release party 1s $4 at
whattheywoulddowith$100,000 ("Happy")toapregnancythatends
the door. AII ages are welcome.
if they won, but according to in tragedy ("Stillborn"). As in the
Bartkiw, it didn't occur to them latter song. Mintz takes a female
Theum~G~~aa~~~------~-.. .w--.~
~.-~~ ~~~~--------*-~~
dent CD, Fireman. which I.R.S. re"Wewereactuallygoingtobuy about a jilted lover.
Saturday; May20fora 6p.m.show. Faith No More gained popular--.~sea as an EPa
"For those
ity with its 1990 platinum release, Epic. The band is touring in
litt e DIOI'C than
particular
support
its third Slash/Reprise effort, King for a Day/Fool for
a year ago.
'We accepted that (grunge) label-.lt's songs, l had no a Lifetime.of General
admission tickets are $12.79and are available
As hHead
desire to make
at all Ticketmascer locations. Call24l-5555 to charge.
gained popular- no big deal to be labeled something.
them malecharity
through
acters," he extouring and on It's music, it doesn't matter."
plained. "All of
coUege radio("It
the sudden, the
was
really
lyrics
were
Mark Bartkiw
The Dobama Theatre on Coventry presents David lves' curgradual. .. we
there, and they
rent off-Broadway hie comedy, All in the Timing, now through
worked really
didn't sound
Sunday, May 14. Performances are given Thursdays through Sathard"), the Canadian press became other things.Then they told us that male at all.ln 'Stillborn'that'scomurdays at 8 p.m .. Sunday, April30 at 7:30p.m., and the remaining
impressed. However, many critics we had to make a CD. I was actu- pletely obvious. I'm not claiming
Sundays at 2 p.m. Tickets range from $8 to $12, with student and
pegged the group as another ally going to buy myself a car; to be a woman_.maybe rm getting
senior discounts. Call the Theatre at 932-6838 for more informagrunge act -one music critic even Bartkiw said as Mintz laughed.
in touch with my feminine side.
tion and reservations.
wrote that Mintz was "beginning
Mintz interjected that one day But I don't think I'm too faro££ in
to sound more and more like Eddie they were "sitting around a video saying that Ican imagine what it's
Vedder each day."
camera, and we joked about what like to be pregnant...or even to have
"I don't know, maybe there's we were going to buy if we won. I a menstrual cycle. I have had
~
emotion in my voice," Mintz of- remember I said, '300 Marshall people actual! y tell me to f- of£
fered. "I don't chink I sound like stacks' and Mark said, '15 drum for that last thing. though."
Eddie Vedder, butifido,then that's sets.' All along we knew that we
"l wouldn't claim to be right,"
okay too."
would do an album, but all along he added. "l can just imagine."
"We accepted that (grunge) la- we never thought we would win."
Although hHead wanted to
bel," Bartkiw added. "That's what
When jerk was completed, play the States someday, now that
we were, really. I mean, we're not hHead signed with I.R.S., the same it has become a reality, Mintz said
like a jazz band or anything. It's no record company that signed REM. that he is enthusiastic, yet a little
big deal to be labeled something. in the early '80s. Mintz said that reluctant "It's a hit or miss (in the
It's music, it doesn't matter."
the group went with I.R.S. because States} It's different in Canada. I
hHead got its big break when it was a smaller label, and he didn't don't know, talk tome ina month."
• Free Checking Account with qualifying
Mintz,Canningand Bankiw were want hHead co become a small
I just might do thaLand 1'll be
Payroll Deduction or Direct Deposit.
awarded $100,000 from Toronto band ina big company, 'and theres sure to bring along some Midol,
radio station CNFY's New Music that whole R.E.M. connection, just in case Mintz's imagination
• MAC ATM Cards with 5 free
Search/Discovery co Disk contest. which is cool,' he added.
gets the better of him.
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Lessons of love learned among Circle of Friends
Kristen Schneldler
f\ssistant EntertaiM1el1t Editor

College, friends, and romance
each play a significant role in the
film Circle of Friends, a new release from Savoy Pictures, based
on a novel by Maeve Binchy. Circle
of Friends is a story of three girls
who are best friends, and the situations and people they encounter
when they leave home to attend
college at Ireland's Dublin University in the fall of 1957.
The story is a genuinely sincere one, telling the tale of what
happens when friends and romance are mixed. The three girls
sets out on a search for true love,
each in her own unique way.
When Nan (Saffron Burrows), the
beautiful one, introduces Eve
(Geraldine O'Rawe) and Benny
( Minme Driver) to Jack Foley
(Chris O'Donnell) - the most
popular man on campus, Benny
instantly falls in love. Because she
is not as beautiful or popular as
the other gi rls, Benny beheves that
there is no way Jack would be interested in her.
One of the movie's most touching scenes (and some of Driver's
bestacting)occurswhen both jack
and Benny are at the same dance,
and, after virtually ignonng her
all night, jack finally asks her to
dance during the lastsong.Shortly
after that, it becomes apparent
that the two have a great deal in
common, and thatjack mayactu·
ally be in love w1th Benny.
jack soon clanfies his feelings,
and he tells Benny that he cares
about more than appearances. He

sees in Benny an inner beauty of
knowing who she is. lt is Benny's
honestyandgenuinewarmththat
win] ack over, and soon, it becomes
impossible for either one of them
to hide their feelings for one another.
Bythetimethethreegirlsthrow
a party at Eve's own private cabin,
Benny and jack are in love, as is
Eve, with her newfound beau,
Alden (Aiden Gillen) The on ly
one who has not yet found love is,
surprisingly enough, Nan. She is,
however, not interested in any of
the college boys. She yearns to
achieve social status and find an
older, wealthier man . She sets her
sights on Simon Westward (Colin
Fmh),a member of one of the city's
wealthiest families. Nan succeeds
in attai ni ngS imon'sattraction, but
in the end, is forced to realize that
relationships are about more than
money and prestige.
Meanwhile. as Benny and jack
are finding true happmess together, Bennymustfirstdeal with
those trying todestroyir. One person, in particular, wan ts to ruin
her chance for happiness to further his own selfish desires: Sea n
(A lan Cumming), who works for
Benny's father. Both of Benny's
parents have on ly her best interest in mind, but this is not so where
Sean is concerned. Sean continually puts Benny down, says he is
"the only man who'll ever have
her," and wants to marry her only
to eventually get her father's business and money. Both he and Nan
become true obstacles to Benny's
happinessasthe film 11ears its end.

Copyrlghl S2voy Pic!Urt.S

Minnie Driver (left) stars as Benny Hogan, who wins the heart of Jack Foley, played by Chris
O'Donnell, in Savoy Pictures' Circle of Friends.
Circle of Friends is a touching. very convincing in his role as the Benny's character a great deal of
heartwarming story that any col- slimy, conniving Sean. Fine per- depth and perso nality.
Driver is familiarto British aulege student can easily relate to, formances are given in the film by
diences,
and will hopefully conseveral
others,
but
the
real
star
is
whether in Ireland during the '50s
or Clevela nd during the '90s. The Driver, who succeeds at giving tinue to make a name for herself.
authentic setti ng, which includes
quaint Irish villages and beauti ful
landscapes, and the quality of the
acting, and Circle of Friends succeeds as an effective adaptation of
Binchy's novel.
Some of the best performances
in the film are given by the new- Motrla Oryshkewych
juan. Unfortunately, the rest of
comers, such as Cumming, who is Staff Reporter
the world thinks he's mentally in Women, get ready, because Don sane, except for his psychiatrist
ffir<~nr'ln).
ile
r n i r dy
0
your hearts melt, knees turn to to lock Depp up, Bran do becomes
mush,orwhateverotherclicheyou inspired by him, as would anyone
want to insert. johnny Depp, listening to Depp retelling his stothinking he is the historic roman- ries of love and adve nture. Depp's
tic Don Juan, rolls off seductive character may be living in a fanlines that'll really get your juices tasy world, but it's not harming
anyone; in fact, it's positively afflowing.
Butfonhemen in the
audience, don't worry
because all is not lost.
Don't immediately discard this as one of those
teary-eyed , yawner
"chick-flicks:
The cast, whicn includes some classic HolBeta Gamma Sigma is the national scholastic honorary society for stu1ywood names, provides
exceptional and believdents of business and management. Election to membership in Beta
able performances.
Gamma Sigma is the highest scholastic honor that a student of business
There's the famous
gangster we all know
or management can achieve. Membership is restricted to students of
and love, the "Godfahigh scholarship and good moral character in institutions with programs
ther,' Marlon Brando.
There's also Faye
accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.
Dunaway, who has her
own list of movie credits,
including
Congratulations to the following 1995 Beta Gamma Sigma inductees:
Chinatown
and

~tta

Johnny Depp melts
hearts as Don Juan

(!Oamma

~igma

MommieDearest.

Junior Class

Senior Class

M.B.A.

Thomas Butler
Michael Galperin
Julia Gerdeman
Paul Keating
Kenneth Klubnick
Michelle Krzanowski
Paul Nungester
Jo Ellen Such
Scott Varholak

Ronald Allender
Kristina Haney
Sylvia Hoffman
Regina Hoover

Cynthia Ellis
Christine Houston
James Marder
Darryl McCrary
Paul Milkovich

James lhasz
Adam Kastelic
Colleen McGuire
Mark Myring
David Powell

Jeffrey Nicol
Carol Probstfeld
Elizabeth Tomoff

Though there may be
some groans when
Depp's name is mentioned -- you have to
admittheguy'sgotsome
talent, right? He's an aspiring
young actor who chooses his roles
carefully, and he definitely fit the
bill for this film.
Depp deserves the pats on the
back he's ge tting for Don juan, be-cause he was as believableascould
be. (Ask any woman whose seen
the film). But if none of that excites you, look at it as an opportunity to learn something about the
fine art of romance. Learn how to
sweep women off their feet.
Don juan DeMarco is an amazingly sweet, romantic comedy, in
which one young man (Depp) believes he is the great lover, Don

fecting anyo ne he encounters, especially Brando, who realizes that
ne hasn't been paying enough attention to his wife (Dunaway).
The film is a delightful, feelgood movie full of moments that
may even make you want to fall in
love with the next person you see,
even if it is the big guy next to you
whose been chomping his popcorn and Goobers throughout the
whole movie. Thereareevenafew
times where viewers, guys included, may catch themselves
with a tear in their eyes It blends
all these emotions into one sweet
movie that everyone should see.
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Editorial
Bum their
wa_llets, not
our buildings
Two women were displaced
from their room in Sutowski
Hall on AprillO after a candle
that was left unattended caught
a nearby tablecloth on fire.
Within minutes, the room was
engulfed in flames.
Candles are illegal in the residence halls of john Carroll
University forthis reason . If the
rules that govern the residence
halls are only on a piece of
paper that each resident must
sign, the chance of a fire starting
is very high. A recent fire at
Ursuline College left dozens of
women with no place to live.
The cause of that fire was a candle that was left unattended.
Residence Life officials at
john Carroll University say it is
a written policy that candles are
forbidden in campus housing,
because of the chance they may
cause an accidental fire. These

rules
are
enforced,
officials say, but only
so much can be
done . Candles
keep reappearing
after others are
confiscated. In
fact, after the Sutowski fire, a
pair of resident assistants was
seen carrying dozens of candles
confiscated from the fire-stricken halL
Some may say that it is the
job of the RAs to police the candle trafficki ng that appears to
be going on in the residence
halls of jCU, but how fair is that
to ask of these students who are
often outnumbered 50 to one?
Asking an RA to continually
check room after room looking
for small wax cylinders that can
easily be hidden in the bowels
of a sock drawer is unrealistic.
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As Residence Life officials
have stressed, each resident
signs a housing contract which
states the resident must abide
by all rules which govern oncampus housing.
It is the
responsibility of the student to
make a decision regarding the
possession and use of candles
on campus.
Maybe simply confiscating
candles found in residents' possession is not enough. The
women who are responsible for
the fire on AprillO are paying
for their decision. While making them pay for damages is

appropriate, it is also reactive.
Ideally, the best way to solve a
problem is to ensure it does not
happen. Fining residents found
to have candles in their rooms
will prevent the likelihood of
another fire attributed to an
unattended candle.
With this recent fire as a
motivating force, Residence Life
officials have a duty to ensure
that residents have fair warning
that the possession of candles
will not be tolerated, and that
those who choose to break this
rule will be fined - no questions
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select group of people who did not have maturity, respect, or an ounce of politeness were to

floor of the Don Shul a Sports Complex. The
senior dinner was a success thanks to the

But, the following )Ur's senior class officers
fought for the right to prove they were differem from the year before. They proved the
senior class dinner could be a positive event
and because of their maturity, the class of 1995
was also able to prove their maturity, respect
and incredible amount of politeness not only
for themselves, but for the coordinators, the
servers, and the volunteers.
The senior class of john Carroll University
should feel proud The senior dinner was well
attended. And as Fred Travis, acting president
said, the students looked good. There were no
food fight$. and not an ounce of vomit hit the

men and women who will soon leave the halls
of this institution will leave behind a message
to the underclassmen. The senior dinner is an
event that is cherished by both the coordinators and the students. In the past two years,
the seniors have established a norm that the
event be one of maturity, respect, and politeness not only of themselves, but of the underclass students who will one day have the
opportunity for one last hoorah with their
friends and classmates that make john Carroll
University such a great place.
The seniors deserve a round of applause.

Thanks.

JoeGuey
Tony ffll
Jonathon 110tley
B<endm McKHIIp
Mary Myers
Mary Anne SoltiS
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arms that the government may cut financial a id. This is not a good thing for most
JCU students, but does the univers(ty
have any responsibility keep its costs
down? Can I be so ridiculous to assume
that the university should be responsible
for the students' total bill? The university assumes that govenment will pay for
our rising tuition. and then we the students can pay for it later when our loan
bills come rolling in (and seniors, this will
be very soon).
When tuition has been going up way
faster then inflation, why hasn't anyone
called the school on its responsibility to
keep costs low?
Who is the customer?
I can't accept that because other universities can't keep their costs dOWI\
that John Carroll can't either.
The business world. Picture it, John
Carroll. My understanding of the real

Mobe
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HIT: mold on the bread rolls in the cafeteria. m I a s: students getting shut out of classes. University officials
might think of offering more classes students are actually interested in taking. HIT: JoiTI Carroll's men's volleyball team
finished 5th at the Ohio Valley Regional Tournament in Columbus. m I s s: library hours not changing during finals.
Closing at 5 p.m. on Saturday does no good for students needing a late night, quiet place to study. HIT: senior dinnerenough said. m I s s: Athletic banquet during the only home track meet If only they could eat and run.

Who is the customer? I challenge
every person at this university to answer
this question. Who is the customer?
I was in one of my classes the other
day, and was bored to death. I mean, l
really couldn't take another minute of it.
Sol got up
and walked out.
I thought, l am
paying $24 for
everyMWF
class. or $36 for
every TH class,
and I was not
going to waste
another minute
in a class that
was of
absolutely no
value tome.
Everyone is
absolutely up In
Business Editor

~~k

Join 1<. Thome......... ' .. .
GRAPHICS
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a lot of respect
Tuesday night, the entire senior class
was in
the annual senior dinner, an event that has raised the eyebrows of
both students and administrators in the past.
What is different from those past senior din·
ners, which also found their way to the editorial page of The Carroll News, is that the 1995
dinner is not being remembered for the number of people who puked, or the amount food
that was wasted by people who thought that
food was better worn than eaten. Two years
ago, the senior dinner was on the verge of cancellation- never to be held again. Actions of a

iii

world is that most companies are cutting
costs. Imagine trying to tell the board of
directors, "We would like to cut costs, but
because no other companies in the industry refuse to keep costs low, so do we. •
Who is the customer?
Residence Life seems to be upset
that students are finding their way to
off-campus housing. Why do I want to
pay more money to live in a smaller place,
eat in a cafeteria with limited hours, and
follow more rules?
1ask myself, 'Nhat does residence life
do for me? As soon as I figure this out. I
will stop looking for an off-campus apartment.
When one of my teachers canceled
tttee weeks worth of classes last year, I
wanted to know if I was going to get a
refund. (I will let you wonder If I did.) Now,
before It appears that l am totally upset
with the lack of respect some people
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show the students here, I want to say
that if it had not been for some of my
other professors, l would not know what
kind of respect the faculty and staff here
are capable of. As a matter of fact. both
of my statistics teachers have said to
me, "Who is the customer?" Meaning
that they knew that the students are the
customers. 1 have a great deal of
respect for.those who have shown
respect to me. But I ask the students to
remember that you are the customer.
Hey, the next time you are stuck in a
class that is of no value to you. WALK
OUT. If you are going to spero $24 per
class. don't waste your expensive time
doing something you don't want to do.

Remember.
YOU are the customer.

~
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Lessons of love learned among Circle of Friends
Kristen Schneldler
Assistant Entertairvnent Editor

College, friends, and romance
each play a significant role in the
film Circle of Friends, a new release from Savoy Pictures, based
on a novel by Maeve Binchy. Ci rclc
of Friends is a story of three girls
who are best friends, and the situations and people they encounter
when they leave home ro attend
college at Ireland's Dublin University in the fall of 1957.
The srory is a genuinely sincere one, telling the tale of what
happens when friends and romance are mixed. The three girls
sets our on a search for true love,
each m her own unique way.
When Nan (Saffron Burrows), the
beautiful one, introduces Eve
(Geraldine O'Rawe) and Benny
(Minnie Driver) to Jack Foley
(Chris O'Donnell) - the most
popular man on campus, Benny
instantly falls in love. Because she
is nm as beautiful or popular as
the other girls,Benny believes that
there is no way jack would be interested in her.
One of the movie's most touching scenes (and some of Driver's
bestacting)occurswhen both jack
and Benny are at the same dance,
and , after virtually 1gnoring her
all night, Jack final! y asks her to
dance during the last song.Short! y
after that, it becomes apparent
that the two have a great deal in
common, and thatjack may actually be in love with Benny.
Jack soon clari£ies his feelings,
and he tells Benny that he cares
about more than appearances. He

sees in Benny an inner beauty of
knowing who she is. It is Benny's
honesty and genuine warmth that
win jack over,and soon,it becomes
impossible for either one of them
to hide their feelings for one another.
By the timet he three girls throw
apartyat Eve's own private cabin,
Benny and Jack are in love, as is
Eve, with her newfound beau,
Aiden (Aiden Gillen) The only
one who has not yet found love is,
surprisingly enough, Nan. She is,
however, not interested in any of
the college boys. She yearns to
achieve social status and find an
older. wealthier man. She sets her
sights on Simon Westward (Colin
Firth), a member of one of the city's
wealthiest families. Nan succeeds
in attaimngSimon 'sattraction, but
in the end, is forced to realize that
relationsh ips are about more than
money and prestige.
Meanwhile, as Benny and jack
are finding true happiness together, Benny must first deal with
those trying to destroy it. One person, in particular, wants to ruin
her chance for happiness to further his own selfish desires: Sean
(Alan Cumming), who works for
Benny's father. Both of Benny's
parents have only her best interest in mind, but this is notsowhere
Sean is concerned. Sean continually puts Benny down, says he is
"the only man who'll ever have
her," and wants to marry her only
to even tua11 y get herfa ther's business and money. Both he and Nan
become true obstacles to Benny's
happiness as thefilm 11earsitsend.

Copynght Savoy Pic cures

Minnie Driver (left) stars as Benny Hogan, who wins the heart of Jack Foley, played by Chris
O'Donnell, in Savoy Pictures' Circle of Friends.
Circle ofFriends is a touching, very convincing in his role as the Benny's character a great deal of
heartwarming story that any col- slimy, conniving Sean. Fine per- depth and personality.
Driver is familiar to British aulege student can easily relate to, formances are given in the film by
diences,
and will hopefully conseveral
others,
but
the
real
star
is
whether in Ireland during the '50s
or Cleveland during the '90s. The Driver, who succeeds at giving tinue to make a name for herself.
authentic setting, which includes
quaint Irish villages and beautiful
landscapes, and the quality of the
acting, and Circle of Friends succeeds as an effective adaptation of
Binchy's novel.
Some of the best performances
in the film are given by the new- Motrla Oryshkewych
Juan. Unfortuna tely, the rest of
comers, such as Cumming, who is Staff Reporter
the world thinks he's mentally inWomen,getready,becauseDon sane, except for his psychiatrist

Johnny Depp melts
hearts as Don Juan
r

3Btta Q;amma
~tgma
Beta Gamma Sigma is the national scholastic honorary society for students of business and management. Election to membership in Beta
Gamma Sigma is the highest scholastic honor that a student of business
or management can achieve. Membership is restricted to students of
high scholarship and good moral character in institutions with programs
accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business.
Congratulations to the following 1995 Beta Gamma Sigma inductees:

Junior Class

Senior Class

Thomas Butler
Michael Galperin
Julia Gerdeman
Paul Keating
Kenneth Klubnick
Michelle Krzanowski
Paul Nungester
Jo Ellen Such
Scott Varholak

Ronald Allender
Kristina Haney
Sylvia Hoffman
Regina Hoover
James lhasz
Adam Kastelic
Colleen McGuire
Mark Myring
David Powell

M.B.A.
Cynthia Ellis
Christine Houston
James Marder
Darryl McCrary
Paul Milkovich
Jeffrey Nicol
Carol Probstfeld
Elizabeth Tomoff

your hearts melt, knees turn to
mush,orwhateverotherclicheyou
want to insert. johnny Depp,
thinking he is the historic romantic Don juan, rolls off seductive
lines that'll really get your juices
flowing.
Butforthe men in the
audience, don't worry
because all is not lost.
Don't immediately discard this as one of those
teary-eyed , yawner
"chick-flicks."
The cast, which includessome classic Hollywood names, provides
exceptional and believable performances.
There's the famous
gangster we all know
and love, the "Godfather,' Marlon Brando.
There's also Faye
Dunaway, who has her
own list of movie credits,
including
Chinatown
and
MommieDearest.
Though there may be
some groans when
Depp's name is mentioned -- you have to
admittheguy'sgotsome
talent, right7 He's an aspiring
young actor who chooses his roles
carefully, and he definitely fit the
bill for this film .
Depp deserves the pats on the
back he's getting for Don juan, be'Cause he was as believable as could
be. (Ask any woman whose seen
the film). But if none of that excites you, look at it as an opportunity to learn something about the
fine art of romance. Learn how to
sweep women off their feet.
Don juan DeMarw is an amazingly sweet, romantic comedy, in
which one young man (Depp) believes he is the great lover, Don

.
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Editorial
Bum their
wallets, not
our buildings
Two women were displaced
from their room in Sutowski
Hall on AprillO after a candle
that was left unattended caught
a nearby tablecloth on fire.
Within minutes, the room was
engulfed in flames.
Candles are illegal in the residence halls of john Carroll
University for this reason. If the
rules that govern the residence
halls are only on a piece of
paper that each resident must
sign, the chance of a fire starting
is very high. A recent fire at
Ursuline College left dozens of
women with no place to live.
The cause of that fire was a candle that was left unattended.
Residence Life officials at
john Carroll University say it is
a written policy that candles are
forbidden in campus housing,
because of the chance they may
cause an accidental fire. These
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rules
are
enforced,
officials say, but only
so much can be
done.
Candles
keep reappearing
after others are
confiscated. In
fact, after the Sutowski fire, a
pair of resident assistants was
seen carrying dozens of candles
confiscated from the fire-stricken hall.
Some may say that it is the
job of the RAs to police the candle trafficking that appears to
be going on in the residence
halls of JCU, but how fair is that
to ask of these students who are
often outnumbered 50 to one?
Asking an RA to continually
check room after room looking
for small wax cylinders that can
easily be hidden in the bowels
of a sock drawer is unrealistic.
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As Residence Life officials
have stressed, each resident
signs a housing contract which
states the resident must abide
by all rules which govern oncampus housing. It is the
responsibility of the student to
make a decision regarding the
possession and use of candles
on campus.
Maybe simply confiscating
candles found in residents' possession is not enough. The
women who are responsible for
the fire on April 10 are paying
ror their decision. While making them pay for damages is

appropriate, it is also reactive.
Ideally, the best way to solve a
problem is to ensure it does not
happen. Fining residents found
to have candles in their rooms
will prevent the likelihood of
another fire attributed to an
unattended candle.
With this recent fire as a
motivating force, Residence life
officials have a duty to ensure
that residents have fair warning
that the possession of candles
will not be tolerated, and that
those who choose to break this
rule will be fined - no questions
asked.
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select group of people who did not have maturity, respect, or an ounce of politeness were to

floor of the Don Shula Sports Complex. The
senior dinner was a success thanks to th e

But, the following year's senior class officers
fought for the right to prove they were different from the year before. They proved the
senior class dinner could be a positive event
and because of their maturity, the class of 1995
was also able to prove their maturity, respect
and incredible amount of politeness not only
for themselves, but for the coordinators, the
servers, and the volunteers.
The senior class of john Carroll University
should feel proud. The senior dinner was well
attended. And as Fred Travis, acting president
said, the students looked good. There were no
food fight,s, and not an ounce of vomit hit the

men and women who will soon leavt: the halls
of this institution will leave behind a message
to the underclassmen. The senior dinner is an
event that is cherished by both the coordinators and the students. In the past two years,
the seniors have established a norm that the
event be one of maturity, respect, and politeness not only of themselves, but of the underclass students who will one day have the
opportunity for one last hoorah with their
friends and classmates that make john Carroll
University such a great place.
The seniors deserve a round of applause.
Thanks.
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Tuesday night, the entire senior class
was in
the annual senior dinner, an event that has raised the eyebrows of
both students and administrators iri the past.
What is different from those past senior din·
ners, which also found their way to the editorial page of The Carroll News, is that the 1995
dinner is not being remembered for the number of people who puked, or the amount food
that was wasted by people who thought that
food was better worn than eaten. Two years
ago, the senior dinner was on the verge of cancellation- never to be held again. Actions of a
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a lot of respect

dy

lock Depp up, Brando becomes
inspired by him, as would anyone
listening to Depp retelling his stories of love and ad venture. Depp's
character may be living in a fantasy world, but it's not harming
anyone; in fact, it's positively af-
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HIT: mold on the bread rolls in the cafeteria. m I a a: students getting shut out of classes. University officials
might think of offering more classes students are actually interested in taking. HIT: Jom Carroll's men's volleyball team

finished 5th at the Ohio Valley Regional Tournament in Columbus. m I • a: library hours not changing during finals.
Closing at 5 p.m. on Saturday does no good for students needing a late night, quiet place to study. HIT: senior dinnerenough said. m I a a: Athletic banquet during the only home track meet. If only they could eat and run.
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Is the customer always number one?
fecting anyone he encounters, especially Brando,who realizes that
he hasn't been paying enough attention to his wife (Dunaway).
The film is a delightful, feelgood movie full of moments that
may even make you want to fall in
love with the next person you see,
even if it is the big guy next to you
whose been chomping his popcorn and Goobers throughout the
whole movie. There are even a few
times where viewers, guys included, may catch themselves
with a tear in their eyes. It blends
all these emotions into one sweet
movie that everyone should see.

Who is the customer? I challenge
every person at this university to answer
this question. Who is the customer?
I was in one of my classes the other
day, and was bored to death. I meal'\ 1
really couldn't take another minute of it.
Sol got up
and walked out.
I thought, 1 am
paying $24 for
everyMWF
class. or $36 for
every 1H class.
and I was not
going to waste
another minute
In a class that
was of
absolutely no
value tome.
Everyone is
absolutely up in

• .
OpInwn
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Business Editor

arms that the goverrvnent may cut financial aid. This is not a good thing for most
JCU students, but does the universtty
have any responsibility keep its costs
down? Can I be so ridiculous to assume
that the university should be responsible
for the students' total bill? The university asslmes that goverrvnent will pay for
our rising tuition, and then we the students can pay for it later when our loan
bills come rolling in (and seniors, this will
be very soon).
When tuition has been going up way
faster then inflation Yttly hasn't anyone
called the school on its responsibility to
keep costs low?
Who is the customer?
I can't accept that beCause other universities ca1't lt.eep their costs dOW!\
that John Carroll can't either.
The oosiness world. Picture it, John
Carroll. My lrderstancling of the real

world is that most companies are cutting
costs. Imagine trying to tell the board of
directors, ~We would like to cut costs, but
because no other companies in the industry refuse to keep costs low, so do we.•
Who is the customer?
Residence Life seems to be upset
that students are finding their way to
off-campus housing. Why do I want to
pay more money to live in a smaller place,
eat in a cafeteria with limited hours, and
follow more rules?
I ask myself, what does residence life
do for me? As soon as I figure this out, I
will stop looking for an off-campus apartment.
When one of my teachers canceled
tltee weeks worth of classes last year, I
wa1ted to know if I was going to get a
refiJld. (I will let you warder if I did) Now,
before it appears that I am totally upset
with the lack of respect some people

for letters to the edijor:

CN.En~

show the students here, I want to say
that if it had not been for some of my
other professors, I would not know Yttlat
kind of respect the faculty and staff here
are capable of. As a matter of fact. both
of my statistics teachers have said to
me, "Who is the customer?" Meaning
that they knew that the students are the
customers. I have a great deal of
respect for.those who have shown
respect to me. &t I ask the students to
remember that you are the customer.
Hey, the next time you are stuck in a
class that is of no value to you, WALK
OUT. If you are going to spend $24 per
class. don't waste your expensive time
doing something you don't want to do.
Remember,
YOU are the customer.

~
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letters to the editor
Mother expresses gratitude
after dog bite Incident
To the Editor.
Thank you to the students who helped
me on Tuesday, Aprilll at the girls' softball
game. My daughter, Teresa, was bitten by a
dog, and I was crying and upset. These
students brought bandages and calmed us
both down. l never saw your faces but your
voi~es and calm manner made all the difference.
In thesedaysof people not wanting to be
involved, you jumped right in without hesitation and came to my aid. You made me
feel as if I wasn't a lone.
My daughter is recovering so quickly, it
is sometimes hard to believe that it happened.
Thank you all -we'll always be gratefuL
Please call me, I'd like to thank you in person, especially the person who helped pull
·
the dog off her.

Sunday,April23 was declared a national
day of mourning. Surely, I thought, the University would find a way to get the flag
down at least today. But, upon waking and
looking out at the quad, I saw the flag, flying high, apparently unaware that our country had taken a great loss.
I am reminded of last year, when President Richard Nixon d ied.john Carroll officials apparently thought that the university was different than the rest of the country,anddidn't need to lower the flag. It took
a responsible action by a group of Carroll
students to show respect for the ex-president by lowering the fl ag themselves.
I wonder why John Carroll University
shows such a lack of respect to the rest of
the country, especially to those who lost
loved ones in the bombing.The only times
that l have seen the flag lowered were times
when there were deaths in the john Carroll
community. While these were proper, Carroll has to recognize that we are a part of a
largercommunityalso- thatof the United
States of America. When a nation mourns,
Carroll does. l.t's only a little act, lowering
the flag a few feet for a couple days, but it
signifies so much. Is the University that
ignorant of national news7 Or do they just
have an apathy towards such small symbols of respect? Either way, 1 think it's sad
that Carroll doesn't show more responsibility and respect for the country and its
citizens.

wide moment of silence,john Carroll University did nothing. A national tragedy upsets people to their core but it often has a
unique way of bringing people together to
help one another; an ideal the jesuits are
very fond of.
· I am disturbed by the fact thatjCU did
not observe the National Day of Mourning
and more than a little disillusioned that I
did notseethejesuitcommitment toempathy of those caught in the midst of a tragedy, such as the Oklahoma City bombing,
in practice. jesuits are supposed to be examples toacommunityand in this instance
we are an embarrassment to theJesui tideals.
Erin O'Brien
Class of 1997

Academics Committee member
discouraged by lack of support
for Course Evaluation Guide
To the Ed itor:

l would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate the Student Union and the
Academics Committee on the successful
publication of the first edition of the Course
Editor's Note: If the students who assisted
and Professor Evaluation Guide.
Teresa and her mother would contact The
As a member of the Academics ComCarroll News, we will be able to put you in
mittee this year, I know first hand the
contact with Meg Leisen.
amount of work that was involved in this
enormous undertaking. jason Stevens and
Sophomores disturbed by
Bob Wagoner, recently graduated, were
Ma tthew j. Milewski
university's failure to show
paramount to this project's success. We all
Class of 1997
respect for Oklahoma victims
owe them a lot.
When I first heard about this project l
To the Editor:
was very excited, and when I first got elected
to the Student Union Senate, the AcademTo the Editor:
lam writing because lam very disturbed
ics
Committee was the first one I looked
at what appears to be a complete indifferIn making my college decision I only into. I thought that the idea of a totally
ence on the part of the University regardknew one thing for sure; I wanted a jesuit student run course evaluation was a great
ing the tragedy that occurred last week in
education.
The jesuits represented to me a idea and l was glad to be a part of it.
Oklahoma City. Following the bombing,
It wasn't until today that my opinions
social
conscience,
an awareness of the plight
and the numerous deaths that resulted,
.
Q<l\&Ct
.
......._.......,._, __ .........._Q_aullo.6.....U.,.t-.ll.cMra ol
tosocialjustice. These values were affirmed in my hand , I felt a great sense o accomat half-mas£ for 1hree days as a s1gn of
by the jesuit community here and I have plishment. That was short lived. When I
mourning for the awful tragedy. The flag
been encouraged to follow these ideals since ope ned the cover, the first thing I not iced
on the quad stood its ground, however, not
was line after lineof"Noresponse available
I arrived at john Carroll.
budging from its position at the top of the
That is why I am so disturbed by the fact for this course.'
flag pole.
In short, a good number of professors
that these ideals
simply ignored the survey. l couldn't bewere
blatantly
'
ignored on Sun- lieve it. Out of the 665 courses offered last
PuT Yc)l:R Sul\tl\tER
AT
day, the Na - semester, evaluations were conducted in
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY CI IICAGO
tional Day of only 347 of them. 48%of the professors felt
Mourning for that they didn't have to participate. The
the victims of departments of communications and sociEarly Session
the Oklahoma ology stand out the most in that they both
Six weeks beginning May 19 [6 prnj
City bombing. only had one professor each conduct the
As the entire evaluation.
Middle Session
Let me put this into persrective for you.
country flew
Six weeks beginning June 7
their flags at You are in the market for a new car. You are
half mast for about to invest a substantial amount of
Late Session
three days, rung money so you are obviously concerned in
Six weeks beginning July 5
church
and the value of your purchase. After deciding
civic
bells
at 4 basically what you want, you go to
Double (Extended) Session
p.m . and ob- dealerships and compare. You might be inBeginning May 19 [6 prn}
served a nation terested in gas mileage, safety features, resale value,owner loyalty,
,. Day, evening or weekc11d classes.
etc. Whatever is most
,. Courses in busir1ess, nrtsmui scic11ccs, edctcati1m, n11rsi11g.
important to you, the
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
bottom line is that you
,. All cottrses applicable to Loyola University C hicago degrees.
get
the most for your
,. Classes /reid at Loyola's l..trkc Slwrc (Chicago). Wtuer- Jbwcr
money. It is a basic prin(Chicago), Medical Cc11tcr (Maywood), mrd Mallinckrodt
LAKEWOOD ClfVELAND PARMA
ciple of economics, and
228-5998
486-2800
661-640i
(Wilmette) cnr11p11ses.
isfundamemaltoa freeHOTLINE 1·800-550-4900
>- Co11W11ient tor~cll -tollc registration (FIR) syste111.
enterprise system.
As college students,
WUJC tWNid like to tltiJifk tJII
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we are investing a large
• TH f. SuMMER SESSIONS
To receive your free copy
: Loyolo University C hicago
of th~ 1995 Til e S11111111<r Sessions
sum of money in our
tlfose wlto ltelfed to Sllf'port
820 N. Michigan Avtnue
bulletin, return coupon or c.1ll
education. In fact, durcollege
rtKiio
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male
Rt»io-aChicago.IL60611-2196
(312)915'6501.
ing the course of our
tlrolf tJ COI1ff'/ete BIICteSS!
years at john Carroll we
will spend more than
TUNE IT • TURN IT •
most people would ever
dream of spending on an
automobile. It is a logi01}'
I
cal
conclusion that we
'
CN
should demand a good
L-------------------------------------------~
product. The course
evaluations were a way
to give students the
chance to make an intelJIHII CAIIOUIIIIVIISITY ligent choice in what
classes to take. Tha t is
ourrigh t. The professo rs

Meg Leisen
University Heights
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aren't the ones thatloseoutif we take a class
taught by a professor that does a poor job as
an educator.
l find it disgusting that almost half of
the professors at this institution felt that it
was their decision to make whether or not
to conduct the evaluation. Did they have
something to hide?
Out of the 128 credits needed for graduation,does this mean that nearly64of them
have the potential of being taught in a substandard manner? Part of receivingaj esuit
education is the non·stop pursuit of excellence. Don't you think it is time that those
educating us were held to the same standards?
I still believe that the Course Evaluation
books were timewellspent. Forthe bargain
price of one $LOO you can get a copy and
know that you can probably choose nine of
your eighteen credits for next semester
wisely. I encourage you to purchase the
books.
The Student Union funded the project
and shouldn't suffer for the actions of the
professors. I also encourage you to hold
each and every one of your professors to a
very high standard. We are paying to receive the best education possible. The professors work for US! It's time we told them
th at.
My condolences to those of you who are
communication or sociology majors.
Brian Graf
Class of 1997

Graduate Impressed by ~
encourages JCU community to
support fine arts
To the Editor:
As a former CNeditor and contributor, I
want to congratulate the current staff for
consistently producing a top-flight college
weekly. I sometimes have access to the paper, and l'm always impressed by th e use of
graphics, photos and crisp layout. I have yet
to find a Cleveland-area college paper that
is more informative and more attractive
than the CN.
Also, as a former member of the concert
and jazz bands, l want to urge the Carroll
community to continue to support these
two organizations, as well as the vocal music program.
I had a lot of great times playing on
Spring Break tours and at various comm unity and school-related functions. The fine
arts deserve your patronage and encouragement, and I hope Carroll's music programs never fall by the wayside.
Scott Tennant
Class of 1992

Communications professor
thanks Carroll community
To the Editor:
On behalf of my family and myself, I'd
like to take this opportunity to thank members of this university for all the kind notes
and expressions of sympathy when my father died this month. !twas such a comfort
at such a sad time. Thank you so much.
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The Cleveland schools: neglecting the children?
Laura M. Boustanl
Forum Writer
As I looked upon the new addition to the Grasselli
Library, I could not help but think how much wealth
surrounds us here at john Carroll. What a massive, safe,
beautiful, and constantly improving place this is.
But just fifteen minutes away from john Carroll, campus isa whole different world. It is a world of poverty, crime,
despair, and continuous decline. ln that world , a genera-·
tion of young boys and girls are at the mercy of the Cleveland public school system. Only a few years ago their fate
was being determined by a group of corrupt, self-interested, and publicity-hungry individuals elected to represent the people of Cleveland on the school board.
After a few years, they were voted out of office by the
people of Cleveland. After some resignations and appointments, there is a school board in 1995 that is extremely
different from previous school boards. Most of the members are not political hacks. Most of them will probably
never run for another political office. Most of them are
parents of children that have attended or currently attend
the Cleveland school system. Most of them care about the
successes and failures of the system and the children.
Recently, a federal judge ordered a state takeover of the
school system which rendered the Board of Education
powerless. Many local leaders have tried to put the best
spin on this major development. They have said that now
the resources of thestate,togetherwith theresburcesof the
city, will be at the dispasal of Cleveland's children. They
have said thatthesystem had toomanyproblems-primarily financial- and that maybe the able and well-liked
state superintendent, Ted Sanders, can give Cleveland a
plan to work with.
So, one of the first decisions Sanders made was that the
almost bankrupt district must close several buildings .for
fin11ncial reasons. Many students would lose their neighborhood schools and move to other schools which are
alreadycrowdedandhavesevereproblems. Teacherswould
most likely be laid off and the remaining schools would
have to accommodate a larger number of students. The
result will no doubt be a further decline in the quality of
education in the troubled system.
Now, it a
s considering leaving his
jg .
uperintendent of Education for a university
t m another state. As the state searches for his replacement,thechildrenintheClevelandschoolsareleftbehind

Cleveland, the "come back city;" has proven ttsability to
rally behind projects like Gateway and the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame. Perhaps a similar effort is needed to save the
children of Cleveland. These projects have involved massive amounts of money, extensive support by public officials and voters, massive tax breaks, and massive taxation.
I understand their value to the city and the Greater Cleveland area, but l will dare say that the children of Cleveland
are at least as worthy as the Cleveland Indians, the Cleveland Cavaliers, and downtown glitter.
Sure, the children's cause is not as sexy as glamorous
downtown projects that the Gunds or the jacobs can give
thetr name to, but it sure is more important. After years of

neglect, the Cleveland community must put the children
at the top of its agenda. Clevelanders can start by voting to
pass school levies.
But beyond that, Cleveland politiciansmuststoppursuing their own agendas and start paying attention to the
troublecl schools and the troubled children. lam positive
that in the long run, there would be something in it for
them.
To the federal judge., I have only one suggestion. The
state of the Cleveland schools is the product of years of
dirty politics, neglect of city neighborhoods, and neglect of
children. Thecommunity crea[ed the problems. The community must solve them. Put that in a court order.

Before the trial, Simpson haunted the Bills
Sam Orenbach
fortunately for Buffalo, they had only one quick play-off
Forum Writer
appearance to show for it. And every year the story was the
While the current '?J. Simpson story or nightmare goes same. The west coast teams made outrageous trade offers
on and on and on, I thmk of the twenty year headache he for OJ, the Bills turned them all down.
In 1977 the headache really got painful for Buffalo. In
became for the ~uffalo Bills.
In 1968 OJ. S1mp~n was the hottest football prospect mid-season OJ. tore up his knee and never played for the
commg out of college m many years and the team With ~he Bills again. Aftertheseason ended, OJ. finally got his wish,
worst record m the NFL was gomg to get first shot at h1m. and was sent west. The Bills traded him to the San FranWhile Buffalo was not the worst team in football that year, cisco49ersforal979numberonedraftchoice,afractionof
they had a great formula for failure- they played without what they could have gotten for him earlier. Incredibly, it
a quart~rb~ck. When a;l thetr quarterbacks went down took nine years until they actually got their compensation
w1th mJunes, they dtdn t replace them. Instead the Bills for OJ
moved a wide receiver, Ed Rutkowski, over to quarterback.
Phase one went well enough San Francisco had the
T.heendresultwasonewinallyear,andfirstprizeintheOJ. worst record in football in 1978, and Buffalo got the first
S1mpson sweepstakes. .
pick in the entire draft, exactly ten years after the one that
Strangely enough, the1r only win that year came against ·got them OJ. The Bills took Tom Consina u with that pick
the eventual Super Bowl Champ10n New York jets, With joe and lost him to the Canadian Football League (that sick
Nameth..And for all his troubles, 1968 team MVP Ed excuse for a pro football league). Three years later they
Rutkowskt got cut the next year, and never got to play with traded his rights to the Cleveland Browns for a 1983 numOJ.
.
.
.
.
. .
beronepick. Theytookjim Kellywith thatpickandcouldn't
After takmg OJ. Su~pson wuh the f1rst ptck m ~he I969 sign him either. Kelly signed with the USFL and stayed
draft.. Burfalohadallki~dsofproblemstrymgtost~nhlm. there until that league folded in 1986 when he finally
OJ d1dn t want to play m Buffalo; he wanted all kmds of signed with the Bills, nine games after Oj. played his last
money, he wanted to play for a California team, etc. Just game for Buffalo.
before the sea~n started <?J. finally signed, and immediAfter a couple of building years Buffalo took off on one
ately d1d nothmg ~or the first three years he was there. In of the best six year runs in pro football history - no Super
1972 he .began a f1ve-year tear that only a f~w players in Bowltitles, but enough to forget the twenty-year headache
sports history ever matched, and in 1974 he had the first OJ. was to them. At least until now.
y a r d

....-.......................~..~~~-.

withpoorqualityed~uo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .. .-.~,r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.-~

ingschool board, and a city without priorities. At the risk
second guessing the respectable federal judge who ordere
takeover, let me offer a couple of suggestions.

season in
pro football history. Un-
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letters to the editor
Mother expresses gratitude
after dog bite Incident
To t he Editor:

,.

Thank you to the students who helped
me on Tuesday, Aprilll at the girls' softball
game. My daughter, Teresa, was bitten by a
dog, and l was crying and upset. These
st udents brought bandages and calmed us
both down. I never saw your faces but your
vois:es and calm manner made all the difference.
In these days of people not wanting to be
involved, you jumped right in without hesitation and came to my aid. You made me
feel as if I wasn't alone.
My daughter is recovering so quickly, it
is sometimes hard to believe that it happened.
Thank youall-we'llalways be grateful.
Please call me, I'd like to thank you in person, especially the person who helped pull
the dog off her.
·

Sunday, April23 was declared a national
day of mourning. Surely, I thought, the University would find a way to get the flag
down at least today. But, upon waking and
looking out at the quad, I saw the flag , flying high ,apparendy unaware thatourcountry had taken a great loss.
I am reminded of last year, when President Richard Nixon died .john Carroll officials apparently thought that the university was different than the rest of the country, and didn't need to lower the flag.lttook
a responsible action by a group of Car roll
students to show respect for the ex-president by lowering th e flag themselves.
I wonder why john Carroll University
shows such a lack of respect to the rest of
the country, especially to those who lost
loved ones in the bombing.The only times
that! have seen the flag lowered were times
when there were deaths in the john Carroll
community. W hile these were proper, Carroll has to recognize that we are a part of a
larger commun ity also- that of the Un ited
States of America. When a nation mourns,
Carroll does. l.t's only a little ac t, lowering
the flag a few feet for a couple days, but it
signifies so m uch. Is the University that
ignorant of national news? Or do they just
have an apathy towards such sma11 symbols of respect? Either way, I think it's sad
that Carroll doesn't show more responsibility and respect for the country a nd its
ci tizens.

wide moment of silence,john Carroll University did nothing. A national tragedy upsets people to their core but it often has a
unique way of bringing people together to
help one another; an ideal the jesuits are
very fond of.
· I am disturbed by the fact thatJCU did
not observe the National Day of Mourning
and more than a little disillusioned that l
did notseethejesuitcommitment toempathy of those caught in the midst of a tragedy, such as t he Oklahoma City bombing,
in practice. jesuits are supposed to be examples to acomm unityand in this insta nce
we are an embarrassment to the j esuit ideals.
Erin O'Brien
Class of 1997

Academics Committee member
discouraged by lack of support
for Course Evaluation Guide
To the Editor:

[would like to take this opportun ity to
congratulate the Student Union and the
Academics Committee on the successful
publication of the firsteditionof the Course
Editor's No te: If thestudents whoassisted
and Professor Evaluation Guide.
Teresa and her mot her would contact The
As a member of the Academics ComCarroll News, we wi 11 be able to pu t you i n
mittee this year, I know first hand the
contact wi th Meg Lei se n.
amount of work that was involved in this
enormous underta k ing. Jason Stevens and
Sophomores disturbed by
Bob Wagoner, recently graduated, were
Ma tthew J. Milewski
university's failure to show
paramount to this project's success. We all
Class of 1997
respect for Oklahoma victims
owe them a lot.
When I first heard about t his project I
To the Editor.
was very excited,and when I first got elected
to the Student Union Senate, the AcademTo the Editor:
lam writing beca use lam very disturbed
ics
Committee was the first one I looked
at what appears to be a complete indifferIn making m y college decision I only into. l thought that the idea of a totall y
ence on the part of the Unive rsity regardknew one th ing for sure; I wanted a jesuit student run course evaluation was a grea t
ing the tragedy that occurred last week in
education
. The j esuits represented to me a idea and I was glad to be a part of it.
Oklahoma City. Following the bombing,
It wasn't until today that my opinions
social
conscience,
an awareness of the plight
and the numerous deaths that resulted,
oi
.
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to sociaL jtlstice. These values were affirmed in my hand, I fe lt a great sense o( accom at haLf-mast for three
days as a s1gn of
by the j esuit com munity here and l have plishment. That was short lived. When I
mourning for the awful tragedy. The flag
been encouraged to follow these ideals since opened the cover, the first thing I noticed
on the quad stood its ground, however, not
was line after line of "No response available
I arrived at john Carroll.
budging from its position at the top of the
That is why I am so disturbed by the fact for this course.'
flag pole.
In short, a good number of professors
that these ideals
were blatantly simply ignored the survey. I couldn't beignored on Sun- lieve it. Out of the 665 courses offered last
day, the Na - semester, evaluations were conducted in
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
IICAGO
tional Day of only 347 of them. 48% of the professors felt
Mourning for that they didn't have to participate. The
the victims of departments of communications and sociEarly Session
the Oklahoma ology stand out the most in that they both
Six weeks beginning May 19 {6 prn]
City bombing. only had one professor each conduct the
As the entire evaluation.
Middle Session
Let me put this into persi>ective for you.
country flew
Six weeks beginning June 7
th eir flags at You are in the market for a new car. You are
half mast for about to invest a substantial amount of
Late Session
three days, rung money so you are obviously concerned in
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aren't the ones that lose out if we take a class
taught by a professor that does a poor job as
an educator.
I find it disgusting that almost half of
the professors at this institution felt t hat it
was their decision to make whether or not
to conduct the evaluation. Did they have
something to hide?
Out of the 128 credits needed for graduation,does this mean that nearly 64of t hem
have the potential of being ta ught in a substandard manner? Part of receivingaj esuit
education is the non-stop pursuit of excellence. Don 't you think it is time that t hose
educating us were held to the same standards?
I still believe that the Course Evaluation
books were time wells pent. For the bargain
price of one $1.00 you ca n get a copy and
know that you can probably choose nine of
your eighteen credits for next semester
wi sely. I encourage you to purc hase the
books.
The Student Union fu nded the project
and shouldn't suffer for t he actions of the
professors. l also encourage you to hold
each and every one of your professors to a
very h igh standard. We are paying to receive the best educa tion possible. The professors work for US! It's time we told them
that.
My condolences to those of you who are
comm unica tio n or sociology majors.
Brian Graf
Class of 1997

Graduate Impressed by ~
encourages JCU community to
support fine arts
To the Editor:
As a for mer CN editor and contributor, I
want to congratulate the c ur rent staff for
consistently producing a top-flight college
weekly.l sometimes have access to the pa·
per, and l'm always impressed by the use of
graphics, photos and crisp layout. I have yet
to find a Cleveland-area college paper th at
is more informative and more attractive
tha n the CN.
Also, as a former member of the concert
and jazz bands, I want to urge the Carroll
community to continue to support these
two organizations, as well as the vocal music program.
I had a lot of great times playing on
Spring Break tours and at various community and school-related functions. The fine
arts deserve your patronage and encouragement, a nd I hope Carroll's music programs never fall by the wayside .
Scott Tennant
Class of 1992

Communications professor
thanks Carroll community
To the Editor:
On behaU of my family and myself, l'd
like to take this opportunity to than k mem bers of this university for all the kind notes
and expressions of sympathy when my fa therdied this month. It was such a comfort
at such a sad time. Tha nk you so much.

FORUVI
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The Cleveland schools: neglecting the children?
Laura M. Boustanl
Forum Writer

As I look ed upon the new addition to the Grasselli
Library, I could not help but think how much wealth
surrounds us here at john Carroll. What a massive, safe,
beautiful , and constantly improving pla ce th is is.
But just fifteen min utes away from j ohn Carroll, cam pusisawholedifferentworld .It is a world of poverty, crime,
despair, and continuous decline. ln that world , a genera-·
tion of young boys and girls are a t the mercy of the Cleveland public school system. Only a few years ago their fate
was being determined by a group of corrupt, self-interested, and publicity-hungry individuals elected to represent the people of Cleveland on the school board.
After a few years, they were voted out of office by the
people of Cleveland. After some resignations and appointments, there is a school board in 1995 that is extremely
different from previous school boards. Most of the members are not political hacks. Most of them wiH probably
never run for another political office. Most of them are
parents of children that have attended or currently attend
the Cleveland sc hool system. Most of them care about the
s uccesses and failures of the system and the children.
Recently, a federal judge ordered a state takeover of the
school system which rendered the Board of Education
powerless. Many local leaders have tried to put the best
spin on this major development. They have said that now
the resources of the state, together with the resources of the
city, will be at the disposal of Cleveland's children. They
have said that the system had too many problems -primarily financial- and that maybe the able and well-liked
s tate superintendent, Ted Sanders, can give Cleveland a
plan to work with.
So, one of the first decisions Sanders made was that the
almost bankrupt district must close several buildings .for
finS~ncial reasons. Many students would lose their neighborhood schools and move to other schools which are
already crowded and have severe problems. Teachers would
most likely be laid off and the remaining schools would
have to accommodate a larger number of students. The
result will no doubt be a further decline in the quality of
education in the troubled system.
Now, it a
considering leaving his
ioll~Ji'lll!l'e": uperintendent of Education for a university
tin another state. As the state searches for his replacem ent, the children in the Cleveland schools are left behind

Cleveland, the "come back city," has proven its ability to
rally behind projects like Gateway and the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame. Perhaps a similar effort is needed to save the
children of Cleveland. These projects have involved massive amounts of money, extensive support by public oHicials and voters, massive tax breaks, and massive taxation.
I understand their value to the city and the Greater Cleveland a rea, but I will dare say that the childre n of Cleveland
are at least as worthy as the Cleveland Indians, the Cleveland Cavaliers, and downtown glitter.
Sure, the children's cause is not as sexy as glamorous
do~ntown projects that the Gunds or the jacobs can give
thetr name to, but it sure is more im portan t. After years of

neglect, the Cleveland community must put the children
at the top of its agenda. Clevelanders can start by voting to
pass school levies.
But beyond that,Cleveland politiciansm ust stop pursui ng their own agendas a nd start paying attention to the
troublecl, schools and the troubled children. I am positive
that i n the long run, there would be something in it for
them.
To the federal judge, I have only one suggestion. The
state of the Cleveland schools is the product of years of
dirty politics, neglect of city neighborhoods, and neglect of
childre n. The community created the problems. The comm unity must solve them. Put that in a court o rder.

Before the trial, Simpson haunted the Bills

-

Sam Orenbach
fortunatel y for Buffalo, they had only one quick play-off
Forum Writer
appearance to show for it. And every year the story was the
While the current <?J. Simpson story or nightmare goes same. The west coast teams made outrageous trade offers
on and on and on, I thmk of the twenty year headache he for OJ., the Bills turned them all down.
In 1977 the headac he reall y got painful for Buffalo. In
became for the Buffalo Bills.
In 1968 OJ. Stmp~n was the hottest football prospect mid-season OJ tore up h is knee and never played for the
commgouto~ college m many years and th_e team With ~he Bills again. Aftertheseasonended ,Oj.finallygothis wish,
worst record m the NFL was gomg to get ftrst shot at htm. and was sent west. The Bills traded him to the San FranWhile Buffalo was not the worst team in football that year, cisco 49ers for a 1979 number one draft choice a fraction of
they had a great formula for failure - they played w ithout what they could have gotten for him earlier. incredibly, it
a quarterback. Whe_n a~l theu quarterbacks went down took nine years until they actuall y got their compensation
With InJUnes, they dtdn t replace them. Instead the Bills for OJ,
moved a wide receiver, Ed Rutkowski , over to quarterback.
Phase one went well eno ug h. San Francisco had the
T_heendresultwasonewinallyear,andfirstprizeintheOJ. worst record in football in 1978, and Buffalo got the firs t
Stmpson sweepstakes.
pick in the entire draft, exactly ten years after the one that
Strangely enough, theironlywin that year came against "got them OJ. The Bills took Tom Consinau wit h that pick
theeventualSuperBowlChamplOnNewYorkjets,wuhjoe and lost him to the Canadian Football League (t hat sick
Nameth. _A nd for all his troubles, 1968 team MVP Ed excuse for a pro football league). Three years late r they
Rutkowsktgorcut the next year, and never got to play with traded his rights to the Cleveland Browns for a 1983 numOJ.
.
.
. .
beronepick They tookjim Kelly wi th thatpick and couldn't
.
.
After takmgOJ,S1':'pson wnh the fust ~:nck m ~he 1969 sign him either. Kelly signed with the USFL a nd stayed
draft,_ Bu~falohadallkt~dsofproblernstrymgtosl~nhtm. there until that league folded in 1986 when he fi nally
OJ dtdn t want to play m Buffalo; he wanted all kinds of signed with the Bills, n ine games afcer OJ. played his last
money, he wanted to play for a California team, etc. Just game for Buffalo.
finally signed, and immediAfter a couple of building years Buffa lo took off on one
before the season started
ately dtd nothmg for the ftrst three years he was there. [n of the best six year runs in pro football his tory- no Super
1972 he _began a five-year tear that only a fc:w players in Bowl titles, but eno ugh to forget the twenty-year headac he
sports hlStory ever matched, and in 1974 he had the first OJ, was to them. At least until now.
2000 y a r d
· withpoorqualityed,oa~~~!~~~~~~~~~~----~1"~~~~. .~~~~----~~~~~~~. .~.-. . . . . . . . . .._. .~. . . . . . . . . .~_._.~._~
ing school board, and a city without priorities. At the risk season in
second guessing the respectable federal judge who or- pro footdere
takeover, let me offer a couple of sugges- ball histions.
tory. Un-
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great scores. ••

April is

JIRTQIRVED

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most.
we·n show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

I ORAL

RING MONTH
All Graduation
__Rings on Sale

great skills•••
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

Karen Gygli
Assistant Professor of Communications
The Carroll ftlews welcomes letters to
the editor. as it is our way of knowing
what you like or dislike about the
newspaper. the campus. or life in
general. We ask that letters be
submitted by 12 p.m. Monday. in the
Carroll ftlews office. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also be
submitted
via
e-mail
to
CNLETTERS ·· jcvaxa.jcu.edu. Letters
will be accepted after noon on Monday
only if there is additional space
available. Letters should not exceed
two typed pages. double spaced. We
reserve the right to edit letters for
clarity or space considerations. Letters
must be signed and accompanied by
your phone number.

19

SAVE
up to

$100
Guaranteed 4 Week Delivery
To Order call Toll-Free
1-800-952-7002

Call: (216)831-2233
get a

higher score

APLAN

COMICS/ CLASSIFIED&
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Sophomores - compete for
$30,000 Scholarships. Ask
about Army ROTC summer
leadership training & scholarship opportunities. Call 3974392.

reliable (sporty is an asset,
but not required). Part-time
May-Aug, mostly afternoons.
Near campus. Live-in option.
371-2108 weeknights 8 -10
p.m.

Cruise ships hiring- Travel the
world while earning an excellent income in the Cruise ship
& Land-tour industry. Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No exp necessary.
For info call1-206-634-0468
extC55563.

Custom T-Shirts- and more!
Best price and service. Call
Promote-U 7 49-3685.

Unlv. Hts. family seeks- student to live in our home and
help with childcare/housekeeping. Full-time in summer;
part -time in fall. Private room/
bath, board and salary, 3713959.
Spring graduates- Direct
sales. We need five bright
people to sell a dynamic product for an international company. No experience required.
We want you to be self disciplined, positive and enthusiastic. Up to $400 /wk+Comm,
preset qualified local leads,
bonuses, inc. car allowance &
full training provided. For interview: Call Mr. Truitt Mon-Fri
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Typist- needed to do piecework for doctor's office. Must
have PC, be mature, reliable,
confidential. Desk-top pubrequired. 283-6551.

Painters- and Foreman
needed. $6-$8/hr. Call College Pro Painters at (800)
346-4649.
2 female roommatesneeded to share an updated
3 bedroom house 1 mile from
JCU. $300+utilit ies. Ca ll
Anita 321-7310.
Connect direct- to the
Internet with your very own
direct (slip) connection. FREE
software, free tech support,
free 30 days. Call now 2477660 24hrs/7 days.
Furniture- for sale: bed and
desk with chair. Call 3212322.
Summer Camp Jobs- Help
shape a child's future. Resident & day positions available June 9 - Aug. 11. Hiram
House Camp (216) 8315045.
Cedar-Miramar- 1-2 bedroom. Ceilingfans, miniblinds, A/C, heat, fully carpeted, laundry facilities, garage available. Must see.

Construction- Help wanted.
Immediate/ part-time, summer I full-time. Estate residential landscape construction firm has immediate positions available for motivated, reliable individuals. For
more information please call
(216) 932-4420.
Needed- honest, dependable
individuals for east side residential cleaning service. Flexible hours, Mon-Fri, days only.
Transportation provided to
and from jobsites from Cleveland Hts Office. Call 6919233.
Crew- Edgewater Yacht Club
Highlander Fleet #14 is looking for crew. If you're into
competitive sailing and enjoy
the challenge of a twentyfoot planing dinghy, please
call: Reid Vail 691-9623.
Wanted- Two apartments to
sublet June 18- August 1.
Need one two-bedroom and
one-bedroom or efficiency for
school teachers who will be
participating in a JCU program this summer. Prefer
walking of bicycling distance
from campus. Please call Susan Long, East Asian Studies,
397-1685.
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tance of JCU. Call Michele &
Melissa 397-5086.
RelllyPalntlng&ContractingWork for the best Paint Co. in
town. Painters & carpenters
M/W, full time of seasonal.
Experienced or novice (will

s

d

train our way) call371-8160.
Sofa- One 84" long tapestry
sofa, good condition. 2911962-$100.
.
Female looking for summer
sub-lease: 397-5292
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Lookfng- for a place this summer? $302/month includes
all utilities. Totally furnished
(even a VCR). All appliances
(even a microwave). Part of
Huntington (3reen Apart-
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